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1. The situation in Southern Rhodesia has been under continuous consideration 

by the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the 

Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples since 

1962 and has been the subject of numerous General Assembly resolutions. It was 

also considered by the Security Council both before and after the illegal 

declaration of independence. By its resolution 217 (1965) adopted after the illegal 

declaration, the Security Council, inter alia, called u~on the United Kicgdom of 

Great BritaL~ and Northern Ireland to que:l the rebellion by the racist minority 

and called upon all States not to recognize the illegal regime and to do their 

utmost to break all economic relations with Southern Rhodesia, including an embargo 

on oil and petroleum products. By its resolution 221 (1966), the Security Council 

called upon the Government of the United Kingdom to prevent by the use of force if 

necessary, the arrival at Beira of vessels reasonably believe~ to be carrying oil 

destined :for Rhodesia, and empowered the United Kingdom to arrest and detain the 

tank.er known as the Ioanna V upon her departure from Eei.ra in the event her oil 

cargo was discharged there.Y 

2. At its 407th meeting on 21 April 1966, the Special Committee adopted a 
2' 

resolutioJ=.' on the g~estion of Southern Rhodesia. In this resolution the 

Special Committee: 

l. Reaffirmed the inalienable rights of the people cf Southern Rhodesia 
to freedom and independence in accordance with the Declaration contained in 
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), and recognized the legitimacy of 
their struggle for the enjo:Yl[lent of their rights as set forth in the Charter 
of the United Nations; 

2. Reaffirmed in particular General Assembly -resolution 2022 (XX) which 
condemns the policies of racial discrimination and segregation practised in 
Southern Rhodesia, which constituted a cr:~me against humanity; 

Y For details of Security Council decisions of April/May 1966, see A/6300/Add.l 
( !)art I), para.graphs 589-592. 

g/ Ibid. , paragraph 587. 
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3. Condemned the failure of certain States, particularly South Africa 
and Portugal, to implement the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly, 
the Special Committee and the Security Council by giving support and 
assistance to the racist minority regime in Southern Rhodesia; 

4. Called upon the administering Power to take all effective measures, 
including the u.se of f'orce, to put an end to the racist minority r~gime in 
Southern Rhodesia; 

5. Considered that the explosive situation in Southern Rhodesia 
continued to constitute a threat to international peace and security; 

E. Recommended to the Security Council to consider urgently the further 
measures envisaged under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations to 
put into effect its decisions concerning Southern Rhodesia; 

7. Decided to transmit to the Security Council the records of the 
discussions of the Special Committee on this question; 

8. Decided to keep the question of Southern Rhodesia on the agenda of 
the Special Committee and to review the situation whenever it considers it 
necessaiy. 

3. During its meetings in Africa the Special Committee adopted a further 

resolution relating to Southern Rhodesia,..21 a .. ·.,rell as a general resolution on the 

question of the attai.Dnent of the objectives of General Assembly resolution 

1514 (XV) with particular reference to the Territories in Southern Africa.-~ 

4. At its twenty-first session, the General Assembly, on the recommendation of 

the Fourth Committee; adopted two resolutions on the question of Southern Rhodesia. 

5 ~ By its resolution 2138 (XXI) of 22 October 1966, the General Assembly: 

1. Condemned any arrangement reached between the administering Power 
and the illegal racist minority regime which -would not recognize the 
inalieimble rights of -the people of Zimbabwe to self-determination and 
lndependence in accordance with General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV); 

2. Reaffirmed the obligation of the administering Power to transfer 
i::ower to the people of Zimbabwe on the basis of universal adult suffrage, in 
accordance with the principle "one man, one vote" • 

..2f Ibid. , paragraph 1097. 

!!f A/6300 ( pa.rt II), paragraph 619. 

! ... 
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6. By :its rccol.,'l+.ion ?151 (XXI) of 17 November 1966, the General Assembly: 

l. Reaffirmed the inalienable right of the people of Zimbabwe to 
f'reedan and independence, and the legitimacy of' their struggle for the 
exercis..@ of that right; 

2. Deplored the failure of the Goverri.ment of the United Kingdom of' 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland so far to put an end to the illegal 
racist minority regime in Southern Rhodesia; 

3. Condemned any arrangement between the administering Power and the 
illegal racist minority reg:ime in the Territory which would transfer power 
to the latr.er on any basis and which would fail to recognize the inalienable 
right of' the people of Zimbabwe to self-detennination and independence . 
in accordance with General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV); 

4. Condemned the GoverP.ments of Portugal and South Africa :for their 
support of the illegal racist minority regime in Southern Rhodesia; 

5. Condemned the activities of those foreign financial and other 
interests which, by supporting and assisting the ilh,:,ga4 racist minority 
regime in Southern Rhode~ia, were preventing the African people of Zimbabwe 
from attaining freedom and independence in accordance with General Assembly 
resolution 1514 (XV), and called upon the Governments of the States concerned 
to take all necessary measures to bring to an end such activities; 

. 
6. Drew the attention of the Security Council once again to the grave 

situation prevailing in Southern Rhodesia, in 01•der that it might decide to 
apply the necessary enforcement measures envisaged under Chapter VII of the 
Charter of' the United Nations; 

7. Called upon the Government of the United Kingdom to take prompt 
and effective measures to prevent any supplies, including oil and petroleum 
products, from reaching Southern Rhodesia; 

8. Called once again upon the Government of' the United Kingdom to take 
all necessary measures, including in particular the use of' f'orce, in the 
exercise of its powers as the administering Power, to put an end to the 
illegal racist minority regime in Southern Rhodesia and to ensure the 
immediate application of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) and other 
relevant resolutions; 

9. Called upon the administering Power to report on its actions in the 
implementation of the present resolution to the Special Committee on the 
situation with regard to the Implementation of' the Declaration on the 
Granting of' Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples; 

... 
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10. Called upon all States to rehder all moral and material support to 
the people of Zimbabwe in their legitimate struggle to overthrow the illegal 
racist regime and to achieve freedom and independence; 

ll. Requested the specialized agencies concerned and other international 
assistance organizations to aid and assist the refugees from Zimbabwe and 
those who were suffering from oppression by the illegal racist minority regime 
in Southern Rhodesia; 

12. Reguested the Special Committee to continue its study of the 
situation i.n Southern Rhodesie.; 

13. Decided to keep the question of Southern Rhodesia on its agenda. 

7. As at the encl. of Decem.bP-r 1966, .i'eplies had been received from seVenty-four 

States in response to the notes verbales of the Secretary-General transmitting the 

text of General Assembly resolution 2022 (XX) of 5 Novanber 1965 and Security 

Council resolution 217 (1965) of 20 November 1965 en the question of Southern 

Rhodesia • .2/ The seventy-fourth reply was received from the Government of SUdan and 

is contained in docmnents A/6479 and s/7558. 
8. At its 1331st to 1333rd, and 1335th through 1340th meetings, held between 

8 and 16 December 1966, the Security Council resumed it.s consideration of the 

question of Southern Rhodesia on the basis of a letter dated 5 December 1966 

(s/7610) from the representative of the United Kingdom in which he stated that since 

the rebellion in Southern Rhodesia had not been brought to an end, and following 

consultations with other Commonwealth Governments> he had been instructed to request 

an early meeting of the Security Council at which his Government would propose 

certain additional measures to be taken against the illegal regime in Southern 

Rhodesia. 

9. At the 1340th meeting on 16 December 1966, the Security Council adopted 

resolution 232 (1966) by a roll-call vote of 11 to none with 4 abstentions (Bulgaria, 

France, Mali, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics). The text of the resolution 

reads as follows: 

See A/6"300/Add.l. (part I), paragraph 14; A/6300/Add.l (part II), appendix II, 
paragraphs 3 and 4; A/C.4/671. 

I ••• 
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"The Sec~ity Council, 

"Reaffirming its resolutions 216 (1965) of 12 Novanber 1965, 217 (1965) of 
20 November 1965 and 221 (1966) of 9 April 1966, and in particular its appeal 
to all States to do their utmost in order to break off economic relations with 
Southern Rhodesia, 

"Deeply concerned that the Council 1 s efforts so f'ar and the measures 
taken by the administering Power have failed to bring the rebellion in Southern 
Rhodesia to an end, 

nRea:ffirming that to the extent not superseded in this resolution, the 
measures provided for in resolution 217 ( 1965) of 20 November 1965, a~- well as 
those initiated by Member States in implementation of that resolution, shall 
continue in effect, . 

nActing in accor~~ce wi. th Articles 39 and 41 of ·the United Nations 
Charter, 

"l. Determines that the present situation in Southern Rhodesia 
constitutes a threat to international peace and security; 

"2. Decides that all States Members of ·the United Nations shall prevent: 

0 (a) the import into their territories of asbestos, iron ore, chrome, 
pig-iron, sugar, tobacco, copper, meat and meat products and hides, 
skins an.d leather originating in Southern Rhodesia and exported 
therefrom after the date of this resolution; 

0 (b) any activities by their nationals or in their territories which 
promote or are calculated to promote the export of these commodities 
~rom Southern Rhodesia and any dealings by their nationals or in 
their territories in any of these commodities originating in Sou.·,~.hern 
Rhodesia and exported therefrom after the date a:f this resolution, 
including in particular any transfer of funds to Southern Rhodesia 
for the purposes of such activities or dealings; 

"(c) shipment in vessels or aircraft of their registration of any of these 
commodities originating in Southern Rhodesia and exported therefrom 
a:fter the date of this resolution; 

"(d) any activities by their nationals or in their territories which 
promote or are calculated to promote the sale or shipment to Southern 
Rhodesi~ of arms, ammunition of all types, military aircraft, 
military vehicles, and equipment and materials for the manufacture and. 
maintenance of arms and ammunition in Southern Rhodesia; 

I .... 
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11 (e) any activities by their nationals or in their territories which 
promote or are calculated to promote the supply to Southern Rhodesia 
of all other aircraft and motor vehicles and nif" equipment and 
materials :for the manuf'acture, assembly, or maintenance of" aircraft 
and motor vehicles in Southern Rhodesia: the sl1ipment in vessels 
and aircra:ft o:f their registration o:f any such goods destined for 
Southern Rhodesia: and any activities by their nationals or in 
their territories which promote or are calculated to promote the 
manufacture or assembly o:f aircraft or motor vehicles in Southern 
Rhodesia; 

"(:f) participation in their -territories or territories under their 
admiristration or in land or air transport facilities or by their 
nationals or vessels of their regtstration in the supply of oil or 
oil products to Southern Rhodesia; notwithstanding any contracts 
entered into or licences granted before the date o:f this resolution; 

"3. Reminds Member States that the failure or refusal by any of them to 
implement the present resolution shall constitute a violation of Article 25 o:f 
the Charter; 

"4. Reaffirms the inal.ienable rights of the people of Southern Rhodesia 
to freedom and independenc.e in accordance with the Declaration on the Granting 
o:f Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples contained in General Assembly 
resolution 1514 (XV); and recognizes the legitimacy o:f their struggle to 
secure the enjoyment of their rights as set forth in the Charter of the United 
nations; 

n5. Calls upan all States not to render :financial or other economic aid 
to the illegal racist regime in Southern Rhodesia; 

"6. Calls upon all States Members of the United Nations to carry out 
this decision of the Security Council in accordance with Article 25 of the 
United Nations Charter; 

n7. Ur,i:es, having regard to the principles stated in Article 2 of the 
United Hations Charter, States not Members o:f the United Nations to act in 
accordance with the provisions of" paragraph 2 of the present resolution; 

118. Calls upon States Members o:f the Uri. ted Nations or o:f the specialized 
agencies to report to the Secretary-General the measures each has taken in 
accordance with the provisions of paragraph 2 of the present resolution; 

"9. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Council on the 
progress of" the implementation of the present resolution, the first report to 
be submitted not later than l March 1967; 

"10. Decides to keep this itan on its agenda :for further action as 
appropriate in the light of' developments." 

/ ... 
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10.. By !'l note dated 17 December 1966, the Secretary-General transmitted the text 

of the resolution to States Members of the United Nations or of the specialized 

agencies and drew their particular attention to the :fact that the Security Council 

had acted. in accordance with Articles 39 and 41 of the United Nations Charter and 

had remind0 d Member States that the failure or refusal by any o: them to implement 

this resolution would constitute a violation of Article 25 of the Charter. He 

drew attention to the provisions of operative psragraphs 7, 8 and 9 of the 

resolution and requested information, as early as possible, on the measures taken 

by the Governments in accordance with the provisions o:f the resolution. 

ll. In a further note dated 13 January 1967 ad.dressed to States Members of the 

United Nations or of the specialized agencies, the Secretary-General added that he 

would appreciate receiving a detailed account of the action taken by the 

Governments in the implementation of operative paragraphs 2 and 5 of the 

resolution, as well as such other measures they may have taken in accordance with 

the spi.rit and general intent of the resolution. The Secreta:i:y-General transmitted 

with the note a q_uestionnaire on imports and exports of the conm:odi ties listed in 

operat::-:re paragraph 2 of the resolution in order to f'acili tate the supply of 

uniform data by States and to enable the Secretary-General to provide the Security 

Council from time to time with analyses of the progress of the implementation of 

the resolution with regard. to trade in those commodities. 

12. In his first report in pursuance of the above resolution (s/7781 and Corr.1 

1. Add.1), the Secretary-General stated that up to 21 February 1967 he had received 

replies from seventy-two States Members o:f the United Nations or o:f the 

specialized agencies. The su~stantive parts of these replies were reproduced in 

annex 2 of the report. 

13. The Secretary-General also noted in his report that a substantial number of 

States, including certain States which had significant trade with Southern Bhodesia, 

had not yet reported in pursuance of operative paragraph 8 of Security Council 

resolution 232 (1966). 
14. The Secretary-General noted further tba t while several States had undertaken 

to provide the trade statistics requested in his note of 13 January 1967, full 

infornation on the effect of implementation of Sec.ltity Council resolution 232 on 

/ ... 
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the trade o:f Southern Bhodesia -was not at present availabl.e and might not be 

available :for some time. It was bis intention to util.ize the data hitherto 

provided by States Members of the United Nations and of the specialized agencies 

as a basis for estin:ating the effect of these measures. A report to this effect 

would be submitted to the Council later. 

1.5. The Secretary-General. expressed the hope that all States Members of the 

United Nations or of the specialized agencies woul.d submit inf',rmation on the 

measures taken in accordance with the provisions o:f the resol.ution, or, in the 

case of those States which had replied to the two notes, information on further 

measures they had taken, if auy. 

16. The report also provided the Security Council with certain data on the trade 

of Southern Rhodesia in 1.965 and 1.966. These data, set out in an addendum to the 

report, show the direction of past trade in commodities listed in the resol.ution 

and the value of the trade of Southern Rhodesia with each trading partner. 

17. The second report of the Secretary-General. (S/7781./Add.2) in pursuance of 

the above resolution showed that nineteen more States Members of the United 

Nations or of the special.ized agencies had repl.ied to the above notes, bringing 

the tota:L to ninety-one. In addition to the replies mentioned above, the 

Secretary-General. also drew attention to a l.etter dated 27 February 1967 from 

the Penmnent Representative of Bulgaria (s/7794) transmitting 11a statement of 

the Government of the Germn De:rr.ocratic Republic on the impl.en:entation of 

resol.ution s/RFS/232 (1966) adopted by the Security Council. on 16 December 1.966, 

concerning the situation in Southern Rhodesia". 

I ... 
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18. On 22 June 1966, the first session of the Southern Bhol.esian "Parliament" 

since the illegal. declaration of' independence, -was opened. The official opening 

Wcl.S not attended by the judges of the High Court. The "Speaker of Parliament" 

issued a statement on 16 June 1966 in 'Which he said that the judges had informed 

him that certain litigation -was pending in the High Court involving the standing 

of the Government and possibly of Parliament itself. In these circumstances, 

the judges considered it proper to stand aloof from the present parliamentary 

proceedL"'lgs. The statement added that both the "Speaker" and the "Prime Minister" 

recognized the desirability of judges preserving their impartiality in all 

judicia). proceedings and appreciated the difficulties facing them. 

19. Mro Clifford Dupont, "Officer .Administering the Government", delivered 

"the speech from the throne" after the Speaker·had formally declared "Parliament" 

opened. The speech from the throne, under th.e 1961 Constitution, is delivered 

by the Governor as the Queec's representative. 

20. .After reviewing the -work of the "Government" and outlining future legislative, 

economic and social plans of' the r~gime, Mr. ~ont stated, inter alia, that it 

would be imprudent for the r~gime to ignore the threat to security wich faced 

Southern Rhodesia :from those who resented the peace and tranquility enjoyed by 

all people in the country and 'Who for their ow purposes -would rather see chaos 

supervene. His regime bad no intention whatsoever of relaxing its forces eitp.er to 

deter aggression from any external source or to eliminate internal subversion. 

The regular forces of the British South .Africa police, the Army and the Royal 

Rl1cdesian Air Force would continue to be :rraintained at maximum efficiency and 

every endeavour ~uld be made to provide the additional training, for ·which ;in 

their keeness to be prepared, all branches of the reserves -were being called. 

21. In the field of international affairs, I-fr. Dupont said that the regime had 

assun:ed full responsibility for the conduct of external relations, and the 

possibility of establishing formal. diplomatic relations 'With other countries -was 

under constant considc..:ation. His regime appreciated the action of other 
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Governments who had retained missions in Salisbury, notwithstanding that some had 

been reduced in size. Indeed bis regime noted with gratification that of the 

twenty countries represented in Sal.isbury before ll November 1965, only two, 

regrettably both Comn:onwealth countries, had withdravm their local missions, and 

three others had terminated the appoi~unent of their honorary consuls. 

".African Affairs (Amendment) Bill" 

22. The "Minister of Internal Affairs" of Southern P.hodesia, Mr. William Harper, 

introduced an ".African Affairs (.Amendment) Bill", in the Southern Rhodesian 

Legislative Assembly in July 1966. He stated that policy towards the Southern 

Rhodesian .African populaticn would be channelled through the chiefs. He said 

that the bill contained provisions which would give more dignity and power to the 

chiefs, and these new powers would fulfil the undertaking which had been given by 

the "Government" to the country's tribal leaders. In the tribal areas, Mr. Harper 

said, the chiefs would now become responsible for the administration of their 

people. :Fne "Govemment11 bad a high regard for African traditions and customs and 

did not wish to see them removed when they were not of'fensi ve to common right. 

Opposition members criticized a provision in the bill which made it mandatory for 

Southern Rhodesian chiefs to notify district commissioners of all rumours which 

might affect the public peace. 'Ihe bill was subsequently approved by the 

Legislative Assembly and signed by the "Officer .Administering the Government". 

Extension of state of e~€rgency 

23. On 28 July 1966, the Southern Rhodesian Legislative Assembly purported to have 

approved the extension o:f the state of emergency for a further three months. The 

state of emergency was declared by the Government of Southern Rhodesia on 

5 November 1965, and has since been ex~ended in three-month periods. In moving 

the emergency resolution, the "Minister of Justice and Law and Order", 

Mr. Desmond Lardner-Burke, said there was an obvious threat to lives and properties 

from terrorist activity directed from Zambia and Tanzania. For these and other 

reasons the security forces must have the !X)Wer to detain terrorists . .and 

saboteurs who infiltrated frcm neighbouring territories. In viel'J 

I ••. 
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of the threats still facing the country, the powers must be available to deal 

,d th any. deteriorating situation and they must be able to maintain the emergency 

measures at present in force to deal with sanctions. On 27 October 1966, the 

Legislative Assembly again extended the state of emergency for a further three 

months to expire on 31 January 1967. On 26 January 1967, the Legislative Assembly 

approved a furtb~r tP~ee-month extension of the state of emergency to expire 

on 30 April 1967. 

Restriction powers extended for two years 

24. On 23 August 1966, the Southern Rhodesia.11 Legislative Assembly purported to 

have extended for two yeaxs, from 31 August, the period during which the "Minister 

of Justice and Law and Order" might restrict people without trial for periods up 

to five years. These powers of' restriction were conferred on the Government of 

Southern Rhodesia in 1962 and were extended in 1964 for a further two years. 

r-1r. Lardner-Burke, speaking on the motion seeking the further extension, 

said that they wer8 still at a critical stage in their fight to maintain law and 

order under present circumstances and to maintain the comparative peace and calm 

which existed in Southern Rhodesia today. He emphasized that the powers sought 

had nothing whetever to do with detention since restrictees were given basic 

:freedom of' movement vrl. thin an area, communications and so en. The Government 

would continue to use the courts whenever it could but the normal processes of the 

court were extremely difficult to apply in cases of subversion. 

"Constitution .Amendment Bill11 

25. On 25 August 1 c:;66, the "Minister of Justice and Law and Order", introduced 

in the Legislative Assembly, the "Constitution .Amendment Bill" to amend a number 

of provisions of the Declaration o:f Rights which form an entrenched chapte~ of 

the so-called 1965 Constitution carried over intact from the 1961 Constitution. 

26. A statement issued by the Commonwealth Office in London on 25 August 1966~ 

said that the United Kingdom Government had learnt with concern of the intention 

of the illegal regime in SaJ.isbury to introduce a nconstitution Amendment Bill" 

containing powers of preventive detention and making changes in the specially 

entrenched clauses of the 1961 Constitution. These changes would, of' course, have 

no legal validity. ~finisters were studying the implications of these new 

developments. 
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27. Speaking on the bill in the Legislative Assembly on 26 August 1966, 

Mr. Lardner-Burke said that the bill was designed to make possible the passing 

of legislation to provide for detention vTithout the existence of a state of 

emergency. This new legislation, "The Public Security Bill11
, would be presented 

to the Legislative Assembly in due course. He recalJ.ed that preventive detention 

had been introduced in Southern Rhodesia by an act passed by a previcus Government 

in 1959. The act, which had a life of five years, was renewed by the Government 

in 1964, but when challenged in the courts, was declared to be outside the powers 

of the 1961 Constitution. Neither, he said, had the 1965 Constitution made any 

provision for preventive detention outside of a state of emergency. The Public 

Security BiD- would therefore remecty this omission and regularize the laws 

relating to all restricted and detained persons and so restore the position ar 

it was in 1959. 
28. ~J that the detention of an individual should not be left entirely to the 

discretion of the nMinister of Justice", Mr. Lardner-Eurke said the bill would 

provide for the establishment of an impartial l::ody other than the Minister which 

would give consideration to each case. The powers of preventive detention 1Tithout 

a state of emergency, he added, were absolutely necessary to pP.rmit the 11Government" 

to maintain law and order in Southern Rhodesia. Mr·. Lardner-Burke denied that the 

proposed amendments to the Constitution were an attempt to give the r~gime more 

permanent and arbitrary power with the object of stifling the opp0sition. 

29. Mr. William Harper, the "Minister of Internal Af":fairs", also stated that 

the bill would empower the regime to introduce legislation to give the African 

chiefs greater powers in the administration of their areas. Among other powers, 

the proposed legislation would give the chiefs or their courts powers for dealing 

with certain criminal offences. The legislation would not force the tribal courts 

to adhere to the Declaration of Rights in so far as legal representation was 

concerned. It woul<l also give powers to the chiefs for the removal of certain 

people from one position of tribalftrust land to another. The legislation -:-rould 

also make some changes in relation to tribal trust lands. 

30. During the debate on the second reading of the bill on 8 Sept,ember, the Leader 

of the Opposition ar.d most of the Opposition United People's Party members walked 

out of the Assembly; they had not returned when the vote was taken. There were 

I ... 
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48 votes for the bill and 2 against (1 UPP member and 1 independent member). 

Mr. Ian Smith announced on 14 September that the bill had been signed by Mr. Dupont, 

the 11 0fficer Administering the Government" • 

Court judgement 

31. Within the pericd under review, many cases ·which in ore way or the other 

challenged the legality of the Ian Smith r~gime, were brought before the courts 

of Southern Rhodesia. Of these, the most ir.:l:portant in terms of the judgement 

delivered, was the case before the High Court in which two detainees, 

Mr. Leo Baron and Mr. Daniel Madzimbamuto, had applied to be released on the 

ground that the orders detaining them were illegal. The Court r-eld en 

9 September 1966 that their application must fail. 

32. One of the two judges, Mr. Justice Lewis, was reported to have stated his 

conclusions in the case, which came before the High Court in Salisbury in 

March 1966, as follows: 

"l. The 1965 constitution is not the lawful constitution of this 
country and the government of this country set up under it is not the 
lawful government; it will not become the la·wful government unless and 
until the ties of sovereignty are severed either by consent or by 
acquiescence of Her Majesty's Government in abandoning the attempt to 
end the revolution. 

112. The government is, however, the only effective government of the 
country and therefore on the basis of necessity and in order to avoi.d chaos 
and a vacuum in the law this court should give effect to such measures of 
the effective government, both legislative and administrative, as could 
lawfully have been taken by the lawful government under the 1961 constitution 
for the preservation of peace and good government and the maintenance of 
law and order. 

"3. The extensions of the state of emergency and of the Emergency 
Powers (Maintenance of Law and Order) Regulations contained in Rhodesian 
Government Notice 71 of' 1g66 made thereunder are measures falling within 
the above category and neither in their purpose nor in their mode of 
enforcement in the present cases have they been shown to be hostile to 
the authority of the sovereign power ox to have impaired the just rights 
of citizens under the 1961 constitution or to have been taken with actual 
intent to further the revolution. • • • In the result I am of the opinion 
that both applications must fail. 11 

I ..• 
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33. Ihe other judge, Mr. Justice Goldin., agreed in a separate judgen:ent with · 

the conclusions o:f Mr. Justice Lewis. He was reported to have ·written: 

"In my vie·w, a.f'ter careful consideration of the unprecedented situation 
in which the court finds itself, I am satisfied that the court can and 
should give ef:fect to at least certain legislative measures and administrative 
acts performed by virtue o:f powers exercised under the 1965 constitution. I 
base my conclusion on the doctrine of public policy, the application o:f which 
is required, justified and rendered unavoidable in these circumstances by 
necessity. 11 

An appeal by the two detainees against the judgement is currently being he:.:=trd by 

the Court of Appeals in Salisbury. 

Changes in Southern Rhodesian opposition leadership 

34. The opposition United People' s Party caucus on 31 August 1966, replaced 

Mr. Chad Chipunza by Mr. Josiah Gonda as party leader. Mr. Gonda, who became 

leader of the opposition, :formerly led the party before Mr. Chipunza. On 

22 January 1967, ~t a later party congress, Mr. Percy Mlrudu was elected to 

succeed Mr. Gonda. 

Deputy !Time lfinister named 

35. On 7 September 1966, Mr. Ian Smith named as "Deputy Prime M:i.nistern, 

Mr. John Wrathall. The announcement said that I,n:-. Wrathall would continue to hold 

the portfolio of :finance in addition to his new responsibilities. 

Rhodesian Front Party Congress 

36. The annual Congress o:f the Rhodesian Front Party was held in Bulawayo from 

22 to 24 September 1966. It was reported to have been attended by more than 

500 party delegates from all over the country. The open session, which started 

on 23 September 1566, was addressed by Mr. Ian Smith in his capacity as president 

o:f the party. In his statement, Mr. Smith recapitulated the history o:f the party 

from the time o:f the 1961 Constitution to the period ending with the illegal 

declaration o:f independence and stated that as long as he continued to be 

president o:f the party, his regime would never deviate :from the principles which 

the party stood for and the promises it had made to the electorate o:f Southern 

Rhodesia. Regarding the period after the illegal declaration of independence, 
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he stated that "Rhodesians" had come a long ·way which he described as an incredible 

success. So long as they continued to succeed, those friends that they had in 

the ·world today would not let them down. They were carrying on one of the most 

incredible exercises in contemporary history by standing up not to one great 

country, but al.most to the whole world. 

37. On 24 September, the Congress, in closed session, held the election of 

party officers. The results of the elections showed few changes frcm 1965. 

Mr. Ian Smith was re-e1ected president of the party. Mr. W.H. Harper, "Minister 

of Internal Affairs" and Lord Graham, "Minister of Defence a_71d External J\.f'f'airs" 

were re-elected as deputy, presidents. Four party vice-presidents ·were elected -

two of whom have to be "MPs" and two drawn from party members. They were 

Mr. John Wrathall, "Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance" , Mr. Jack Carey, 

:Mr. Stan Eastwood and Mr. D.C. Lilford. Col. W.M. Knox was re-elected chairman 

of' the party and Mr. Ralph Neilson was elected deputy chairman. 

38. The Congress debated twenty resolutions on both local and national af'f'a.irs. 

Of these resolutions, the most important was adopted on 24 September 1966, by 

which the Congress unanimously enc.,.- ·sed the action of the "Government" during the 

last twelve months and reccrded its full confidence in the "Prime Minister11 and 

his cabinet and caucus. The proposer and seconder and all the spea.lters mentioned 

not only the courage a11d determination that had been shmm by the "Prime Minister" 

and his cabinet, but also the "unity that they had achieved amongst the people 

of Southern Rhodesia" • In a statement after the adoption of the resolution, 

Mr. Smith said that by the resolution, the Congress had made him and his 

officers ev~ stronger and more dedicated. After this they could not, even if 

they had any intention of doing so, deviate or ·1et the party dovm. 

Clashes with nationalists 

39. On 13 May 1966, twenty Africans were sentenced in Salisbury to ten years' 

imprisonment with hard labour after being found guilty in the High Court of being 

saboteurs and spies. A1l were found guilty of preparing for an African 

nationalist attempt to overthrow the white minority rfgime. A twenty-first man 

was given five· years with hard labour. In his judgement, the judge said that 
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a sabotage training scheme had been organized in Lusaka, Zambia, by of'ficiaJ.s 

of the banned Zimbabwe African People's Union (ZAPU) with staging posts at 

Mbeya and Dar es Salaam. 

40. A European farmer, Mr. Viljoen, and his wife were murdered in the :farming 

district of Hartley, about seventy miles from Salisbury, on 17 May. A police 

statement said that they had been shot with an automatic wea:'fJOn and that the 

murders were believed to be "the work of a dangerous gang" . Later the same day 

in Lusaka, responsibility :for the murders was claimed by the banned Zimbabwe 

African National. Union (ZANU). 

41. On l June 1966, the Southern Rhodesia police announced that an African 

arrested on suspicion of being connected ~Tith the terrorist gang that murdered 

the white couple had died f'rcm wounds he received. The police had said earlier 

that he had been wounded when arrested by the security forces. 

42. On 13 June 1966, there was a two-hour outbreak of violence in Salisbury. 

During the outbreak, a hotel about seven miles :from the city near the African 

-township o:r Highfie~d was stoned and petrol bombs thrown. A car in the hotel 

grounds was set on :fire but the fire was extint=tu.ished. A furniture warehouse in 

the same vicinity was ournt out causing damage estimated at £50,000. A bus was 

burnt out in Highfield township when an incendiary device was thrown into 

it. Other stoning incidents in the African township and an attempt to set fire 

to an office in the industrial sites were reported. It was also re~orted that 

in the neighbouring to~mship of Harare there were scattered outbreaks of stone

tbrow:ing. 

43. On 22 June 1566, three .Africans who were accused o:f having attacked a 

train with knobkerries and stones and set it on fire with :petrol were sentenced 

to death in the High Court in Bulawayo. Tr.e sentence for such an offence is 

mandatory under Southern Rhodesia's Law and Order (Maintenance) Act. 

44 ." On 23 June 1966, seven Africans who were reported to have been caught armed 

in Southern Rhodesia after entering the country secretly from Zambia were 

sentenced to twenty years' imprisonment each in the F.igh Court in Salisbury. 

The judge found the men guilty of illegally possessing a large quantity of Soviet 

and Chinese weapons and explosives. Evidence was given that all the accused were 

members of the banned Zimbabwe African National Union (ZAIW). The prosecution 
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said that they had entered the c01mtry secretly f'rom Zambia on l April 1966, with 

orders to blow up the Beira-Umtali oil pipeline, attack white f'armers and f'ight 

the army and police in an attempt to overthrow the "Government". 

45. On 19 July, the Southern Rhodesian police stated that an 11..A:frican nationalist 

terrorist gang" had opened f'ire on Southern Rhodesian security f"or~es and hurled 

hand grenades at them in a gun battle in a remote part of the Zambezi Valley on 

18 July 1966. The statement said that the security f'orces immediately returned 

f'ire, killing one "terrorist". The dead African was "positively identified" by the 

police as a member of the nationalist gang which had gunned down the white farming 

couple in the Hartley district, about seventy miles from Salisbury in 11.iay. A 

member of the security :forces was said to have been wounded but not seriously. The 

statement said that the terrorists fled shortly after the start of the battle. 

46. On 22 July 1966, the "Minister of Justice and Law and Order", 

Mr. Desmond Lardner-Eurke, in reply to a question in "Parliament", stated that 

there bad been eighty acts of sabotage since the illegal declaraticn of 

independence. There had been twenty attacks on railroaas, twenty-three cases of 

inter£erence with essential services, thirty-two molotov cocktail cases, and five 

involving the use of explosives. 

47. On 5 August 1966, the "Department of Information" annO\mced that five .African 

vrterrorists" would appear in the Sincia Magistrates' court the same day to answer 

charges of' carrying o:ff'ensi ve weapons. The statement said that the terrorists had 

surrendered to the security forces during the recent operations in the Zambezi 

VaJJ.ey near the frontier with Zambia. It said that the terrorists had infiltrated 

Southern Rhodesia from Zambia and were members of a banned Rhodesian African 

nationalist organization. On 3 October 1966, four of the arrested Africans were 

sentenced to eighteen years• in:prisorunent each for tb.e above charges. The fifth 

African was sentenced to twelve years' imprisonment. 

48. On 12 August 1966, the police reported that seven white people and an African 

waiter wer~ taken to a hospital with alight injuries after an explosion in a cafe 

in the city centre near the Salisbury to'Wll hall. A subsequent police statement 

said that the bomb thrown into the ca.:fe was a band grenade. On 24 August 1966, 

it was reported that the Southern Rhodesian police had arrested four Africans in 

I ••• 
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connPxiou with the grenade thrown into the ca:fe. On 21 September 1966, two Africans 

were sentenced to ieath by a Salisbury Court fc-r the hand grenade attack in the 

caf'e. 

49. On 15 August 1966, the police reported that another group of African "terrorists" 

had surrendered to Southern Rhodesian forces. According to the statement by the 

police, they were captured in an area to the north of Matabeleland. It was alleged 

that these individ11&s who recently left Lusaka, Zambia, had received training in 

a ccmmunist or pro-communist country and were carrying weapons and materials of 

communist origin. On 29 September 1966, eleven of the terrorists were each sentenced 

to eighteen years' imprisonment for possessing :firearms. 

Official statements on security forces 

50. The annual defence report tabled in the Rhodesian Legislative Assembly on 

26 April 1966 stated that throughout the past yea:r emphasis had been placed on 

counter-insurgency in training at all levels and on "the derence phase o:f limited 

war". Ct:rtain parts of' the country's borders were now under continuous surveillance 

and troops liere permanently stationed at Kariba. The Royal Rhodesian Air Force 

possessed a conside:ria.ble strike ability which pc,-"'ed a valid deterrent to aggression. 

In almost 13,000 hours flmm, a daily serviceability rate o:f 82 per cent had been 

recorded. 

Sl. The "Ministry of Defence" of the illegal regime announced on 1 July 1966, that 

territorial force and army reserve training camps would be held between 24 July and 

2 October 1966. An official announcement said that the camps would be held in areas 

not only in but outside the main centres of the r~_ ~ntry and training would include 

refresher courses, range :firing, and night operations. 

52. In a recorded interview which was broadcast on 26 August 1966, on the African , 
Service of the Rhodesia Broadcast:i.ng Corporation, the "Minister of Internal. Affairs", 

.Mr. William Harper, said that nearly al1 the terrorists who had en·cered Southern 

Rhodesia had been captured and that the security f'orces had shot whole gangs of 

terrorists, not one surviving, when they had resisted arrest. Those people ought to 

know that when they resisted arrest that was the sort of treatment they were going 

to receive from the armed :forces of Southern Rhodesia. Asked what sort of reception 

Southern F.hoftesian .Africans who had left their country and wished to return would 

receive, Mr. Harper replied that if those people were terrorists their chances of 
being rounded up was extremely high. 

/ ... 
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53. On Southern Rhodesia's security position, Mr. Harper said that there w.s no 

suggestion of a general breakdown in law and order. Since poll tical hooligans had 

been removed from the tmmships and countryside he thought that everyone would 

admit that life :for the average man and wcmen was :far more peaceful than anything 

the country had known for a long time. He said that it had always been the case 

in Southern Rhodesia that it was only those who did wrong, the evildoers, who had 

cause to fear the authorities. People who organi2.ed the terrorists should not 

think that they could work against Southern Rhodesia while they lived beyond its 

borders and then be welcomed back with open arms if they sought to return. Those 

people shared equally the guilt w:ith the actual. terrorists themselves. Mr. Harper 

said that if such people fell into the hands of the police they would be dealt with 

as the criminals they were and they should remember that the police did not close 

cases on such persons until they had ac.l'li.eved their objective. 

54. In a recorded interview on the African Service of the Rhodesia Broadcasting 

Corporation on 2 September 1966, Air Vice Marshal Hawkins, ACC, the "Royal Rhodesian 

Air Force 11
, stated that apart from South Africa, the Royal Rhodesian Air Force was 

the strongest and best baJ.anced force within 3,500 miles. He said that there was 

nothing like the Royal Rhodesic?.in Air Force "this side of North Africa". The RRAF 

had the weapons and the bombs. Air Vice ~J8.I'shal Hawkins said: "IT anyone attacked 

us, if' we were certain that anyone was about to attack us, then we reserve the right 

to defend ourselves in this v1ay, by using our offensive force. But let us be clear 

for this moment and for the foreseeable future that we have no aggressive intention 

against anyone." The Rhodesian Air Force jet bombers were the conntry's strike 

effort. This meant that anyone vii th evil intentions towards the conntry would have 

to think twice before attacking it. It also meant that if anyone was misguided 

enough to launch a :fairly large land-based assault against the country it could 

Yithstand these forces and give support to the army and other security forces in 

repelling such an attack. The Rhodesian Air Force -was also well equipped and capable 

of capturing and w.iping out small groups or terrorists. In case of an attack the 

Rhodesian Air Force would, with transport aircraft and helicopters, get ground 

forces to any point, in sCine cases, within minutes. Asked if he could see any threat 

which t.he country could not meet, Air Vice Marshal Hawkins said he did not. He just 

hoped that no one -was misguided enough to pose one. 

I ••• 
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Further clashes With Africans 

55. On 2 September 1966, three alleged African "terrorists" were committed to trial 

in Bulawayo f'or being in possession of of'f'ensive weapons. A fourth African 

appearing with them -was ccmmitted to a similar charge and was alleged to have hidden 

guns and ammunition for the terrorists. The men were reported to be handcu:rfed in 

pairs and wearing leg-irons when they were escorted into court by the police. At 

the preliminary hearing, the judge ruled, among other things, that the political 

parties they represented should not be published. They were reported to have 

crossed the border into Southern Rhodesia from Zambia. On 27 September 1966, the 

three African terrorists were each gaoled f'or eighteen years, and the :fourth for six 

years,.. 

56. The police e..nnounced on 27 September that two suspected "terroristsu had been 

killed and a number of' others captured in a clash with security forces on 

25 September 1966. The action took place in the Chirundi Valley near the Zambian 

border when a patrol of' the Rhodesian Light Infantry ran into the alleged terrorist 

group. According to the report one member of the security :forces suffered a slight 

injury. The clash, according to the police, took place near the spot where an 

African driver was found shot dead and his truck wrecked in the Chirundi Valley on 

18 September. Since then the police had instituted a convoy and patrol system in 

the area. Seven Africans accused of the murder on 18 September of an Af'rican truck 

driver were :found guilty and sentenced to death in Salisbury High Court on 

14 December. In passing sentence, Mr. Justice Fieldsend said that the men were 

members of a gang who had entered the country with the avowed intention of raising 

a "rebellion riot". AJ..l seven men pleaded not guilty to the charges and appealed 

against the verdict. 

57. On 6 October 1966, an African clerk was sentenced to seven years' imprisonment 

for being in possession of offensive weapons. 

58. ·an l November, Mr. Elisha Tarisayi, an African, was sentenced to death under 

the Law and Order (Maintenance) Act in the Salisbury High Court. He had been :found 

guilty :for having thro'Wil a hand grenade at a suburban house in August. No one had 

been injured in the ensuing explosion. 

I ••• 
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59. On 3 November, four Africans who had been found guilty of having been in 

possession v~ offensive weapons and :for having entered Southern Rhodesia for the 

purpose of making war, 1'."eceived the death penalty in Salisbury High Court. The 

Court -was told that the men had been captured by a patrol of the Rhodesian Light 

Infantry in the Zambezi Valley near the Zambia border. 

60. Two Africans were each sentenced to ten years' imprisorzment by the High Court 

in Sal.:isbury on 8 November for illegal possession of two machine-guns of French 

manufacture and over 2,000 rounds of' ammunition of Russian and Italian manufacture. 

A third African received a prison sentence of eight years for a similar offence. 

61. Following an official report from Zambia that a Zambian woman had been shot 

while in a canoe on tJ1e Zambezi River near the Zambian shore, an official statement 

in Sa1isbury on 8 November said that Rhodesian security forces in the Chirundi area 

had surprised three Africans in a boat near the Rhodesian bank of the Zambezi and 

that the security forces had opened fire on the boat when the occupants, called 

upon to identify themsel.ves, had paddled back across the river. The Rhodesian 

statement said it was possible that one person in the boat may have received fatal 

injuries, and emphasized that persons attempting to enter Rhodesia at places other 

than recognized border posts, particularly in areas known to be favoured by 

infiltrating ter.t.,orists, ran the risk of injury or possibly death. 

62. The appeals of seven Africans, who had each been sentenced to twenty years' 

imprisonment on charges concerning the bringing of arms and explosive materials into 

Rhodesia 'With the intention of using them, were dismissed by the appellate division 

of the High Court in Salisbury on 19 November. 

63. On 23 November, :four .Africans were convicted by the High Court in Salisbury on 

charges of carrying offensive weapons and attempted murder. They were stated to 

have been captured by a Rhodesian Light Infantry patrol operating near the Zambezi 

valley. The arms were reported to have included three Russian rifles, a Chinese 

rocket launcher "With seven rockets, twelve American hand grenades and six British 

anti4;>ersonnel mines. The accused were aJ..l sentenced, to death. 

Reports on clashes 

64. A pamphlet prepared by the illegal regime on "terrorist" activities entitled 

Nowhere to Hide was issued on 17 October 1966. According to the pamphlet, as of the 
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end of September 1966, twel.ve African "terrorists" had been killed and several 

scores captured by the security forces with the co-operation of the local African 

popula•tion. According to the pamphlet, the terrorist campaign had been a dismal 

fai1ure. 

65. Reports issued by both ZA.NU and ZARJ in 1966 claimed that their forces had 

killed large numbers of the security forces of' the illegal regime in the past months. 

Restrictees and detainees 

66. On 21 June 1966 it was reported that the Rev. Ndabaningi Si thole, leader of 

the banned Zimbabwe African National. Union ( ZANU) and some of his lieutenants had 

been moved :from their restriction camp at Sokombela, near Que Que to the remand 

prison in Salisbury. It was reported tha·t this was believed to be a security 

precaution in view of recent outbreaks of violence which had been publicly claimed 

by the party. 

67. Mr. Lardner-Burke, stated in the "Legislative Assembly" on l July 1966 that 

ninety-five people had been detained under the emergency measures since the 

declaration of independence in November 1965. Of these, six had been released on 

permit and three had had their orders revoked .. He declined to reveal. where they 

were being held. He al.so stated that 331 people had been in restriction camps 

before "independence" • 

68. Mr. Garfield Todd, a former Prime Minister of Eouthern Rhodesia, -was released 

from restriction on 18 October 1966, upon the expiration of his one-year restriction 

order. 

Africans a-waiting hangin~ 

69. As at December 1966, it -was reported that there were about seventy Africans 

convicted of murder and offences under the mandatory "hanging clause" of the Law 

and Order (Maintenance) Act waiting indefinitely in the Salisbury death cells because 

of the constitutional. and legal uncertainty surrounding the Ian Smith regime. 

Mr. Herbert Bowden, Ccmmonweal th Secretary, and Sir Elwyn Jones, the Attorney 

General, were reported to have let it be known during their visit to SaJ.isbury in 

September that the signing of a dea·th warrant by Mr. Dupont under the present 

circumstances would have serious consequences for him and those concerned. 

/ __ _ 
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70. On 16 July 1966, a group of African students demonstrated against the illegal 

regime at the annua.1 graduation ceremony of the University College of Rhodesia. 

71. On 27 July 1966, the Southern Rhodesian police detained under the emergency 

regulations nine lecturers and an Asian student. Nine other students, three lmi tes, 

one Asian, and five .Africans, were also placed under restriction. 

72. On 31 July 1966, eight of the nine lecturers detained were served w.i. th 

deportation orders and left Southern Rhodesia on 3 August. The ninth, a 

British-born Rhodesian citizen, was released on 31 July and escorted to the airport 

where he left for London on the same day. The Asian student who had been detained 

with the lecturers -was al.so released and left fo~ the United IG.ngdom by air on 

2 August. 

73. Of' the nine restricted students, five of them - al1 .African - were restricted 

at the Gonakudzinkwa restriction camp where the African nationalist leader, 

Mr. Josiah Nkomo is being held. 

74. It was announced on 2 September that a number of persons had been detained 

under the emergency powers regu1atio,ns; these included another lecturer from the 

University College, Mr. John Andrew Conradie. On 5 September, Mr. Conradie and an 

employee of an industrial firm, Mr. Dixon, were charged in the Salisbury magistrates' 

court with offences against the Law and Order (Maintenance) Act. The pros~cution 

alleged "that the accused, with others at the University College, were members of a 

group responsible f'or the reception, storage and eventual distribution of offensive 

materials for use against the European community, their property and homes", and 

that the group was "responsible f'or maintaining contact With infiltrated terrorists 11
• 

Another allegation involved the possession of' Russian hand grenades. It -was stated 

that warrants had been issued for the arrest of two former lecturers at the college, 

both of' whom were reported to have left Southern Rhodesia. 

75. On 20 February 1966, Mr. Conradie was sentenced to twenty years' imprisonment 

for offences rising out of terrorist activities. 

I ••• 
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Exploratpry talks between United Kingdcm and Southern 
Rhoaesian officials 

76. It w.i.ll be recalled that on 27 April 1966, the Prime Minister or the United 

Kingdom, Mr. Harold Wilson, announced in the House of Commons that informal talks 

between ofricials of the United Kingdom and Southern Rhodesia had been arranged, 

directed only to see whether a basis for negotiations genuinely existed and that 

they were without ccmmitment on either side. 

77. Al together, three rounds of informal talks were held between .9 May and 

25 August 1966. The first round of the informal talks was held in London from 

9 to 20 May 1966, followed by two sessions in Salisbury be-tween 2 June and 5 July, 

and between 22 and 25 August 1966. 
78. The talks were mainly directed, firstly, to the method and condition of a 

return to legality and constitutional rule in Southern Rhodesia, and the 

determination of the question of with whom official. negotiations could subsequently 

take place; and, secondly, to an informal. exploration in detail of' constitutional. 

problems to see what amendments to the 1961 Constitution would be needed to give 

effect to the six principles which had been the basis of discussions m. th the legal 

Southern Rhodesian Government up to 11 November 1965. 
79. The six principles to which the United Kingdom Government was committed in the 

above and subsequent discussions with the Southern Rhodesian authorities were as 

follows: 

(1) The principle a~d intention of unimpeded progress to majority rule, 

already enshrined in the 1961 Constitution, would have to be Illl;lintained and 

guaranteed. 

(2) ntere would also have to be guarantees against retrogressive amendment or 

the C6nstitution. 

(3) The·re would have to be immediate improvement in the political status of 

the African population. 

(4) There would have to be progress towards ending racial discrimination. 

(5) 'lbe British Government would need to be satisfied that any basis pro~osed 

for i~cependence was acceptable to the people cf Rhodesia as a whole. 

(6) It would be necessary to ensure teat, regardless of race, there was no 

oppression of majority by d.nority or of minority by majority. 
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80. The third round of informal ta1ks ended on 25 August 1966, soon after the 

British officials were informed of the illegal regime's plans to introduce the 

Constitutional .Amendment Bill in the Legislative Assembly (see paragraphs 25-30). 
The bill was described by a spokesman of the Commonwealth Relations Office as a 

most provocative act. Mr. Smith, however, was reported to have stated that his 

Government had not introduced the bill to end the talks, aJ. thot:gh the United Kingdom 

had used it for that purpose. 

Commonwealth Prime Ministers Conference 

81. A Commonwealth Prime Ministers Conference was held in London from 

6 to 14 September 1966 and.was primarily devoted to the problem of Southern Rhodesia. 

Twenty-two Commonwealth countries were represented. 

82. In the separate communique issued on Southern Rhodesia at the close of the 

Conference, most of the Heads of Government urged that Britain should make a 

categorical. declaration that independence would not be granted before majority rule 

was established on the basis of universal adult franchise and that this declaration 

should not be conditional on whether the illegal. regime agreed to surrender or not. 

They further urged that Britain should refuse to resume discussions or to negotiate 

with the illegal regim.e. 

83. According to the communique, the British Prime Minister stated that the· British 

Government would not recommend to the British Parliament any constitutional 

settlement which did not conform with the six principles: that they attached 

particular importance to the fifth principle, namely that any settlement must be, 

and be seen to be, acceptable to the peopl~ of Rhodesia as a -whole; that they 

regarded it as implicit in this fifth principle that the test of acceptability must 

eri4ble the people of' Rhodesia as a whole to indicate whether or not they were prepared 

to accept any settlement which provided :for the grant o:f independence before majority 

rule was achieved; and that there would be no independence before majority rule i:f 

the people of Rhodesia as a whole were shown to be opposed to it. 

84. The Conference noted the :follom.ng decisions o:f the British Government: 

(a) After the illegal. regime was ended a legal. government would be appointed 

by the Governor and w""Ould constitute a broadly based representative administration. 

During this interim period tbe.~ed :forces and police wuld be responsib1e·to 
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the Governor. Those individuals who bad been detained or restricted on political 

grounds -would be released and normal political activities -wou1d be permitted 

provided that they were condu~ted peacef'ul.ly and democratically without 

intimidation f'rom any quarter. 

{b) The B1"i tish Government would negotiate, wi tb this interim admµlistration, 

a constitutional settlement directed to achieving the objective of' majority rule, 

on the basis of the six principles. 

( c) This constitutional settlement would be submitted for acceptance to 

the people of Rhodesia as a whole by appropriate democratic means. 

( d) The Bri tisb Parliament and Government must be satisfied that this 

test of' opinion ~s fair and free and would be acceptable to the genera1 world 

commt:ni ty. 

{e) The British Government would not consent to independence before majority 

ru;I.e unless the people of' Rhodesia as a whole were shown to be in favour of' it. 

85. The communique stated that the Heads of' Government also noted that the 

British Government proposed immediately to communicate the British intentions, as 

indicated above, tbrcugh the Governor to all sections of opinion in Rhodesia 

and to inform the illegal regime there that if' they were not pre!)8Xed to take 

the initial. and indispensable steps 'Whereby the rebellion was brought to an end 

and executive authority ·was vested in the Governor, the following related 

consequences would ensue: 

{a) The British Government would withdraw all previous proposals f'or a 

constitutional settlement which had been made: in particular they would 

not thereafter be prepared to submit to the British Parliament any settlement 

which involved independence before majority rule. 

(b) Given the full support of' Commonweal.th representatives at the United 

Nations, the British Government would be prepared to join in sponsoring in 

the Security Council of the United Nations before the end of 1966 a resolution 

providing for effective and selective mandatory economic sanctions against 

Rhodesia. 

/ ... 
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66. On 16 September 1966, I.fr. Ian Smith was reported to have said that his regime 

was under no obligation to accept any decisions made at the Commonwealth Prime 

Ministers Conference, as it had not been invited to attend. 

Discussion of the United Ki.11gdom Government's proposals 

87. The Commonwealth Secretary, Mr. Herbert Bowden, and the Attorney General, 

Sir Elwyn Jones, visited Southern Rhodesia from 19 to 28 September 1966 for the 

purposes indicated in the Commonwealth Prime Ministers communique on Southern 

Rhodesia. During the course of their visit, they met under. the aegis of the 

Governor, a cross section of representative opinion in the country, including 

Mr. Smith and members of the regi!Ile. In these talks they clarified the United 

Kingdom Government's requirements for a settlement o:r the Southern Rhodesian probl.em 

and what the consequences of the rejection of the United Kingdom proposal.s would be. 

Discussions of the proposaJ.s were continued during a visit to Southern Rhodesia in 

October by Sir Morris James, Deputy Under-Secretary of Stat~, • Commonwealth Office. 

Further discussions of the proposals took place when the Commonwealth Secretary, 

Mr. Bowden, paid a second visit to Salisbury between 25 and 27 November 1966, and 

had talks wi. th the Governor and al.so met Mr. Smith. Following the return of the 

Commonweal. th Secretary to London, Sir Morris James left for Salisbury on 28 November 

to see the Governor and u...l'lder his auspices to clarify certain issues which had 

.arisen f'rom the CommonweaJ. th Secretary's report on his discussions in Salisbury. 

Meeting between the United Kingdom Prime Minister and Mr. Smith 

88. VJ?". Harold Wilson tol.d the Houfl'-e of Commons on l December 1966, that he was 

leaving that afternoon, together with the Commonwealth Secretary and the Attorney 

General, for a meeting with the Governor of Southern Rhodesia and Mr. Ian Smith. 

The purpose of the meeting was to ascertain whether within the programme of ac~ion 

to which the United Kingdom Government was committed by the communique issued at 

the end of the meeting of the Commonwealth Prime Ministers, a settlement of the 

Rhodesian problem could be reached on the basis of the principles to which successive 

British Governments had throughout adhered. 

I ••• 
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89. The meeting of the British Prime Minister and Mr. Ian Smith took place aboard 

HMS Tiger off Gibraltar from 2 to 4 December. Also present were the Commonwealth 

Secretary and the Attorney General; the Governor and the Chief Justice of Rhodesia; 

and another member of the Rhodesian regime, Mr. Howman. 

90. The meeting resulted in a working document setting out proposals for an 

independent constitution which would accord with the six principles, and arrangements 

within the requirements indicated in the Commonwealth Prime Ministers' communique 

for a return to legality. 

91. A statement was signed by the Prime Minister and Mr. Smith, in the presence of 

the Governor, on 4 December, indicating that this document was without commitment 

on either side and that both sides would decide by 12 noon (Salisbury time) on 

5 December, whether it was accepted in its entirety. 

Proposals for a settlement 

92. The working document was drawn up in accordance with the six principles and 

provisions were made for a return to legality and the testing of opinion~ 

93. As set out in the working document, Chapter III of the 1961 Constitution as 

modified, would be entrenched in the new constitution, subject to the increase of 

constituencies ("A" roll seats) called for by the normal increase of population. 

This incre~se would be effected by an agreed formula which would safeguard against 

diminishing African representation. In modification of the Chapter, the number of 

"A" roll seats would be reduced from fifty to thirty-three, the "B" roll seats 

increased from fifteen to seventeen, and a new block of seventeen European seats 

created. A Senate would be created composed of twelve European seats and fourteen 

African seats, eight popularly elected and six elected by the Chiefs' Council; 

entrenched provisions could be amended only by a three-quarters vote of both houses 

and amendments could not come into effect until the time-limit for appeals had 

expired. Appeals against amendments would be made first to a Constitutional 

Commission in Rhodesia and further to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Councile 

In addition, the "B" roll franchise would be extended to all Africans over thirty 

years of age and cross-voting would be retained. 

94. Steps for a return to legality required the appointment by the Governor of a 

broad-based interim government with Mr. Smith as Prime Minister which would include 

/ ... 
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representatives of existing political parties, independents and Africans; the 

dissolution of the legislature; and the restoration of constitutional government 

based on the 1961 Constitution, modified (by Order in Council) to provide that 

during the interim period, which would last a minimum of four months, the ministers 

would be responsible to the Governor who would have legislative powers and would 

normally act on their advice in all internal matters. In cases involving la't-: 

and order and prote~tion of human rights the Governor would be advised, in bis 

capacity as Commander-in-Chief of the Defence Forces, by a Defence and Security 

Council comprising the responsible ministers, the heads o:f the Defence Forces, the 

Chief' of' Folice, a:d a representative of the British Goverr:ment. Furthermore, 

during the interim period, the test of acceptability of the new constitution would 

be ca.1'.'ried out and new elections held; if' the constitution ~£.S fomd to 1:e all)roved, 

a further election on the basis of that constitution ·would be held. Failing 

acceptance, however, alternative proposals for a new constitution would be devised 

by both Governments. Additionally, bef'ore any testing of opµiion., censorship would 

be removed, prisoners detained on security grounds released, and normal political 

activities permitted. Regarding racial discrimination, a Royal Commission would 

be set up to study the question and make recommendations, es~eciallywith regard 

to land apportionment; a standing commission would keep the problem under regular 

review. Finally, the proposals caL1-ed for the negotiation of a tr€aty guaranteeing 

the independence constitution under which, in the event that unilateral action 

against the constitution was again taken by the Government in power, Britain 

reserved the right to use force. 

White Paper on proposals for a settlement 

95. A ~1hit~ Paper issued on the proposals for a settlement (Rhodesia: Proposals 

for a Settlement 1966, Cmnd._ 3159) stated that the document provided for unimpeded 

progress to majority rule (i.e., the first principle), while finding a means of 

introducing European reserved seats (to give effect to the sixth principle). It 

met the second principle by establishing an effective blocking mechanism in a 

Senate and Lower House voting together, and by providing a right of appeal against 

the amendment of speciaJ.ly entrenched clauses of the constitution, in the first 

instance to a constitutional commission in Rhodesia, and from that commission, as 
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of' right, to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. It met the third 

principle (i .. e., an iwnediate improvement of the political status of' the Africans) 

by an extension or the nB" roll f'ranchise to cover all Africans over thirty years of' 

age; by increasing the "B" roll seats in tte LOWEr House from fifteen to seventeen, 

and by a total of f'ourteen Af'rican seats in the Senate cf' which eight wouJ.d be 

elected and six would be Chief's. 

96. Also, according to the White Paper, thE. f'ourth principle was met by a Royal 

Commission to study and make recommendations on the problems of' racial discrimination 

and land apportionment. It also suggested satisfactory arrangements within the 

requirements indicated in the Commonwealth Prime Ministers' communique f'or a return 

to legality by means of' the appointment by the Governor of a broad-based 

administration, and f'or the testing of' the opinion of' the people of' Rhodesia as a 

whole as required by the fifth principle after constitutional government had been 

restored.§/ 

Working document rejected by illegal re~ime 

97. On 4 December 1966, the United Kingdom Government accepted the working document 

in its entirety. On the evening of' 5 December 1966, the Ian Smith regime inf'ormed 

the United IG.ngdom Government that it was unwilling to accept the docUlnent in its 

entirety. According to the White Paper on the working document, as had been made 

clear to Mrf; Smith on the HMS Tiger, and as he had recognized. in signing the 

statement, the illegal regime had th1,s rejected the document. 

98. In a subsequent statement on 5 December 1966, Mro Ian Smith said that the 

Rhodesian Government was prepared to accept the consititutional proposals by 

Mr. Wilson which f'ulfilled the six principles as a basis for a constitution f'or an 

independent Rhodesia. He added, hcwever, the British Government's expectation that 

the Rhodesian Government would abandon the 1965 Constitution befcre a new constitution 

bad f'illa.lly been secured and put to the test o:f' public cpinion, was utterly 

irresnonsible. . The proposals also envisaged by Mr. Wilson under the heading 

§/ For details covering the whole range o:f' talks, see United Kingdom: Rhodesia: 
Documents Relating to Proposals f'or a Settlement 1966, Cmnd. 3171. 

I ••. 
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"A Return to Legality" were repugnant to the Rhodesian Government involving as 

they did: (a) control o:r the armed :forces and police being invested in the 

Governor; {b) the Governor being invested mth discretion to appoint thie ministers 

of the Crown, o:r whcm no less than :five were to be appointed outside the 

government party and not less than two must be Africans; (c) the dissolution of 

Parliament and the Governor being invested w.:i.th legislative powers which in general 

would be exercised on the advice o:r his ministers, but which in certain cases might 

be exercised at his discretion. 

Further action taken by the United K:i.Mdom Government in pursuance o:r the 
Commonw~al th Prime Mi_nisters communique 

99. On 5 December 1966, the United Kingdom Government requested an early meeting 

of the Security Council to propose certain additional. measures to be taken against 

the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia ( see para. 9). 

100. On 20 December, N'r. Wilson stated in the House o:r Commons that the British 

Governtnent was from that time withdrawing all previous proposals :for a constitutionaJ. 

settlement and that it would not submit to Parliament any settlement involvinbJ 

independence before majority rule. By this declaration the United Kingdom :ful:filled 

its final obl:.;.gation under th:e Commonwealth Prime Ministers Communique of 

14 September 1966. 

101. In his statement Mr. Wilson explained that in the future a settlement could 

be brought about only by a legal government and that the settlement would consist 

of a return to the 1961 Constitution, the lifting o:f sanctions, and long-term 

progress to majcrity rule set out in the 1961 Constitution. At present, Mr. Wilson 

continued, there had been no change in the Government's position regarding the use 

of force, but if a change were necessitated by events the House would be informed. 

other developments between the United Kingdom Government and the illegal relti.me 

102. The House o:r Canmons on 10 November 1966 approved w"i thout a di vision the 

Southern Rhodesia Act 1965 {Continuation) Order 1966. The Scuthern Rhodesian Act, 1965 

/ ... 
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which empowers the United Kingdcm Government to legislate for Southern Rhodesia 

by orders in council and provides for executive authority in Rhodesia to be 

exercised on behalf of the Queen by the Commonwealth Secretary,1.f was due to have 

expired on 15 November. It now continues in force. 

Relations with South Africa 

103. Throughout 1966, the Government of the Republic of South Africa maintained its 

IJOlicy of "non-intervention" in "the Rhodesian dispute" as laid do'Wil by 

Dr. Hendrick Verwoerd in his policy statement of ll November 1965.§/ Accordingly, 

South .Africa contir.ued "to maintain the normal friendly relations" with both the 

United Kingdom and Southern Rhodesia. Within the period under review, the social 

activities and public appearances of Mr. John Gannt, the illegal regime I s 

"plenipotentiary diplomatic representative in the Republic" ·were given wide 

publicity in the local ne-wspapers of South Africa. 

104. Throughout 1966, the "Friends of Rhodesia" organization on South Africa (-which 

·was set up soon after the illegal declaration of independence to buttress the 

Ian Smith regime) continued to open offices and branches in the major cities of 

Rc.xGh Africa 'Which openly identified the struggle of the illegal regime with :that 

of South Africa and canvassed support and collected funds to aid the illegal regime. 

On 20 June 1966, Mr. Ian Smith sent a message to the Friends of Rhodesia in 

South Africa in which he said that it was imi,ossible to express adequately the 

gratitude Rhodesians felt towards their friends in South Africa for the support 

they were giving in th~ struggle to preserve the standards of Western civilization 

in :that part of Africa. 

1.05. On 23 July 1966, the "Minister of Local Government" of the illegal regime, 

Mr. It.ark Partridge, speaking in a suburb of Salisbury at the opening of a fountain 

built al:> a symbol of thanks to South Africa and Portugal, said that without the 

help of Portugal and South Africa after the declaration of independence, Southern 

Rhodesia could have lost everything. 

1f See A/6300/Add.l_ (part I), appendix II. 

§./ ~- , para. 124. 
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1o6. The President of' the Republic of South Af'rica, Mr. Charles Swart, in his speech 

opening the first session of the third Parliament on 29 July 1966, stated that his 

Government welcomed the resumption of talks between the British and Southern 

Rhodesian authorities and trusted that they would soon lead to beneficial results 

and the removal of sanctions. 

107. On 15 September 1966, the former Rhodesian High Commissioner for the United 

Kingdom, Brigadier Skeen, told the Legislative Assembly in Salisbury that Southern 

Rhodesia I s most important diplomatic mission was the one in South Africa, followed by 

those in Portugal and l•1ozambique, and appealed :for increases in funds for the South 

African mission. 

108. Following the assassination of the Prime Minister o:f the Republic of South 

Africa, Mr. Verwoerd, the Southern Rhodesian Legislat5~ve Assembly on 7 September 19_66, 
unanimously moved a respectful address to Mr. Clifford Dupont, the "Officer 

Administering the Government", asking him to express its shock and deep sorrow at 

Mr .. Verwoerd's tragic death to the Government and people o:f South Africa and to 

Mrs. Verwoerd and her :family. Introducing the motion, Mr. Ian Smith said that the 

world was poorer for Dr. Verwoerd 1s passing and that the people o:f Southern Rhodesia 

would never :forget him. On 10 September 1966, Mr. Smith :flew to Pretoria to attend 

Dr. Verwoerd 1 s :funeral in what South African officials called a private capacity. 

109 .. In a statement to the South African Parliament on 21 September 1966, the new 

Prime Minister o:f the Republic, Mr. Johannes Vorster, said that he wanted to correct 

any wrong impressions which might be created by published reports o:f a statement 

by Ur. Wilson on Mr. Verwoerd's role as adviser to Mr. Smith. 

llO. There had been an exchange o:f correspondence not only between Mr. Wilson and 

Dr. Verwoerd, but also bet1-1een Mr. Smith and Dr. Verwoerd. He had gone through this 

correspondence and what the late Frime Minister had said in it was in large measure 

what he had said in public. There had been an appeal to both Mr. Wilson and 

Mr. Smith to try to see i:f they could, through discussion, solve a domestic 

di:f:feren~e which in the interest of all should be sol.ved as a dcmestic matter. 

lll. Al.so in his statement, the new Prillie Minister stated that he intended to follow 

the same policy tmrards Southern Rhodesia as ha.d been :followed by Dr. Verwoerd. 

Mr. Vorster further said that neither under pressure nor :force would South Africa 

take part in boycotts or sanctions. His Government was determined to carry on its 

policy o:f normaJ. trade with Southern Rhodesia even if this meant taking risks. 
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112. In an interview which -was published on 5 December 1966, Mr. Vorster stated that 

although South Africa wouJ.d welcome an agreement between the United Kingdom and 

Southern Rhodesia, it wouJ.d in no circumstances take part in United Nations sanctions 

against Southern Rhodesia if agreement failed. South 1\frica' s policy was absolutely 

clear. It would neither take part voluntarily in sanctions nor would it allow 

itself to be forced into them. Asked what South Africa would do if the United 

Nations decreed sa.~ctions against it on account of Southern Rhodesia or South West 

Africa, Mr. Vorster said that South Africa had made all necessary preparations to 

defend what legitimately belonged to it and its rights. 

Relations with Portugal 

113. Portugal has continued to maintain normal relations with the illegal regime, 

which it describes as the "local government of Southern Rhodesia". Since 

15 September 1965, Southern Rhodesia has had a "diplomatic representative" in 

Portugal who is officially referred to as 11Chief of the Rhodesian Mission". He 

deals directly with the Portuguese Ministry of Foreign Affairs concerning "aJ.l 

matters of interest to Portugal and Southern Rhodesia". Portugal has also continued 

to maintain its representation and its offices in Southern Rhodesia at the same 

level as before the illegal declaration of independence. 

114. Speaking at a civic reception in Umtali on 21 l-f.ay 1966, which -was attended by 

people from Umtali and from Mozambique, Mr. Smith expressed the gratitude of 

"Rliodesians'' for the tremendous support being given by the Portuguese, particularly 

those who lived in Mozambique. Mr. Smith said that after the little upset 

"Rhodesia" -was now going through was completed, and he had no doubt that it would 

be completed in the right way as far as Rhodesians were concerned, the bonds of 

friendship between his country and the people of Mozambique would be far stronger 

than ever before. He added that through t..lie links being now forged there would 

probably come a movement for greater unification between Rhodesia, Portugal and 

South Africa. 

I~-. 
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115. Purported legislation to suspend in Southern Rhodesia the services of process 

and the execution of judgements made i.n th.e courts of Zambia was introduced in 

the "Rhodesian II L-egislati ve Assembly in July 1966. The member o:f the regime 

responsible :for justice, Mr. Lardner-Burke, said that the legislation was necessary 

as Zambia had recently repealed, as far as "Rhodesia" \18.S concerned, the 

1956 Federal. Act which had made court judgements in one of the territories which 

at that time composed the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland applicable in the 

others. 2.ambia's action, he said, meant that judgements of the "Rhodesian" courts 

would not be operative in Zambia whereas those of the Zambian courts continued to 

be operative in "Rhodesia". 

ll6. It 'Will be recalled that in response to an appeal by the Government of Zambia 

to the U.u. ted Kingdom Government to send troops to help Zambia to defend the 

Kariba Dam, a Royal Air Force squadron o:f Javelin aircraft was sent to Zambia on 

3 December 1965. The squadron -was withdrawn from Zambia at ~e end of August. 

A Commonwealth C:ffice statement, issued in London on 24 August 1966, said that the 

Zambian Government had been recently asked whether it Wished the squadron of 

Javelins to remain in Zambia. The Zambian Government indicated in its reply that 

the Javelins could now be withdrawn. The arrangements for the lvithdrawal were 

consequently put into effect. 

Organization of Ai'rican Unity (OAU) and the question of Southern Rhodesia 

117. The Assembly of." Heads of State and Government of the OAU, meeting in its 

Third Ordinary Session in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia from 5 to 9 Nc .... ':Illber 1966, adopted 

a resolution on Southern Rhodesia. In this resolution, the Heads of State and 

Government bitterly and unreservedly condemned the current talks between the 

British Government and the rebel settler regime in Southern Rhodesia as a conspiracy 

aimed at recognizing the independence seized illegally by the rebel settlers; 

called upon all member States of the OAU and all other States to continue to refuse 

recognition to any independent regime which the present talks between Britain and 

the Southern Rhodesian rebels might bring about unless such a government was based 

on majority rule; strongly condemned Britain for her refusal to crush the Southern 

Rhodesian rebel regime and repeated its demands to the United Kingdom Government to 

/ ... 
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bring about the immediate downfall of' that regime by any means including the use 

of force; reiterated the terms of paragraph 4 of its resolution of' 5 ~~ 1966, 
and accordingly recommended that the OAU, and aJ.l friendly Governments, give material 

and financial aid to the Zimbabwe people who were actually fighting inside 

Zimbabwe; condemned those States especially those of' Portugal and South Africa 

which render support to the rebel regime in Southern Rhodesia; called upon all 

Member countries and all countries which Wished to see human dignity and :freedom in 

Africa and throughout the world to support a programm~ of mandatory and comprehensive 

sanctions against Southern Rhodesia under Cha;pter VII of the Charter of' the United 

Nations; repeated its calls upon all Member countries to contribute to a special 

aoutl1ern Rhodesia Liberation Fund to enable all Zimbabwe nationalists to intensify 

the :fighting against the rebels; called upon Member States to give practical 

implementation to par~:;raph 3 of the resolution of' 5 11arch 1966 by which it decided 

to establish a "Committee of Solidarity :for Zambia composed of :five members whose 

task shall be to seek appropriate measures of' technical and economic assistance by 

Member States to Zambia", so as to enable Zambia not only to withstand the effects 

of the unilateral declaration of independence but also to help all Zimbabwe freedom 

:fighters more effectively. 

Relations with otq_eJ' States 

ll8. On 19 August 1966, L-0rd Graham, the "Minister of' External Affairs" in answer 

to a question in the I..egislati ve Assembly I'egarding the representation of' foreign 

countries in Southern :. .: ·:ldflsia since the illegal declaration of independence, said 

:five countries - Demnark, France, Italy, Japan and the United States of America -

had withdrawn their heads of' mission, but had not closed their offices. Eight other 

countries - Austria, Belgium, the Federal Republic of' Germany,Greece~ the Netherlands, 

Norway, Portugal and Switzerland - had maintained their representation and their 

offices a-t the same level as be:f ore. Australirt and Canada had closed their trade 

missions. Finland, Sweden and Turkey had closed their honorary consulates. 

ll9. One of' the two diplomatic missions in Salisbury, the United Kingdom, had 

wi thdra1-m its High Commissioner a11d various members of' his staff and closed its 

diplomatic office, but had left a residual mission in the city. The only other 

diplomatic mission, that of' South Africa, had maintained its representation and 

its office. 
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120. According to figures published by the Central Statistical Office in Salisbury 

on 6 June 1966, Rhodesian trade l'eached record levels in 1965. Exports (including 

gold sales and re-exports) were worth £165 million ( compared with £140. 5 million 

in 1964) and imports, £120 million (£109. 7 million in 1964). An economic survey, 

presented to the Rhodesian Legislative Assembly on 6 July 1966, stated that the 

countryts gross domestic product was £354 million in the year ended 31 December 1965, 

an increase of 7 per cent over the preceding year. Per capita income had risen by 

£2.2s. to £84. 

121. It will be recalled that by operative paragraph 8 of resolution 217 (1965) of 

20 November 1965, the Security Council, inter alia, called on all States to refrain 

from any action which would assist and encourage the illegal regime and to do their 

utmost in order to -oreak all economic relations with Southern Rhodesia, including 

an embargo on oil and petroleum products. The resolution also called upon the 

United Kingdom to enforce urgently and with vigour all the measures it had announced 

as well as those mentioned in paragraph 8 of the above resolution. 

122. Pursuant to the above resolution and its own policy towards the illegal regime, 

the United Kingdom Government, by 30 January 1966, had imposed an oil embargo on 

Southern Rhodesia and announced the imposition of a total ban on all British exports 

to Southern Rhodesia with the exception of essential humanitarian needs, essential 

requirements of the joint Central African organizations, and goods en the quay-side 

already paid for. On the same date it also announced that the ban on imports of 

goods from Southern Rhodesia had been extended to cover all im~Jrts from Southern 

Rhodesia. 

123. By the Southern Rhodesia (Prohibited Exports and Imports) Order, 1966, the 

United Kingdom Government was empowered to embargo Southern Rhodesia's trade in any 

specified product to cover also trade transactions with third countries. The 

United Kingdom expressed the hope that foreign Governments would recognize its legal 

21 For econcmic developments since the adoption of Security Counci1 reso1ution 
232 (lg66) on 16 December 1966, see :peragra:phs 290-321. 
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authority to impose this embargo as they had done in the case of oil. Under this 

Order, the United Kingdom Government had by the middle of 1966 imposed an embargo 

on the export from Southern Rhodesia of essential commodities, including chrome, 

sugar, tobacco, pig iron, iron ore, copper and asbestos. 

124. By the end or December 1966, seventy-four States had replied to the Secretary

Generai's notes transmitting the text 0f resolution 217 (1965) for appropriate 

action. In general terms, a substantial number of these replies showed a complete 

break in all economic relations ~Tith Southern Rhodesia, while a number of replies 

showed a gradual phasing out of economic relations based on the banning of trade in 

specified products. 

125. Since the imposition of international sanctions, the internal economy and 

trade patterns of Southern Rhodesia have undergone some reorganization. Statements 

made by officials of the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia have confirmed that 

these changes have become necessary as a result of the international sanctions 

which have been imposed on Southern Rhodesia. Since February 1966, however, the 

Smith regime has suppressed the publication of relevant statistical information on 

the state of the national economy in addition to the imposition of censorship on 

economic news. Statements by the Smith regime regarding the state of the national 

economy in 1966 could not therefore be verified. 

Rhodesian bude.:et 1966-67 

126. The Rhodesian budget, introduced on 21 July 1966 by ~.r. John Wrathall, 

"Minister of Finance", provided for current account expenditure of £73-3 million 

(an increase of £500,000 over the previous year) and revenue of £71.4 million 

(£2.5 million lower than in 1965-66). Taking into account the previous year's 

surplus of £1.5 million, the deficit at the end of June 1967 was estimated at 

£400, OCQ. Loan account expenditure was estimated at £26 million; £14 million. <;>f 

this was already available or certain to materialize and Mr. Wrathall said he was 

confident that the remainder could be raised locally. There were no increases in 

income tax or super tax rates, but the tax on undistributed profits was increased 

from 5s.8d. to 7s.6d. in the pound. The investment credit system was abolished. 

I .•. 
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127. The police, army and air force vote rose from£ll.l million in the original 

estimates for 1965-66, excluding the instalment of £500,000 for purchase of aircraft 

but including army and air force buildings, to £12.7 million. In the increase of 

£1.6 million, the major items were £78),000 for pay increases awarded during the 

past year and £303,000 for the extended Natinn~l 8Prvice s~heme. The biggest 

increase in expenditure was in the army vote which rose by £600,000, or nearly 

20 per cent. The police vote was increased by 6 per cent but the air force vote 

was reduced. Expenditure on health and education was estimated at £19.6 million, 

an increase of £1.5 million; provision for African education was increased by 

£590,000 to £6.97 million. 

128. Mr. Herbert Bowden,, Secretary of State for Commonwealth Affairs, said in reply 

to a parliamentary question on 11 August, that the United Kingdom Government's 

conclusion, after a close study of such figures as the regime had thought fit to 

publish, was that the budget was a deliberately slanted and misleading document 

which was more noteworthy for what it omitted than for what it revealed .. 

Official report on the state of the economy 

129. In the budget statement of 21 July, Mr. Wrathall gave what amounted to a 

progress report on the economic activities and achievements of the Smith regime 

since the illegal declaration of independence. 

130. In his statement, Mr. Wrathall said that since ll November 1965, foreign 

exchange had beE:u allocated for the establishment of new industries, the value 

o~':': whose fixed investment totalled almost £4 million. Of this, over £8C ", 000 was 

in the food, drink and tobacco industries; more than£900,CCO in the meta:~t 

metallic and non-metallic mineral manufacturing industries; £1.9 million in the 

textile, clothing and footwear industries; and about £300,0<Y' in rubber, wood, 

paper, travel goods, furniture, chemicals and various other industries. These 

projects would give direct employment to over 200 Europeans and nearly 2,000 

Africans. 

131. The Government was also examining new proposals for a projected fertilizer 

factory, estimated to involve an investment of £10 miD.ion. A major nickel project 

involving an investment of £4 million would add very considerably to the foreign 

exchange earnings. There were many other interesting developments in the mining 

field. 
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132. New expenditures to combat the effects of sanctions included£325,000 to 

enable the Industrial Development Corporation to establish a confirming house and 

to provide it with additional capital for assisting with the diversification and 

development of industry, particularly industrial projects directed towards 

economically sound import substitution. The upsurge in cotton production made it 

necessary to bring forward the construction of the new ginnery at Bindura; this 

involved an additional allocation of £197,000 and£450,000 were made available to 

the Sabi-Limpopo Authority to finance the wheat scheme at Mkwasine in the lowveld, 

using water from Lake MacDougall, for growing about 2,600 acres of wheat. 

133. According to Mr. Wrathall Is statement, production continued at a high level 

in the first half of 1966 despite sanctions. Although 1965 had been a good year, 

the figures for the first five months of 1966 were even better for some industries, 

notably mining, food-stuffs, and electricity~ Industrial production as a whole, 

however, fell by about 7-5 per cent during this period compared with the same 

period in 1965. In the early months of 1966 there was a setback in some types 

of retail business, but in the food, clothing, footwear, drapery and general 

merchandise trade business was at a higher level than in the corresponding months 

of 1965. The building societies had continued to improve their position. 

Deposits and share capital increased from£44.6 million to £46.8 million between 

30 Jttne 1965 and 30 June 1966. 

134. Mr. Wrathall also stated that the dark cloud over the agricultural industry 

could not be attributed primarily to sanctions. Sanctions might have brought 

matters to a head more quickly than would otherwise have been the case, but this 

meant that the problem was being tackled sooner rather than later, which was all 

to the good. The banking system and the money market were in a particularly sour1d 

position, and were braced to meet any further assaults which might be made upon 

them. The Government's own financial position was also highly satisfactory. On 

loan i•.c~ount it was probably in a stronger position than ever before; and on 

revenue account, vdthout any further increase in taxation, it expected to reach 

30 June 1967 with a small accumulated deficit which could quite well be extinguished 

entirely by for~itous savings and underspendings throughout the votes. 
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135. Claims that the economy was on the point of collapse wt:re obviously arrant 

nonsense. On the other hand, the economy might well be subjected to mere serious 

stresses and strains before it resumed the rapid rate of progress achieved in 

1965. 

Employment situation 

136. According to the illegal regime, at the ~md of duu':! 1966, the number of 

African registered work-seekers stood at 4,586 or 11 per cent lower than at the 

same date in 1965. Africans in employment at 31 March 1966, the latest date f'or 

which statistics were available, numbered 655,000, the highest number ever 

achieved in Southern Rho'desia' s history. In recent months the gap between the 

1965 and 1966 numbers of' European ·work-seekers had narrowed considerably. ..::...t the 

end of June the number stood at 768, only fifty-eight higher than at the same 

date in the previous year. The mi.111ber in employment at 31 March uas l,3CO higher 

than in 1965. 

137. On 4 September 1966, the 11!-1inister of Internal -~ffairs", Ur. 1·:illiam Harper, 

stated in the Legislative Assembly that since the assumption of "independence", 

nearly 3,000 appointments t:ad been made in tbe public services. This had been 

a major influence in keeping do~m unemployment and had helped the morale of 

the country. 

138. On 25 October 19G6, the Ccmmom•u;:.,.~_th .:~creta:r~,,r, I-lr. Bm·rden, stated, in reply 

to a question in tlie House of Ccmm0n:.::·, that no detailed emplo;,;ment statistics had 

been published in Salisbury since February 1966, nor had the regime mentioned 

any f'igures which the United Kingdom Government could accept as accurately 

representing the extent of ~frican unemployment. The incre~se in African 

unemployment was entirely the responsibility of the regime which could. remedy 

the situation by making a return to constitutional rule. 

Commerce and industry 

139. In his statement delivered at the opening of the:. Legislative :i.SSembly on 

22 June 1966, Mr. Clifford Dupont, "Officer .:·~dministe1".i.ng: the Gcvernment11
, stated 

I . .. 
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that the imposition of sanctions had led to the introduction of import controls. 

The resultant inconvenience to the people of Southern Rhodesia, and more 

particularly to the merchants, had been accepted in a most generous and 

co-operative manner. These controls had not been without positive advantages, 

which industrialists had been quick to exploit. Clear evidence was already to 

be seen of the accelerating development of industry, new products in 

substitution of imports constantly coming on the market. Industrialists were 

continuing to expand and diversify, and were producing goods now which they 

would not have thought possible to make a few months ago. His "Government" 

would continue to provide to the maximum possible extent such foreign currency 

for capital goods and raw materials required for new investment projects. 

14o. In the budget statement referred to above, Mr. Wrathall stated that import 

control was one of the steps being taken by the regime to safeguard the balance 

of payments and the value of the 11Rhodesian" pound. Although th=se measures 

had been successful, it remained vital to Southern Rhodesia's economic strength 

to continue to husband its resources. 

141. The President of the Associated Chambers of Commerce of Rhodesia, 

Mr. C.J. Hughes, in a foreword to the Chamber of Commerce Annual Report which 

was ~ublished on 2 June 1966, stated that while the ingenuity shown by the 

Rhodesian businessmen in their efforts to overcome sanctions was outstanding, 

it would be unrea.Listic not to acknowledge that sanctions had had so:ne effect. 

Mr. Hughes added that as at June 1966, the distributive se~tor of the economy 

had been hardest hit and some of the weaker and less efficient crganizations 

in this section had succumbed. Mr. Hughes forecast that in the long tenn this 

cutting out might result in an over-all strengthening of the distributive 

sector of the economy. In reply to the regime's appeals to commerce in 1966 
to try to help agriculture in Southern Rhodesia by supplying farmers hit by 

sanctions or drought with credit over a difficult period, the annual report 

stated that repeated warnings had been issued that, because merchants' credit 

facilities had be~n curtailed, the amount of money which it would be possible 

to advance to the agricultural sector would be extremely limited. 

I ... 
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142. At the annual general meeting of the Associated Chambers of Commerce of 

Rhvdesia in Salisbury on 8 June 1966, i1r. Hughes was reported to have repeated 

that it would be dishonest and dangerous for members to delude themselves 

that sanctions were not having an effect on the economy. The distributive 

sector had been hard hit and the position was not improving. Commerce was 

bearing the main burden. Many firms were incurring heavy losses to keep 

people in employment. They could not continue this holding operation 

indefinitely. Mr. Hughes was also quoted as having said that the savings 

campaign launched by the Government, by transferring money from the private 

to the public sector was almost 11r.obbing Peter to pay Paul". If it was the 

"Government's" objective to reduce private spending as a matter of over-all 

economic policy, then there was no point in many firms carrying on with the 

present holding operation. 

143. On 19 August 1966, the president of the Salisbury Chamber of Commerce, 

Mr. G.J. Sichel, in a message published in the organization's annual report, 

was reported to have warned that sanctions against Southern Rhodesia would 

"take yet a larger toll of casualties". The message also stated that h. 

would be foolish for members to allow themselves to be lulled into a sense 

of false security on the strength of short-term achievements and early 

successes in the economic war. He stressed the need for forward planning to 

counter long-term problems arising out of sanctions and added that tomorrow's 

problems would undoubtedly be more intractable than those facing Southern 

Rhodesia today. 

144. On 1 September 1966, Mr. Sichel, speaking at the group's annual meeting, 

criticized the 0 Government" for withholding statistical information needed by 

businessmen for planning. He stated that the withholding of external trade 

and tobacco statistics was understandable but he seriously questioned the need 

for an embargo on such items as the retail sales index for motor vehicle 

sales and the cost-of-living index. 

I ... 
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Finance 

145. Prior to the illegal declaration of independence, Southern Rhodesia 1 s principal 

source o:f credit and finance was the United Kingdom. Almost all the major financial 

and banking institutions in Southern Rhodesia were net borrowers in London and net 

lenders in Southern Rhodesiae Credit facilities from London were the main prop of 

Southern Rhodesia commerce and industry, and agriculture. Credit from London was 

particularly important for financi~g the tobacco crop which normally accounts for 

over 30 per cent of the domestic exports of Southern Rhodesia. 

146. Following th8 illegal declaration of independence, the Government of the United 

Kingdom imposed financial sanctions on Southern Rhodesia to reinforce its economic 

sanctions. These financial sanctions involved the cessation of all aid, the removal 

of Southern Rhodesia :from the sterling area and a ban on the export of United 

Kingdcm capital to Sou~hern Rhodesia. Southern Rhodesia ·was denied access to the 

Lorden i:.cney market and exchange control regulations were introduced against it • 

.1 step ~as placed on practically all current payments by United Kingdom residents 

to resider:ts of Southern Rhodesia, except for those arj_sing out of the very limited 

trade in gocds permitted and certain m; nor speci:fied rer.1ittances. By the end of 

December 19C5, virtually all Southern Rhodesia's accoun~s in London had been 

blccked. c i-- frozen and a new Board of Directors o:f the Reserve Bank of Rhodesia 

a~pointci to ensure that the assets of the Reserve Bank of Rh0desia held abroad 

.-1ere safeguarded in the interest of the people. Other sources of credit ·which were 

open to Southern Rhodesia in third countries outside Africa were also reported to 

have been ~losed as a result of representations from the United Kingdom Government. 

147. Pursuant tc., the above policy, the United Kingdom Government by the end of 1966 
had issued :five major warnings to would-be subscribers to loans floated by the 

illegal regime. These warnings stated that the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia 

was not capable of incurring legal obligations on behalf of the Government of 

Southern Rhcd~sia. Any person who lent money crt· otherwise gave credit to the 

regime or any agency or purported agency thereof did so entirely at his o-wn risk. 

No permission would be granted to United Kingdom residents to subscribe. 

148. Follcwing the imposition of these sanctions, the Smith regime resorted to 

floating "Rhcdesian Government" loans through the Reserve Bank of Rhodesia to be 

used in financing maturing debts and government development plans. By the end of 
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October 1966, four such loans had been floated locally and fully subscribed to the 
\ 

value of £20 million. ·sales of"independence bonds', introduced on 1 February 1966, 

were also reported by the"Minister of Finance"to have exceeded the target o:f 

£1 million by June 1S~6. He also stated that sales of saving certificates for the 

financial year ending 30 June 1966 amounted to £1.8 million, well over double 

the previous year's figure. 

149. In addition to the above, it was reported that in 1~6 Southern Rhodesia also 

bad access to an estimated£10 to £13 million by its corresponding counter

financial sanctions against the United Kingdom.. According to these estimates, 

Southern Rhodesia, by also block;ng the payments of interest, dividend and profit 

payments etc. to the Urµted Kingdom, gained a net of between £10 to £13 million over 

the United Kingdom in the two-way blockade of interest, dividend and profit payments 

between the two countries. 

150. Further financial counter-measures announced by the Smith regime on 

18 July 1966 stated that Southern Rhodesian merchants would not be allowed to make 

payments to British and sterling area exporters for goods shipped to"Rhcdesia" 

before 18 December 1965. It was stated t:-J.at this step had been taken because the 

British Treasury was not prepared to release from the blocked accolllit of the 

Reserve Bank of Rhodesia in London fULds needed by Rhodesian merchants to pay for 

goods shipped from Britain and other sterling area countries before that date. 

151. In his budget statement of 21 July, ~fr. Wrathall stated that because of the 

financial and economic sanctions imp0sed by the United Kingdom Government, foreign 

bodies whose loans were under United Kingdom Government guarantee had been advised 

that they should look to the United Kingdom Government for satisfaction. "Rhodesia's'' 

debt obligations to the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) 

are guaranteed by the British Government under the Colonial Loan Acts. 

152. On 14 November 1966, the Chancellor of the Exchequer stated in the House of 

Commons that since the illegal declaration of independence, £1,854,860 had been 

paid by the United Kingdom Government as guarantor of the service of these loans 

to Southern Rhodesia. The United Kingdom Government has also stated that the 

money paid would be recovered from Southern Rhodesia when constitutional governn:ent 

was restored. 
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153. The Minister of Finance of the Smith regime also stated that the s~ill with 

which the banks had met the nation's requirements had done much to stabilize the 

economy. Bank deposits at 31 May 1965 amounted to £75 million and advances to 

£49.l million, giving a ratio of advances to deposits of 65.5 per cent. The 

comparable percentage for May 1966 was 58.4 per cent, which left a reasonable 

margin towards financing the coming agricultural season. Loss of the London market 

credit facilities had not had the effect which had earlier been assumed; 

nevertheless the loss of credit had brought problems. Credit would be made 

available to enable the agricultural industry to continue. 

154. It 1dll be recalled that by a joint arrangement reached between the Reserve 

Banks of South Africa and Southern Rhodesia on 18 November 1965, negotiations were 

concluded by which "permissible financial and trade transactions" between South 

Africa and Southern Rhodesia were resumed immediately on the same basis as before 

ll Movember 1965. Since then no statement has been made by the Ministry of Finance 

of South Africa on South Africa's financial relations with the Smith regime, 

although it has been reported that South Africa has become the main source of 

credit to Southern Rhc~-sia. 

Agriculture in Southern Rhodesia 

General 

155. Agriculture is Southern Rhodesia r s biggest and most important industry, and 

the largest single contributor to the national income as well as the largest single 

earner of foreign exchange and employer of labour. In 1965, it accounted for 

40 per cent of all Africans in employment and contributed about 20 per cent to the 

gross domestic product which was larger than any other sector. 

156. Sales of the principal agricultural commodities in 1965 amounted to £63 million. 

Southern Rhodesia's main export crops, tobacco and raw sugar, together in 1965 
accounted for £50 milli0=, or about 35 per cent: of total domestic exports. In 

1966, Southern Rhodesia was reported to have faced a farm crisis as a result of 

drought in nearly the whole of Matebeleland and in part of the Midlands. The 

drought was reported to have affected Southern Rhodesia's agriculture, although to 

what extent was not knownc 
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157. At the opening of the annual congress of the Rhodesia National Farmers' Union 

on 21 June 1966, the President, Mr. Tim Mitchell, said that, ·with the possible 

exception of thel930's and the war years, agriculture in the country had never 

been in a worse position. This position, he said, had not been caused by drought 

and the actions of the United Kingdom Government. It had arisen because of an 

accumulation of many factors, including a number of past policies which in some 

instances had unwittingly increased the cost of production. Mr. Mitchell said the 

present situation in agriculture was that there was no over-all profit in the 

industry. The return on investment capital, he added, was undoubtedly less than 

5 per cent. nRhodesian'' farmers were not only tired of receiving prices which were 

.9atisfactory to everyone but themselves, they ·were also in no mood to allow such a 

position to continue. 

158. On 21 July 1966, the"Minister of Finance'\ 1),fr. Wrathall, stated in a broadcast 

that the agricultural industry was facing problems which had arisen from causes 

other than sanctions. Sanctions had brought them to a head .somewhat earlier than 

would otherwise have been the case. In order to assist in stabi.lizing the situation 

and to help the industry to regain its confidence in the future, he stated that he 

had included an amount of £1,250,CCO in the estimates for 1966-67 to enable 

assistance to be given to those sound farmers who were in financial difficulties 

for reasons beyond their control, and particularly to enable them to come to a 

settlement vTith their creditors. Furthermore, credit would be made available to 

enable the industry to continue to operate during the new season. 

159. On 4 September 1966, the Que Que Farmers' Association sent a resolution to the 

Rhodesia National Farmers' Union, saying that, despite assertions in parliament, 

agriculture in Rhodesia was "bankrupt". The resolution demanded that the "Governmenf' 

take immediate steps to forestall the complete collapse of the industry before it 

was too late. A sim.ilar resolution had been sent from the Lcmagundi West farmers 

and another resolution had been sent to the Midlands branch of the Union calling for 

a £1 rise per bag for the price of wheat. 

100. The "Minister of Agriculture11
, Mr. George Rud.land, announced on 23 November 1966 

two measures designed to assist farmers. The first of these ·was a subsidy on 

nitrogenous fertilizers purchased between l April 1966 and 28 February 1967. This 

subsidy, together with a rebate of £8.los. per ton recently ann0unced by the 
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fertilizer companies, would reduce the total expense by farmers on fertilizers by 

about £450,000. The second measure was a rebate of 3d. per gallon in respect of 

diesel fuel purchased in bulk by farmers during the same period. The Minister 

said that this partic.ular form of assistance had been chosen because it would 

give help over a wider field than any others. He regretted that the concessions 

could only apply to the 1966-67 season and were therefore holding measures, but 

added that longer-term planning was not being neglected. 

161. It was reported that the above subsidies brought the total allocation of 

government funds to farmers in 1966 (excluding special supplements for tobacco) 

to about £3 million; £460,000 for drought relief, £500,000 for irrigation 

development; £1,250,000 for the Graylin Committee to provide interest-free loans 

to farmers in financial difficulty; a supplementary payment for maize expected to 

amount to £500,000; and subsidies of £330,000 for fertilizers and £100,000 for 

fuel. 

Tobacco crop for 1966 

162. Total exports of unmanufactured Southern Rhodesian tobacco in 1965 amounted 

to £47 million or roughly 30 per cent of the total value of domestic exports 

(£.142 ,455 ,433). The major portion of this consisted of 246 million pounds of 

Virginia flue-cured tobacco auctioned for £33.8 million in Salisbury. The total 

crop for 1965 sold on the auction floors of Salisbury for about £35 million. 

163. The Southern Rhodesian tobacco crop for 1966 was estimated at around 

250 million pounds. The State Tobacco Corporation handled the sale of the 

tobacco crop. 

164. On 7 February 1966, the United Kingdom Government made an order which banned 

the export of tobacco from Southern Rhodesia and the sale of tobacco in Southern 

Rhodesia with a view to its being exported. Under the order, it became an offence 

under United Kingdom and Southern Rhodesian law for traders or speculators to buy 

Southern Rhodesian tobacco and stockpile it until the return of lawful government. 

165. In an official statement issued on that day, the Commonwealth Relations Office 

announced that, under the order, purchasers of tobacco in contravention of the 

order would have no legal right to it and would also not be able to get their money 

back once lawful government was restored. At that time, stocks of tobacco that had 
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been illegally transacted would have to be re-auctioned before they could be 

exported. Only lawfully sold tobacco would be exported, under an export licence 

system; equally, only lawfully sold tobacco would be allowed into the United 

Kingdom. 

166. By the end of March 1966, all the major consumers of Southern Rhodesian 

tobacco, namely, the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, the 

Benelux gountries, the Scandi~avian countries, and Australia, had announced that 

theyvould not buy any more tobacco from Southern Rhodesia while the Smith regime 

remained in power. In terms of the ~964 trade figures: over 90 :per cent of 

Southern Rhodesia's tobacco had already been placed under an embargo by exporting 

countries before the a~ction sales of the crop for 1966. 
167. On 19 January 1966, the Rhodesia Tobacco Marketing Board announced new 

regulations for Southern Rhodesia's tobacco auction sale~ A statement by the 

Tobacco ~arketing Board said that all tobacco would be ~re-classified and a 

reserve price fixed for each grade. Classification would be carried out by two 

indep:ndent classifiers, checked by a senior classifier. During classification, 

the classifiers would be completely isolated. There would be no appeal by buyers 

or growers against the classification. There would be elaborate precautions to 

ensure that classifiers bad no idea whose tobacco they were grading. Once graded, 

the tobacco wowl.d be vested in a Tobacco Corporation. The leaf would then be 

offered on one or two tobacco auction floors at the reserve price or a price above 

it, and bales not bought would be taken by the Corporation at the reserve price. 

The Corporation would hold this in the pool and be responsible for its disposal. 

It would then be responsible for distributing the proceeds equitably among growers. 

Even if a grower's leaf was sold above the reserve price, he would only be paid the 

reserve price in the first instance. The surplus would be credited to a pool and 

shared among growers. There would be a separate pool for flue-cured and burley 

tobacco. 

168 On 24 March 1966, the'Ministry of AgriculturJ'announced a list of reserve 

prices for different grades of tobacco. The crop would be classified into 273 

grades for each of which a price ranging from ld. to 48d. per pound was fixed. 

The announcements emphasized that these prices were those on which payments to 

growers would be based and did not represent the figure which would be the purchase 
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price to tobacco merchants. On the whole, the reserve prices announced averaged 

around 26d. (about 31 cents (us)} per pound. The average price of the Southern 

Rhodesia leaf in 1965 was 33d. (about 39 cents) per pound. 

169. When the tobacco sales o~ened in Salisbury on 29 March 1966, the regime 

aband'Jned the traditional public auction system for private treaty sales by which 

the buyer would decide what grade of tobacco he wanted and then make an offer to 

the Tobacco Corporation. This was reportedly done t~ protect the identity of the 

buyers. The sales were held in secret. 

170. On 15 July 1966, .Mr. Bottomley, then Commonwealth Secretary, stated that at 

the prices fixed by the Tobacco Corporation, the farmers could have eXIJected to 

receive an average of 24d. per pound. But on the best evidence available, the 

prices paid by the 1Government
1

had been ave1aging no more than 20d. per pound and 

there had been numerous complaints from farmers that the Tobacco Corporation had 

been deliberately down-grading the tobacco sent for sale to depress farming 

receipts. Since the regime had abandoned public auctions for private treaty sales, 

the f~rm~r had no redress. If he did not sell to the Tobacco Corporation, he 

could not sell to anyone else, and if he •fild not sell he could not live. 

171. The member of the Rhodesian regime responsible for agriculture, 

Mr. George Rudland, announced in the Legislative Assembly on 23 August that tl:.e 

TobacLo Corporation was to increase by 5 :per cent the fixed prices paid to farmers 

for tobacco of all grades, except the lowest. The increase applied to tobacco 

already bought by the Corporation as well as to future purchases. Mr. Rud.land 

said that the increase would cost about £J.. million. On 8 November, he announced 

that the Tobc:1.cco Corporation would make further supplementary payments to tobacco 

growers. The scale of payments was reported to be 6.8 per cent on the grade price 

for Virginia flue-cured tobacco, 10 per cent for burley tobacco and 15.6 per cent 

for oriental tobaccos. It -was estimated that the above s.upplementary payments 

wouJ_d amount to £J...5 million, bringing the total value of bonuses for 1966 to 

£2.5 million. With these payments, it was calculated that the Tobacco Corporation's 

total ];)8.yments to the industry for the 1966 crop would amount to £24 million. 

In 1965, the crop sold for £35 million on the Salisbury auction floors. 

172. On 9 November 1966, the President of the Rhodesia Tobacco Association, 

Mr. Carol Heurtley stated that the 1bovernment'i1 6.8 per cent payment to flue-cured 
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tobacco growers meant that the national average cost of production (about 24d. per 

pound) had now been covered. While not every grower had received his cost, he was 

pleased that the Government bad completed its promised obligations. 

:73. The deliveries of Virginia flue-cured tobacco from growers to the Tobacco 

Corporation ceased on 17 October 1966. There had been various reports about the 

proportion of the over-all crop sold. However, the reports agree in estimating 

that the majority ~f the crop bought oy the corporation remained unsold. 

Tobacco crop for 1966-67 

174. On 14 July 1966, Mr. Rud.land announced that the target for 1966-67 flue-cured 

tobacco production woul4 be 200 million pounds. He gave an assurance to growers 

that if sanctions made a return to free unfettered auction impracticable, the 
n n . Government would guarantee the market for the crop at grade prices calculated to 

return to the growers an average of 28d. per pound. Mr. Rud.land said this 

target was indicative of the 
1
Government's

1
determination that the country would 

continue to produce its tobacco which bad gained its place in the world markets 

on quality and price considerations alone. Buyers could therefore be assured that 

Rhodesian tobacco would continue to be available. A control scheme would be 

introduced, he said, and the details of this would be announced by the President 

of the Rhodesian Tobacco Association, I.fr. Heurtley. 

175. Mr. Rudl9.nd stated that the control scheme bad been devised by the Rhodesian 

Tobacco Association in consultation with his Ministry, and had the full support of 

the 1Governmeni1 and would remain in force for the coming season. The administration 

of the control scheme would be undertaken by the Tobacco Marketing Board and not by 

the Ministry. It would be possible, said Mr. Rudland, for all . .c'armers to plan their 

individual production programmes for the coming season. He advised farmers to plan 

for maximum individual profit according to their own capabilities and that of 

their land. 

176. ~. Heurtley welcomed the announcement of the 200 million :pot:nd target :figure 

which he said should be sufficient to guarantee continuity of supply to the 

country's established markets. The average price of 28d. :per pound, he said, had 

been calculated to provide the grower with the possibility of regaining something 

above production costs. 
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177. On 15 July 1966, Mr. Heurtley stated that he felt confident that, following 

the Government announcement, commerce would react favourably towards Southern 

Rhodesia's 2,600 farmers by granting them credit facilities for planting the 

next crop. 

178. Commenting on the announced target for the 1966-67 crop, Mr. Bottomley, then 

Commonwealth Secretary, said in L-0ndon on 15 July that if the new target were to be 

realized, the farmers would receive between £23 million and £24 million, coml)S.red 

with £32 million to £35 million which they normally received. This represented 

a crop of some £10 million in the farmers' receipts from tobacco. But the new 

figures were merely target figures. Credit was the life blood of the tobacco 

farmers and they would need credit immediately for the seeds, fertilizers and 

equipment for the next twelve months. 

179. M!-. Bottomley also stated that the new policy directive, to the extent that 

it was accepted by the tobacco farmers, would only put off the inevitable day of 

reckoning. Though a :policy of internal subsidies would further delay the full 

ilntiact of sanctions on the farmers, this in turn must raise many problems of 

economic management. Not the least of these would be the difficulties caused by 

the storage of the greater 1)8.rt of the 1966 crop and the effect on future demand 

should a large :part of the 1966 crop be left unsold in the hands of the Tobacco 

Corporation. 

180. On 24 July 1966, the RlDdesian Ministry of Agriculture announced that the 

target for the 1966-67 burley tobacco crop had been set at 6 million pounds. 

Provision was made to guarantee to growers an average of 23d. :per pound of tobacco~ 

On 3l August 1966, the Ministry further announced that it would, if necessary, 

provide financial support for a crop of 1.5 million pounds of Samsun Oriental 

tobacco for the 1966-67 crop at grade prices designed to give an average return 

of 26d. per pound. 

181. on·20 October 1966, Mr. Rud.land warned tobacco growers not to produce a crop 

in excess of their allocated quotas. He said any such action next season would be 

irresponsible and would upset present marketing arrangements. Plans had been made, 

he said, to ensure that no grower who ignored the requirements of the tobacco 

control scheme would benefit by so doing. 
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182. Southern Rhodesia's sugar industry has expanded almost tenfold during the last 

six years. The 1965 crop before the illegal declaration of independence was 

estimated at 250,000 tens and the total export of raw sugar in 1965 earned 

£3,482,485. 
183. On 17 March 1966 the United Kingdom Government announced a ban on all exports , 

of sugar from Southern Rhodesia" According to the order, which is effective under 

both United Kingdom and Southern Rhodesian law, it is now "illegal for speculators 

or others to buy Rhodesian sugar and hold it in Rhodesia or elsewhere in the hope 

of selling it at a profit when legal government is restored11
• Those who bought 

Rhodesian sugar in contravention of the order would acquire no legal right to it 

and would also not be able to get their money back. Furthermore, all transactions 

that took place in Southern Rhodesia aimed at the export of sugar were invalid 

whether the export was to take pJa ce immediately or in the rut.ure. 

184. By February 1966, the ma.in buyerf of Southern F.bodesian ~ugar, namely the 

United Kingdom, Canada and the United States, had already placed an embargo on sugaT 

imports from Southern Rhodesia. United Kingdom authorities hoped that Zambia ana 

Malawi, which have been denendent on Southern Rhodesia for their sugar supplies, 

would co-operate as well. 

185. It was announced on 19 July 1966 that Japanese orders for about 50,000 tons 

of Southern Rhodesian sugar bad been cancelled. The orders were placed before the 

illegal declaration of independence and their cancellation was reported to 

represent a foreign exchange loss of £750,000. 

186. Hippo Valley Estates, one of' Southern Rhodesia 1 s main suga producers, 

reported on 19 July a loss of £372, 345 for the year ended 31 March 1966. The 

chairman, Sir Raymond Stockil, was reported to have said that the loss was due 

primarily to low world prices and difficulties j_n commissioning a new sugar mill; 

he added, however, that the Zambian market ha.d already entirely lost and the 

market in Malawi, where the planting of cane had started, would be lost also. 

187. It has been reported that cotton and citrus fruits have become alternative 

crops in :;;,lace of' sugar. 
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Cotton 

188. It was reported from Salisbury on 30 September 1966 that official sources 

had estimated that a record crop of 120 million pounds of cotton would be grown 

in the 1967 season. This :followed a recent government recommendation to double 

the size of the cotton crop which was estimated at 60 million.pounds :for the 1966 

season. (In 19o5 the crop was 4o,l02,000 pounds.) The report stated that the 

indications were that this increasea amount of cotton could be readily marketed 

both in Southern Rhodesia and in neighbouring countries. The actual price would 

be am1ounced before the ginning season started about May 1967. The "Government" 

was reported to be analysing proposals put to it by the cotton marketing committee 

for :future marketing policy. The growers' committee had reached agreement in 

principle on government proposals. 

Maize 

189. On 23 August 1966, Mr. Ruclland announced bonus payments to maize growers by 

which they would receive a supplementary :payment of 2s. per bag (200 pounds} o:f 

maize on top o:f the tasic p~ice of 29s.td. per bag already announced :from the 

government Grain Marketing Board. It was announced that the supplementary payment 

would cost £500,000 wh.tch meant that the present maize crop sold to the Board had 

totalled 5 million bags. In 1964-65, the Grain .Marketing Board bad bought 

2,569,163 bags of maize :from Europeans and 254,452 :from Africans. 

1ti.ning 

General 

190. Mineral. exports of Southern Rhodesia earned £32,353,669 in 1965, the highest 

ever attained. Asbestos remained Southern Rhodesia's most valuable mineral 

followed by gold and copper, these three accounting :for over two thirds of the 

total val.ue of all minerals mined. Coal and chrome ore were the next most 

important minerals. T'nese two minerals, together with asbestos, gold and copper 

accounted :for 89 ~er cent of the total value of mineral production. other 

minerals which accounted for the remaining 11 per cent o:f the mineral eX];)Orts 

included iron (3 :per cent), tin metal (2 per cent), limestone and lithium (1 per 

cent) and others ( 4 :per cent) • 
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191. By the end of July 1966, the United Kingdom GoYernment, under the Southern 

Rhodesia (Prohibited Exports and Imports) Order, bad imposed embargoes on the 

export of chrome, pig iron, iron ore, copper and asbestos, which together 

constitute the main mineral exports of the country. 

192. No figures are available from within Southern Rhodesia on the operation of 

the mining industry since the illegal declaration of independence. However, 

activiti:es within certain sectors of the mining industrJ ;-,ere reported in 1966 by 

tbe"Governmen-t!' and the mining companies themselves. While these do not provide an 

over-all picture, they are worth noting as indications of the st-a.te of the industry. 

Copper 

193. Despite sanctions, the operation of the copper mining industry was 

considerably extended in 1966. Southern Rhodesia's normal copper production is 

~ocut 24,ooo tons a yea:r. 

194. On 3 March 1966, the "Deputy Minister or Mines~', Mr. I.B. Dillon, stated in an 

interview that three new copper mines would probably be openi..ng in the northern 

area of Southern Rhodesia within the next twelve months, and that the mini.stry was 

aiming at 30.,000 tons within tbe next two years .. If that figure were reached then 

consideration would be given to the installa·tion of a copper refinery. 

Consideration had already been given to a possible site for the refinery and it was 

hoped that its establishment would lead to another industry producing copper piping, 

sheeting_ and other products. Mr. Dillon also stated that sanctions would not 

affect Southern .t{hodesian sales of copper. The current emphasis on copper mining 

in Southern Rho~esia was dictated simply by demand and value. 

195. At the end of August 1966, the "Ministry of Information" announced that a new 

high-grade copper mine, the first of its kind in Southern Rhodesia, bad begun full 

operation in the Sabi Valley, 150 miles south-east of Salisbury. The first sample 

of the mine's cathode copper had already been accepted abroad at 99.9 per cent of 

purity and the first long ton :fetched £600. Known as the Elephant Mine, it bad been 

developed by private enterprise with government assistance. The ministry said 

it believed that the plant installations and processes used could now be duplicated 

on several other known copper-bearing properties in Southern Rhodesia. The 
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statement added that at a conservative estimate of future copper prices, the new 

mine development could mean an increase of at least £250,000 in annual export 

figures. 

196. On 20 September 1966, it was reported that !Dnrho, Ltd., was to undertake a 

new drilling programme aimed at establishing the extent and value of the copper 

deposits in the Inyati block, a few miles northeast of Headland. The are:a to be 

explored covers about sixty square miles. Lonrbo would operate through a subsidiary 

company. 

Gold 

197 • Gold has been one of Southern Rhodesia's main exports • Net gold sales in 

1965 amounted to £6,794,ooo. 
198. According to the Barclays Bank, n.c.o. Overseas Review for April 1966, the 

Anglo-P.merican Corporation bad sunk three nev: shafts at its m.i.nes on the Felixburg 

gold belt, near Umvuma. Another shaft at the Tchargwa mine, which was abandoned 

some years ago because of water difficulties, was being deepened and developed. 

199 .. In June 1966, the Chairman of the Anglo.,.American Corporation, Mr. Oppenheimer, 

stated that an exploratory shaft was being sunk at the Champion mine in the region 

of 0dzi, where bore holes indicated the possibility of mineable tonnages of both 

gold and si1ver ore. 

200. It was reported in Aug,Jst 1966 that the country bad launched its biggest gold 

prospecting programme to date, with most of the large mining companies throwing all 

their resources into an all-out bid to :find new gold-fields and develop existing 

ones. Mr. D.A. Pretorius, Director of the Economic Geology Research Unit of the 

Transvaal. and Orange Free State Chamber of Min.es, who had returned to Johannesburg 

after discussions with the regime and mining leaders, was reported to have said 

that Southern Rhodesia was determined to go it alone and intended to offset losses 

through.boycotts by increasing gold production. The regime was well aware that 

gold was its most secure foreign currency earner and that little effort was 

required to sell it at an international level. Gold 1s countering effect against 

inflatior.., its lack of price fluctuation and the :possible devalua·cion of sterling 

provided an ideal climate for the easy selling of gold. 
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201. It was reported in May 1966 that a further £2.2 million a yzar was expected 

to be aaded to the country's foreign exchange income when the Trojan nickel mine, 

at Bindura, had been developed to full production. It was further ~"eported that 

the Anglo-American Corporation had bought an 85 per cent interest in the mine and 
, 

was to invest £4 million (including the purchase price) to expand ~reduction to 

6oo ,000 tons of ore a year. Behind the plan to expand the Trojan mine was the 

growing demand for nickel. On 20 September 1966, it was further announced that 

Anglo-American Corporation would examine the economic potential of base miner-d.l 

claims owned by the Sh~va Nickel Mines under an option agreement between the 

Co:rpora.tion and that company. The Sbamva Mine is located abcut forty miles from 

the Trojan mine. 

Iron ore 

202. Following the embargo on the export of iron ore and pig iron, it was reported 

that the output of the Southern Rhodesian Iron and Steel Corporation (RISCO) had 
i 

decreased. RISCO was declared a "designated industry" by the Southern Rhodesian 

regime to prevent it frcm being closed, and a manpower control order was issued to 

prevent dismissal of empl.oyees.. In February 1966, it was reported that RISCO had 

shut down two of its three blast furnaces and one of its i,wo open-hearth steel 

f\J.rnaces and bad abandoned a £7 million expansion and modern:i.zation scheme. This 

had made about 400 workers, including 100 Eu.i:-opea.ns, redundant.. However, an 

official industrial review published in Salisbury in July 1966 stated that RISCO 

had three blast furnaces with a combined annual capacity of more than 400,000 tons 

and two open-hearth furnaces which could produce 165,000 tons of ingots a year. 

203. In October 1966, it was reported that the regime bad lifted the manpower 

provisions on RISOO and on Richard Costain (Africa), who bad a contract at RISCO. 

No explanation was offered officially, but it was understood that RISCO had 

managed to replace lost pig iron Irarkets, though at lower prices than in the past. 
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Coal 

204. The Wankie Colliery Company's preliminary profits statement for the year 

ending 31 August 1966 showed that over-all sales were maintained during the year at 

3,369,870 tons, compared with 3,348,455 tons in 1964-65. The statement added, 

however, that sales for June and July bad been adversely affected by the Rhodesia 

Railways dispute between Southern Rhodesia and Zambia which had resulted in a 

truck shortage for the transport of coal to the Copperbel t. In September 1966, sales 

amounted to 227,009 tons, comfortably above the July low of 127,009 tons, tut still 

almost 100,000 tons less than those for September 1965. The monthly average in 

1964--65 was 28o,822 tons. 

205. On 15 November, Sir Kei'th Aucutt, Chairman of the Wankie Colliery Company, 

stated that as a result of reduced sales to Zambia one of the two coal mines the 

company operated might have to be put on a care-and-maintenance basis by the 

middle of 1967. 

206. Wankie coal sales for November 1966 were later reported to have dropped by 

about a ·third in comparison. with sales for November 1965. The report stated that 

the Anglo-American Corporation bad attributed the drop in ~ales mainly to rail 

transport difficulties with Zambia. 

Scheelite 

207. The "Ministry of Mine;s" announced at the beginning of October 1966 that t'tm new 

scheelite mines were to come into production. Scheelite, a strategtc mineral, is 

the basis for tungsten, and was reported to be in world demand. 

208. One of the mines, known as the Tact Mine, owned and operated by the Rhodesian 

Selected Development Company, Ltd., was said to be already producing a high grade 

of scheelite, and was hoping to produce six tons of refined mineral from every 

1,000 tons of ore each month when a second mill comes into ope~ation. The second 

mine, th~ Killarney, located in Filabusi, was expected to go into production within 

three or four months. 

Graphite 

209. The Industrial. Development Corporation announced in May 1966 that the new 

graphite mining proltiect near Karoi, 120 miles north of Salisbury would go into 

production soon. 
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210. The statement said that the construction of the plant at the £50,000 project 

was almost complete and would be officially opened in the near future. r.n.c. was 

backing the proj~ct in conjunction with Rhodesian Graphite and a Federal Republic 

of Germany comJ>any based in Munich. It was planned to produce about 500 tons of 

graphite a month, worth £l50,000 a year. 

Other reported developments 

211. It appears from statistics compiled by the Port of Beira authorities that 

exports of Rhodesian chrome through Beira in the first five months of 1966 totalled 

some 94,ooo tons, compared with 100,000 tons in the uorresponding period of 1965. 

Sundry ores exi::orted totalled 183,000 tons, compared with 202,000 tons in the 

comparable period of 1965, and asbestos exports through the Port of Beira totalled 

7,000 tons, 2,000 less.than in 1965. It was reported, however, that in the past 

asbestos bad mainly been exported through Louren~o-Marques. 

Economic relations with Zambia 

212. In 1965 the total value of exports, including re-exports from Southern 

Rhodesia to Zambia, amounted to £46 million, of which domestic mercbacdise accounted 

for £36.1 million; imports from Zambia amounted to £),1,.3 million. 

213. Since the illegal declaration of independence, Zambia has imposed a license 

system wb~reby only certain commodities can be imported from Southern Rhodesia. 

The permitted impo :ts from Southern Rhodesia are mainly essential commodities for 

which alternative sources of supply have not been found. Trade figures between 

the two countries for 1966 are not available, although, according to press reports, 

Zambia bas cut its imports from Southern Rhodesia by an estimated 30 per cent. 

214. It will be recalled that following the Southern Rhodesian oil embargo against 

Zambia on 18 December 1965, the Governments of the United Kingdom, Canada and the 

United States together started a regular airlift of oil and petroleum products to 

Zambia to beat the embargo. The Canadian and United States airlifts to Zambia . 

ceased at the end of April 1966. The airlift by British civil aircraft to Zambia 

also ended on 29 May 1966. However, the airlift by Royal Air Force aircraft to 
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Zambia partly to meet the fuel requirements of the air defence force there and 

partly to supply oil products to the civil economy ended on 31 October 1966. 

According to United Kingdom sources, the total cost of these British airlifts to 

the United Kingdom Government was nearly £6 million. The cost of the oil itself 

except for that used by the R.A.Fci itself bad been met by the Zambian Government. 

215. In 1966 the Governments of Zambia and the United Kingdom held a series of 

talks on intensification of sanctions against the illegal regime in Southern 

Rhodesia and the maintenance of the Zambian economy in all circumstances arising 

from the Southern Rhodesian rebellion. The discussions covered a great deal of 

ground conce~ning practical and technical problems associated with the changing 

pattern. of Zambian trade. 

216. On 1 November 1966, the Commonwealth Secretary, Mr. Bowden, stated in the 

House of Commons that the United Kingdom Government had offered the Zambian 

Government further ald up to a total of £13.8 million :for expenditure up to 

30 June 1967. The United Kingdom Government later stated that this was assistance 

for the intensification of sanctions and would cover any contingencies that arose 

during the coming months. Most of the assistance offered was intended. to assist 

Zambia in developing alternative routes whereby one or the indire~t eutcomes woulu 

be a steadier supply of copper in the future. Since the illegal declaration of 

independence, £3 .. 8 million bad been provided by the United Kingdom towards the cost 

of alternative supply routes besides the £13.8 million on offer for the development 

of new import and export routes and new sources of supply. 

217. On 1 February 1966, an agreement was signed in Lusaka between the Governments 

of the United Kingdom and Zambia for the provision by the United Kingdom of £13.8 
million in contingency aid to Zambia for the above-stated projects. The agreement 

provided for the United Kingdom Government to join the Government of Zambia in 

the implementation of the above-listed projects. 

218. On 23 February 1966, the Government of Zambia informed the Secretary-General 

(s/7783) that since the unilateral declaration of independence by the minority 

white regime in Southern Bhodesia, Zambia bad spent well over $US9() million 

implementing its policy of severing its trade and economic ties with Southern 

Rhodesia. 
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219. In bis address before the General Assembly on 15 November 1966, the President 

of Zambia, Dr. Kenneth Kaunda, stated that the common services owned jointly by 

Zambia and Southern Rhodesia, namely the Rhodesia Rail:'v1ays, the Kariba Hydro

electric scheme and the Central African Airways!Q/ which provide Zambia witb its 
, 

vital power supplies and its communi.cations and external trade links and whose 

headquarters were all in Southern Rhodesia and for all practical purposes were 

controlled from Salisbury could not be properly operated and administered in the 

absence of a legal government in Southern Rhodesia. 

220. In a letter dated 23 February 1967 (S/7783), the Government of Zambia informed 

the Secretary-General that: 

(a} Negoti&tions to separate the jointly owned RlJoQesia Railways were 

going on; 

(b} Similar negotiations to sepa.rate the jointly owned Central Af'rican 

Airways were also going on; 

{c) Fayments received by the Kariba Power Corporation from Zambia were being 

blocked and not allowP.d to go over to Southern Rhod~sia to supplement their foreign 

exchange. 

Rhodesia Railways 

221 ~ The chairman of the board of Rhodesia ReMilways (jointly owned by Rhodesia and 

Zambia) said on 16 May 1966, after a two-day meeting of the board, that although 

the three Zambian members of the board had cast dissenting votes, a decision haJ. 

been made on fUture operations of the railways . The member of the Southern 

Rhodesian regime responsible for transport, Brigadier Andrew Dunlop, said on 

20 May that Rhodesia Railways needed to move about £.1 million a month from Zambia 

to Southern Rhodesia in order to continue their operations. No such transfers bad 

been authorized by the Zambian authorities for the month of April and he understood 

that they had refused to authorlze any further transfer. This meant that there would 

be no contribution from Zambia towards the costs of operating that part of the 

railway system outside Zambia. 

"}:£/ Malawi is a third partner in Central African Airways. 
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222. It was later announced. that from 24 May the Southern Rhodesian authorities 

-~ Juld require payment to be made in advance in convertible currency for Zambian 

traffic by rail through Southern Rhodesia unless the Zambian Government agreed to 

the transfer of railway funds from Zambia to Rhodesia. 

223. The President of Zambia, Dr. Kenneth Kaunda, announcEd. on 21 May his 

Government 1s rejection of the arrangement whereby payment should be made in advance 

for Zambian rail traffic through Southern Rhodesia. On the same day, a spokesman . 

for the Zambian Ministry of Transport in Lusaka was reported to have said that it 

might become necessary for the railways in Zambia to be operated as an independent 

system. 

224. On 10 June 1966, the Government of Zambia. introduced regulations which 

empowered an Administrator of Railways, appointed by the President, to control the 

movement of locc:rrotives, rolling stock and railway equipment from Zambia to 

Southern Rhooesia. 

225. On 11 June 1966, tne illegal regime issued an emergency order signed by its 

uMinister of Transport", Brigadier L'unlop, which provided for impounding Zambian 

goods in transit thrcugh Southern Rhodesia for which freight payments had not been 

guaranteed. Following the issuing of i ,1e order, it was reported on 20 June 1966 
that Southern Rhodesia was holding £10 million worth of Zambian copper destined 

for Mozamcique ports. A Rhodesia Railways spokesman was reported to have confirmed 

that the copper had still not been moved through Southern Rhodesia because 

confirmation had not been received from the Portuguese authorities that payment 

had been made for railing the copper through Mozambique to Lourengo-Marques or 

Beira. 

226. 0~ 22 June 1966, the Government of' Zambia decided to authorize the copper 

companies to 3end a limi-t,_ l quantity of copper through Southern Rhodesia, on 

condition that the buyers would be responsible i'or paying the freight charges in 

hard currency as the 3outhern Rhodesian authorities had demanded. The transport 

of copper by that route was accordingly recommenced in August 1966. 
227. It was reported that as a result of the dislocation in rail services, a 

stock-pile of about t/J;iOCC tons of Zaobian copper had accumulated inside Zambia. 

Zambia 1 2 n:r:nthly produc-tion of copper is abcut 58,000 tons. 
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228. C,oal supplies to Zambia from the Wankie Collieries in Southern Rhodesia 

continued to be transported by rail, bu.t it was reported that since August trucks 

were being sent north by the Rhodesia Raiiway authorities only as trucks arrived 

from Zambia, on a truck-for-truck basis. This affected the coal supplies of the 

mines • . 
229. It was reported that Rhodesia Railway's report for the financial year ending 

June 1966 showed a loss of £383 ,ooo, ccmpared with a ~rc:fi t of t€arly 

£2 million in the previous year, despite an increase in traffic and total revenue. 

Kariba Dam 

230. The Central Af'rican Power Corporation, in its annual report published on 

13 December, stated that, despite the Rhodesian crisis, the Kariba hydro-electric 

dam made a record profit of £1,010,810 in the year ending 30 June. Zambian 

purchases during the year increased 1:y 5.8 per cent and accounted for 51.4 per cent 

of the sales. Purchases by Southern Rhodesia increased by 4 .4 per cent and 

accounted for h8. 6 per cent of the sales • 

Central African Airways 

231. The Central African Airways announced a record profit of over £6oo,ooo :for 

the year ending 30 June 1966. All its subsidiary airlines - Air Malawi, Air 

Rhodesia and Zambia Airways - realized operating profits for the year. 

Economic relations with Malawi 

232. In 1965 total exports including re-exports from Southern Rhodesia to Malawi, 

amounted to £9.5 million., o:f wbi~h domestic merchandise amounted to £7.7 million; 

imports amounted to £1.4 million. 

233. The Government o:f Malawi, between November 1965 and December 1966, imposed 
' 

some trade restrlctions in Southern Rhodesia. It continued, however, to trade 

with Southern Rhodesia in essential commodities while it appealed to importers to 

find al.ter.nat.e sources of supply outsi.de Southern Rhodesia. Trade :figures for 

1966 between the two countries are not. yet available. 
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Economic relations with Bechuanaland 

234. In 1965 total exports, including re-exports, of Southern Rhodesia to 

Bechuanaland amounted to £2.3 million, of which domestic merchandise amounted to 

£1.6 million; impol'ts amounted to £72,000. Bechuanaland became independent as 

Botswana on 27 September 1966. By the end of 1966, no reports regarding economic 

measures against the illegal regime were available. 

Economic relations with South Africa 

235. In 1965 the total value of exports, including re-exports, from Southern 

Rhodesia to South Africa amounted to £14 .. 4 million, of which domestic merchandise 

accounted for £12.8 million. Total imports from South Africa amounted to 

£27. 5 million • 

236. Fursuant to its declared policy of not participating in any form of sanctions 

and boycotts, the Republic of South Africa bas, since the illegal declaration of 

independence, continued to maintain "normal trade" relations with the Smith regime. 

In clarification of the term "normal trade relations", the Government of the 

Republic explained that this did not mean continuing to sell the same commodities 

or quan+ities as before. It meant that everybody in competition tried to sell what 

and as much as he could. It also meant trade without inhibitions and without 

breaks. 

237. In a statement to the South African Parliament on 21 September 1966, the new 

Prime Minister of the Republic, Mr. Johannes Vorster, stated that he intended to 

follow the same policy towards Southern Rhodesia as had been followed by his 

predecessor, Dr. Verwoerd _ 11./ Mr. Vorster further said that neither pressure nor 

force would compel South Africa to take part in boyco·tts or sanctions. His 

Government was determined to carry on its policy of normal trade with Southern 

Rhodesia even if this meant taking risks. 

238. Although South P_frica has not published any trade statistics on South~rn 

Rhodesia since the illegal declaration of independence, it has been openly 

acknowledged by official sources in Salisbury that the Republic is the main economic 

prop of the Smith regime. In a speech on 3 May 1.966, the Southern Rhodesian 

11/ A/6"300/Add.l, paragraph 279. 
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"Minister of Local Government11 was reported to have stated that it might well be no 

exaggeration to state that if it had not been for the steadfast and responsible 

attitude adopted by both the Republic and their Portuguese neighbours, Southern 

Rhodesians would have lost not only their possessions but also their liberty and 

perhaps their lives. 

2.39. On 16 August 1966, the South African Minister of Eccnomic Affairs, 

Dr .. N. Diederichs, was asked in the Assembly for a break-down of import-export 

values between South Africa and Southern Rhodesia, Zambia, Malawi and Mozambique 

for each month since June 1965. In reply to the question, Dr. Diederichs stated 

that he did not regard it as being in the national interest to give the statistics 

separately. In a further question as to whether the monthly abstract of trade 

statistics included figures of trade between the Republic and each African country, 

the Minister said that it did not because he did not regard it in the national 

interest to have these figures published separately. 

24o. According to trade figures released by the South African Department of Customs 

and Excise in September 1966, trade figures for the first eight E-Onths of 1966 
showed that while South Africa's exports as a whole had risen about 12 per cent 

over the same ~eriod in 1965, exports to the rest of Africa increased by 30 per cent 

to a little over £.6o million. Imports from the rest of Africa for the first eight 

months of 1966 reached e.bout £35 million. The Department of Customs and Excise 

ceased some time ago to provide detailed break-downs, by countries of destination, 

of exports to African countries. 

241.. Although no details were given, it was reported that the bulk of the increase 

in exports of about £15 million to the rest of Africa was in the main due to a 

sharp rise in the flow of goods to Southern Rhodesia. Imports from the rest of 

Africa at about £35 million were reported to be around the same level as in 1965 
although imports as a whole had fallen by 15 per cent. The difference in the 

general trend was also attributed mainly to an increase of imports from Southern 

Rhodesia • 

.242. Quite apart from South Africa's own trade with Southern Rhodesia, it bas been 

persistently reported that South Africa bad been providing cover for clandestine 

trade between third countries and parties with Southern Rhodesia. According to 
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these reports, goods ostensibly directed to South Mrica from third countries 

eventually :find their way into Southern Rhodesia under prearranged contracts. 

Conversely, South African ports were reported to have increased their tonnage of 

Southern Rhodesian exports which pass through the ports under cover of South 

African goods. It should here be noted that since the illegal declaration of 

independence, South Africa bas ceased to differentiate between its exports and re

exports. 

243. Since the illegal declaration of independence, Southern Rhodesian industrialists 

ha~e embarked on a sales promotion campaign in South Africa with a view to 

increasing sales in the Republic. There have also been exchanges of visits between 

manuf'acturers and industrialists of the two countries to discuss marketing problems 

and how best to facilitate the flow of trade between the two countries. 

244. One o:f the most inq)ortant such visits to be publicly announced was that of a 

six-man delegation from the i.f"rikaanse Handelsinstituut in June 1966, at the 

invitation o:f the Rhodesian Promotion Council. The Handelsinstituut is the most 

important organization in South Africa of Afrikaans-speaking leaders of industry, 

mining, commerce and finance. While in Southern Rhodesia., the party met with the 

regime's "Minister of Commerce and Industry", Mr. Musset and other officials. They 

also met leading personalities in the business and financial sectors of the countryts 

economy and visited Salisbury, Bulawayo, Umtali, the Midlands and the Lowveld. 

On 22 June 1966, the Director of the Handelsinstituut, Dr. Van den Berg, stated.in 

Johannesburg that the delegation had returned with a proposal to the Government of 

South Africa that factories in Southern Rhodesia should be granted quotas to export 

goods to the Republic duty free, or under rebate. In this way, Southern Rhodesia 

would help to ensure that South African productive capacity would not be fully 

expanded at a time when such expansion was not in the Republic's interest. At the 

same time, South Africa would be helpinc Southern Rhodesia to adjust to the loss 

of the Zambian export market. 

245.The delegation was also reported to have recommended to the Government that 

South Africa should enter into a common market arrangement with Southern Rhodesia 

so that the origin of Southern Rhodesia products exported through South Africa 

could not be known; that South African capital should be used to help Southern 
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Rhodesia industries lessen the force of sanctions; and that South Africa should 

provide £3 million for a sixty-miie rail link across the Limpopo joining the South 

African and Rhodesian Railways. 

246. Among other important visitors to Southern Rhodesia was Mr. Hobson, the 

General Manager of the Durban Chamber of Commerce (South Africa), who -was in 

Southern Rhodesia in the second week of November 1966. He was reported to have , 

said in Salisbury that South African industrialists were more favourably disposed 

towards imports, especially those from Southern Rhodesia., than before. He added 

that Southern Rhodesian exporters should not be slow to take advantage of 

opportunities in the South African market. Also, a group of prominent South Africa1 

businessmen led by the Chairman of Sasol and the South African Gas Distribution 

Corporation, Dr. Ettis Rousseau, visited Southern Rhodesia in the third week of 

November 1966, at the invitation of the Rhodesian Promotion Council. The visitors 

were reported to have seen various aspects of economic development in Southern 

Rhodesia and to have met a number of leading businessmen. 

247. On 6 June 1966 it was reported from Johannesburg that a new trading link -

between Rhodesia and South Africa had been forged with the formation in Jobannesbure 

of' Rhodesian Industrial Confirming (Private), Limited. The company is a subsidiary 

of Industrial Confirming (Private), which is backed by the Industrial Development 

Corporation of Southern Rhodesia., and comnenced operations in April. In addition 

to ordinary confirming or export guarantee business - in both directions -

Industrial Confirming and its subsidiary assist potential importers and exporters 

to promote trade between the two countries. The Johannesburg manager, 

Colonel R. Jones, was reported to have said that his company was also interested in 

guaranteeing trade between Rhodesia and other markets. 

248. In order to facilitate trade between the two countries, Rhodesia Railways 

introduced a new fast freight service to Johannesburg and the South African ports. 

On 26 August 1966, a spokesman for Rhodesia Railways announced that a new fast 

goods service to be known as Rail Trader would come into operation on 

27 August 1966. The new service would link Salisbury and Bulawayo with 

Johannesburg, Port Elizabeth, East London, Durban and Cape Town. Trains from 

Salisbury would take :four days to Johannesburg and six days to the ports. Trains 

I .•. 
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from Bulawayo would take a day less to the ports. Negotiations were also under 

way to introduce a similar service from South Africa to Southern Rhodesian centres. 

249. On 26 September Rhodesia Railways took over the control and operation of the 

rail line through Bechuanaland, which is the most direct rail link between South 

Africa and Southern Rhodesia. Control of the 4oO-mile line was formerly split 

between South African Railways and Rhodesia Railways, with the South Africa 

railways operating the line from Mafeking up to the half-way point at Mahalapye, 

and the Rhodesia Railways operating it over the rest of the distance to Plumtree, 

on the Southern Rhodesian border. According to a statement issued by the Bulawayo 

headquarters of the Rtodesia Railways, the entire Becbuanaland section of ~he 

railway line in question had been owned by the Rhodesia Railways since it was 

built in the 189() 1 s although one half of it bad been managed by the South African 

Rai;t.ways • 

250. In May 1966, the Smith r~gime appointed a three-man commission of inquiry to 

investigate an alternative rail link between Southern Rhodesia and South Africa 

through Beit Bridge. The commission, which held its first sitting on 15 June 1966, 
is composed of three South African experts, Mr. ·w.G. Muller, an advocate of 

Johannesburg, and two economists, Mr. H.G. Ashworth of Cape ~own and 

Dr. M.D. ¥.tarais of Pretoria. The two possible connexions being considered by the 

commission are either from West Nicholson or .from Rutenga to join ·the South African 

Railway line from Beit Bridge. Any one of the two proposed connexions would give 

Sou~bern Rhodesia a direct rail link with South Africa. According tc, South 

African sources, whichever route the alternative rail link would take, it would 

help to strengthen trade bonds between Southern Rhodesia and South Africa. 

251. On 20 September 1966, a new road was opened between the Cape Province and 

Southern Rhodesia through Bechue.naland. The Becbuanaland Government worked on the 

section between the Cape Province border and the Southern Rhodesian border while 

the So"tI.tb African Government worked on the connexion inside the Republic. The new 

road is reported to facilitate travel between Cape Town and Southern Rhodesia. 

/ ... 
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252. Portugal has als~ continued to maintain trade relations with Southern 

Rhodesia, having declared on many occasions that it wauld not take part in 

sanctions that would affect the flow of trade in Southern Africa. .Although 

trade between Southern Rhodesia and Portugal and the Territories under Portuguese 
I 

administration is almost negligible, Portugal occupies a predominant position 

in controlling the external trade routes of Southern Rhodesia, Zambia and Malawi, 

through the seaport of Beira and Louren~o Marques in Mozambique. It also has 

rail links to all the three landlocked countries and South Africa. Southern 

~odesia I s principal export and import outlet is the seaport of Beira in 

Mozambique which also handles the main bulk of the external trade of Zambia and 

Malfiwi. 

253. Portugal's policy of maintaining trade relations with Southern Rhodesia 

has therefore offered the illegal regime a most valuable outlet for exports 

and imports. Figures published by the Portuguese authori tie.s in Mozambique 

show that Beira has maintained its position as the main export-import outlet 

of Southern Rhodesia since the illegal declaration of independence. According 

to press reports Portugal has become an outlet for re-exporting embargoed 

Sou~hern Rhodesian commodities, primarily tobacco and sugar. 

254. According to statistics compiled by the Port of Beira authorities in 

November, tot3l tonnage handled at the Port or Beira dropped 24 per cent in 

the first ten months of 1966. It was estimated that about half the d.,;:-op in 

tonnage represented the cut-back in the supply of crude oil to Southern Rhodesia, 

but no figures on individual traffic were available. It vas reported that the 

changes which have taken place in Southern African trade and communications 

since the illegal declaration of independence rule out precise interpretation 

of the Beira figures. 

255. In a letter dated 10 February 1967, addressed to the Secretary-General 

(S/7735/Rev.l), the Government of Portugal stated that as a result of the 

carrying out of a number of measures envisaged in the resolutions of the 

Security Council, voted upon on 9 April and 16 L'ecember 1966, the economy of 

Mozambique was suffering severe financial and economic losses which the 

Portuguese Government estimated at about £10 million sterling, up to the end 

of' 1966. Annexed to the letter were particulars of this amount by various items. 
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256. Within the year 1966, Southern Rhodesia and the Territories under 

Portuguese ~dministration in Southern Africa were brought closer together 

.,economically through visiting trade missions. In early April 1966, a delegation 

of the National Export Council of Southern Rhodesia visited LourenCso-Marques. 

The Chairman of the Council was reported to have said that the contacts made 

by the delegation in Mozambique indicated possibilities for increased exports 

from Southern Rhodesia. In May 1966, a six-man delegation representing the 

Associated Chambers of Commerce of Mozambique visited Southern Rhodesia at the 

invitation of the National Export Council. In June 1966, a seven-man trade 

delegation from Angola visited Southern Rhodesia for a seven-day tour at the 

invitation of the National Export Council of Southern Rhodesia. The leader of 

the delegation was reported to have said at Bulawayo that Angola had many markets 

which could be exploited by Southern Rhodesian manufacturers. The best openings 

!n Angola were for the manufacturers of cotton goods, electric cabling and 

canned foods. He said that Southern Rhodesian goods appeared to be very 

competitive and would hold their own in any overseas market. 

257. On 8 July 1966, the regime• s Minister of Commerce and Industry, Mr. Musset, 

opened the Southern Rhodesian pavilion at the Mozambique trade fair in Louren~o.. 

Marques. In his statement, he said that the time had come for countries in 

Southern Africa to support each other. In 1965 visible trade between Mozambique 

and Southern Rhodesia left Mozambique with a favourable balance of £1.Bo,ooo, 
but when invisible transactions, primarily transit, were taken into account, 

the balance was increased to ££, million. For this reason, he said that he would 

like to see a greater level of purchases of Southern Rhodesian goods in Mozambique. 

258. According to official figures released in Lisbon, Portugal's imports from· 

Southern Rhodesia for the period January to September 1966, amounted to $942;000 

of which tobacco and sugar accounted for $349,000 and $lll.,opo, respectively. 

Other ;imports included meat of bovine products, asbestos, copper and skins and 

hides. Exports from Portugal to Southern Rhodesia for the period January to 

Sep_tember 1966 amounted to $Bo9 ,000. 

259. A six-man trade mission from Southern Rhodesia headed by Mr. Maltas, 

Chairman of the National Export Council of Rhodesia visited Portugal in the 

first week of November 1966. The mission included Mr. Graylin, chairman of the 

Rhodesian Tobacco Export Council. 
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260. It will be recalled. that the United Kingdom Government imposed a total oil 

embargo on Southern Rhodesia on 17 ~cember 1965. By the Southern Rhodesia 

(PeT,roleum) Order, 1965, the United Kingdom, in exercise of powers conferred 

upon it by the Southern Rhodesia Act, 1965, prohibited tn.e import of oil and 

oil pro.ducts into the Territory. It prohibited United Kingdom nationals from 

supply:i.Dg or carrying oil products for Southern Rhodesian use. 

261. The Commonwealth Secretary on 6 June 1966 made regulations under the 

Southern Bhodesia {Petroleum) Order, 1966, permitting certain specified quantities 

of specialized lubricants (mainly greases) to be imported into Southern Rhodesia 

for the use of Rhodesia Railways. This -was reported to be in keeping with the 

British GoverJJment's policy of excepting from its embargoes, goods essentiai 

for the continued running of the Central .African ColIDllOn Services. In view. of 

the uncertainty concerning the future of Rhodesia Railways, the regulation, 

whicp can be revoked at any time, permits the import by Caltex Oil (S.A.) Ltd., 

at ~nthly µitervals, of quantities sufficient for only one month's ~ 

CODSUJll.Ption. 

262. On 9 May 1966, the Smittl regime increased the price of petroleum. products. 

The price increases, which with one exception were uniform throughout the country, 

were as follows: petrol, both regular and premium grades, was increased by 

1/3d. a gall.on; diesel fuel. by 7d. :per galldn; power paraffin by 9d. -per gallon; 

il111minating paraffin by 5d. per gallon; aviation turbine fuel by lOd. a gallon 

and aviation gasoline by 1/2d. a gallon.· The one exception was the area within 

a ~tius of twelve miles of Beitridge where prices remained the same. 

263. Rhodesian motorists at Umtali who in the past were able to purchase petrol 

over. the border in Mozambique at very low prices without paying any tax, were 

affected by these restrictions for the first time. All Bhodesian registered 
. ~ .. 

vehicles which entered.Southern Rhodesia after an absence of less than two nights 

were required to pay a special import duty of £i for motor vehicles and 2/6a.. 

for motorcyles. Onl.y vehicles useq. for the carriage of passengers or goods 

across the border for hire or reward, and vehicles of persons resident in 
• ,. •• ~l. 

Mozambique wbo worked in Rhodesia or vice versa were exempt_from the special 

import duty. · 
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264. To ensure the success:f'ul. i.!llplementation of the new regulations, petroleum 

products were removed from the open general licence category and could henceforth 

only be imported under licence. Any persons who imported or took out o:f bond 

any of the fuels enumerated above under authority of a licence issued by the 

"Secretary for Commerce and Industry" and under such conditions as the Controller 

of ,Customs and Excise might approve would pay the old rate o:f duty .. 

265. Some exceptions to the new regulation that petroleum products could only 

be imported under licence were also announced on 9 May 1966, by which the 

Controller of Customs and Excise was given a blanket authority to admit all 

gilts of motor fuel without the production of an import licence, subject to the 

payment of an increase of 3d. per gallon customs duty on all those products 

imp_orted, with the exception of illuminating paraffin. 

266. On 10 June 1966, the ration of diesel fuel to farmers which was fixed 

at 50 per cent of the 1965 consumption was raised to 70 per cent for the months 

of June, July and August. The additional 20 per cent was issued at the 

di~cretion of the oil companies. 

267. Effective from the first week of July 1966, "off ration" petrol coupons 

were made available to the public by which any person who needed extra petrol 

beyond the normal allowance could buy extra coupons at an additional price of 

two shillings a unit for six pints. This in effect meant that while petrol 

would cost the regular coupon holder 6s. for first grade and 5s.8d. for second 

grade petrol, the "off ration" coupon holder would, in terms of over-all cost, 

pay a~.8d. a gallon for premium brands and 8s.5d. for regulars. Effective from 

4Augu.st 1966, off-ration petrol coupons were also made available for the purchase 

or aviation fuel at the additional. rate of 2/- a mit for six pints. 

268. Stat~ments made by Mr. Musset on 9 May and 28 June 1966 in explanation of 

the price increases and the introduction o:f "off ration petrol" coupons give 

some indication of the impact of the oil embargo on the economy. In his 

justification of the increase of the price of petroleum products on 9 May 1966, 
which according to him was inevitable, he stated that the Southern 

Treasury could not be expected to absorb the enormous additional costs 

involved in the supply and transport of fuel. On 28 June 1966, he also stated that 

prior to the introduction of formal rationing and with the disruption of the 

, __ _ 
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normal methods of' obtai.nirig supplies, an initial deficit was incurred. This 

was not being recovered in the present price of petTol. The Government therefore 

felt justified in asking the ordinary motorist who wished to obtain more petrol 

(under the "of'f ration" petrol coupon system) to make a contribution towards 

thi~ deficit. 

269. bn the b~sis of the above references, these measures were interpreted to 

reflect the extra cost to the Smith regime of' importing refined petroleum products 

from South Africa and through Mozambique. In the past, the goverr.ment oil 

_ procurement agency, GENTA, had been bearing the extra cost of' tr-ese imports with 

pri~es remaining the same at the retail level. 

270. In his statement in Parliament on 28 June 1966, Mr. Musset also stated that 

since the introduction of' the coupon system consumption of petroleum products 

had dropped and this had naturally added to the _difficulties which were already 

facing the motor tr~de and ancilliary activities. The only practical way of 

alleviating the petrol ration at this stage was through the "off ration" petrol 

coupons. 

271. Following the increase in prices, the President o:f the Rhodesia National 

Farmers Union, Mr. T. Mitchell, was quoted as saying that the 71.. a gallon rise 

in the price of diesel fuel would raise the cost of agricultural production by 

£50.0 ,000 a year. 

~2. On 17 June 1966, the Pre~ideut of the Rhodesian Motor Trade Association 

was reported to have said in a speech at Umtali that petrol rationing had been 

catastrophic for the trade and to have spoken of the possibility of a breakdown. 

Since petrol rationing bad been introduced, he said, new car sales had dropped 

by more than 40 per cent and commercial vehicle sales by !r!ore than 50 per cent. 

Workshop revenue and the sale of spare parts were al.so dowr,. = 

ffl,. In his statement bef'ore ~he Rhodesian Front Party Congress on 23 September 

1966, Mr. Ian Smith made reference to what he called "the battle :for fuel, petrol 

and the oils". He said that there had been one or two sticky moments but that 

his r~gime was in the happy position of having more petrol than than it did at 

th~ commencement of that exercise and that was a measure of its success. 

274. Although no figures are available on imports of oil and petroleum products, 

an indication of the increased volmme of oil reaching the country is given by 

·the expansion of storage tank facilities. On 26 August 1966, it was reported 
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that a request from the Smith r~gime to the Salisbury City Council to relax 

petroleum storage by-laws and thus enable oil companies to build more storage 

tanks had reached the committee stage. Similar requests had either been made 

or approved by other municipal authorities in Southern Rhodesia. It was reported 

on l. August 1966 that three international. oil companies were extending their 

storage :facilities at Gwel.o, a town 170 miles from Salisbury. According to the 

report, included in the monthly municipal building figures was the news that 

She;I..l, Mobil and Caltex had had building plans approved for storage tanks _-g/ 
275. According to press reports, petroleum and oil products reaching Southern 

Rhodesia from across the borders daily were far in excess of the amount required 
... 

under rationing. Petrol. tankers on the roads and the railways had become 

acceptable features of the Southern Rhodesian scene. Re:fined petrol continued 

to be railed up :from South .Africa through the then protectorate of Bechuanaland 

and from Mozambique. In addition, long convoys of trucks continued to carry 

thousands of gallons of petrol across the South African border town of Beitbridge 

into Southern Rhodesia. 

South Africa and the. oil embargo __________ ,._,,,~:~;-----=-

276. From January to November 1966, the Rhodesia Broadcasting Corporation gave 

wide publicity to the arrival in Southern Rhodesia of consignments of refined 

petroleum products from South Africa. They were described as "gifts" from 

the "Petrol for Bhodesia" movements in South Africa which are spearheaded by 

the Friends of Rhodesia Organization. According to the radio reports, these 

consignments of !)etroleum products varied from e ._ .. ~ ~ hundred gallons to 

4,000 o:allons per shipment by road. However, it was estimated that these 

"Petrol for Bhodesia 11 :movements were only making a modest contributi:Jn to the 

Smith regime 1s stocks as compared with the gigantic exercise organized by the 

illegal. regime in 1966 to bring in petroleum. products from South Africa. 

It was estimated that the petroleum products reaching Southern B.hod.esia from 

South Africa. reached the level of' 35,000 gallons per day from February lt,.166 

"E}' On 21 :cecember 1965, the oil companies operating inside Southern Rhodesia 
were put under the Emergency regulations, giving the Ian Smith r~gime 
control. over their operations. 
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to May, when supplies were reported to have jumped to l4o,.ooo gallons per day.W 

It was stated that these reported huge daily supplies of petrol were not due to 

the "petrol for Rhodesian movements; they were mainly attributed to GENTA., a 

petrol haulage and procurement agency of the Smith r~gime. The statement by 

the :t-µnister o:f Commerce and Industry of Southern Rhodesia on 9 May 1966 that 

the Southern Rhodesian Treasury "could not be expected tc bear the enormous 

additional costs involved in the supply and transport of fuel 11 clearly indicated 

the Smith regime's role in the above-mentioned shipments o:f oil. Since the 

"enormous additional costs involved. in the supply and transport of fuel" continued 

to be passed on to the consumer throughout 1966, it was obvious that the bulk 

supplies of petroleum products reaching Southern Rhodesia in 1966 were not 
11gi;fts 11 from South Africa but rather o:f:ficially controlled exercises. 

277. On 8 August 1966, Mr. Harold Wilson stated in the House of Commons in reply 

to a question that oil had been going through from South Africa to Southern 

Rhodesia although at a very high price and was very costly to the regime. 

He stated that the South African Government had explained that it was its policy 

to allow normal but not abnorrrcll trade, whether on oil or anything else., to 

Southern Rhodesia. Mr. Wilsnn was also asked a :further question on stories 

which were circulating that large quantities of oil were being exported from 

South Africa to Southern Rhodesia via Bechuanaland. Ip reply, Mr. Wilson stated 

that the United Kingdom Government had been watching this very carefully. 

Some of the stories and figures which he had seen were vastly exaggerated 

compared with the relatively small amounts going through Bechuanaland. 

Portugal and the oil embargo 

278. Since the illegal declaration of independence, the Government of' Portugal 

has reiterated its policy of keeping transit facilities through :f.t>zambique open 

to Zambia, Malawi and Southern Rhodesia, and of not interfering with goods 

destined to any of those countrieso The Government of Portugal has also stated 

that it has not taken any initiative tending to ensure the supply of oil to 

Southern Rhodesia nor purchasing it in the name o:f that country nor transporting 

!2/ A/6300/Add.l, para. 216 and 734. 
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it in Portuguese ships. It would not, however, permit any consignment of oil 

to pe diverted to a country different from the one for which it was destined. 

f ~9. It will be recall.ed that in the first quarter of 1966, it was reported 

that oil and petroleum products had continued to reach Southern Rhodesia from 

South Africa by rail through Mozamb:i.que at the rate of about 100,000 gallons 

daily. In addition, it was also estimated that Mozambique was itself supplying 

Sou~hern Rhodesia with 10,000 gallons of refined petroleum products.daily. 

280. In a press release dated l2 May 1966, the Government of Portugal 
11categorically rejected" reports stating that Mozambique had become the chief 

source of oil supply for Southern Rhodesia. In the statement, which was repeated 

on subsequent occasions in 1966 to counteract press and other reports, the 

Government of Portugal stated that Mozambique was not an oil producing country 

and that its own qnnual requirement of crude oil amounted to 200,000 tons as 

against 400,000 tons :for Southern Rhodesia. According to the statement, since 

the amount of crude oil imported into Mozambique had not increased since 

11 November 1965, and further considering that no measures of austerity rationing 

of' gasoline and oil products had been introduced since that date, it was difficult 

to see .. _f!om where the stocks needed for the so-called supply of Southern Rhodesia 

could have beP.n provided by VDz9lilbique. 

281. On 8 August 1966, Mr.. Harold Wilson stated in the House of Commons in reply 

to a question that one of the big problems (of the oil embargo) had been oil 

going through Louren~o ~arques, passing :from there into South Africa and from 

there to Southern Rhodesia. 

282. On 7 June 1966, it wa.s reported that bulk consignments of refined petroleum 

products from the SONAREP refinery in Louren~o-Marques were believed :-0 be 

reaching Bulawayo and Salisbury weekly by way of South Africa and the main 

Mozambique railway. Observers believed that the rate of supplies from Mozambique 

might average as much as 20,000 gallons a day - twice what it was in April 1966. 

According to this report from South Africa, the biggest single consignment was 

understood to have been dispatched in the first week of June 1966. It consisted 

of nineteen tankers, each carrying a maximum load of 8,020 gallons of petrol -

a total of l52,38o gallons. Rail and refinery officials were reported to have 

maintained that these consignments were bound for Beira. It was pointed out, 
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however, that the Port of Beira was usually supplied by sea - a cheaper and more 

di:cect route. 

283. On 17 May 1966, the Commonwealth Secretary, Mr. :Bottomley, stated in reply 

to a question in the House of Commons that the United Kingdom Government had 

agre~d for the time being to help with the expenses of the Companhia do Pipeline 

Mo~ambique - Rodesia and in particular the expenses of maintaining and repairing 

the pipeline installations, since the pipeline wa,3 out of use. The agreed 

contribution was £54,000 a month for a minimum period of three months from 

7 April 1966. On 13 Septenber 1966 the United Kingdom Government announced 

that it had decided to terminate the payments of £54,ooo monthly to the 

Companhia do Pipeline Mo~ambique - Rodesia. The termination of payments took 

effect from 7 October 1966. 

Foreian trade 

284. According to fi.gures published by the Central Statistical Office in 

Salisbury on 6 June 1966, total exports in 1965 amounted to £164.690 million 

of which domestic exports accounted for £142.55 million; re-exports £15.145 

and net gold sales £6. 794 million. Total exports in 1964 amounted to £14o.55 

million. Imports in 1965 an:ounted to £ll9.8 million as compared with £108.2 

in 1964. Foreign trade for 1965 thus showed an increase of 17 per cent in total 

e:x;gorts and 10.7 per cent in imports. 

285. The main customers of Southern Rhodesia maintained their order of importance 

as in 1964 and took domestic exports in 1965 as follows: Zambia (£36.l million); 

Un:tted Kingdom (£31 million); South Africa (£12.8 million); Federal Republic 

of Germany (£12.8 million); Mal2wi (£7. 7 million) and Japan (£7 .4 million). 

The main suppliers for imports were the United Kingdom (£36.4 million); 

South Africa (£27.5 million); United States of America (£8.2 million); Japan 

(£6.6 million); Federal Republic of Germany (£4.9 million) and Zambia 

(£4.3 million). 

286. The visible balance of trade after making allowances for stocks and 

internal freight showed an improvement over l:;,'64. It rose by £5.3 million 

from £36. 5 million in 1964 to £41.8 million in 1965. After deduction or net 

payments abroad for visible items, the current account balance amounted to a 

favourable £14.o million. 
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287. Sanctions imposed on Southern Rhodesia by most of its normal trading 

partners outside Africa, in terms of Security Council resolution 21.7 (1965), 

generally, exempted contracts concluded before the illegal declaration of 

independence, or, in certain cases, before the States concerned went through 

the necessary legislative processes to give effect to these sanctions. Other 

States put their trade with Southern Rhodesia under a licensing system by which 

trade in specified commodities was permitted pending their availability from 

oth~r sources at competitive prices. 

288. External trade statistics for 1966-67, in conjunction "fith other relevant 

statistics since February l966, have been suppressed by the illegal regime on 

the grounds that publication of ..:c;uch reports were detrimental to the national 

interest because they would aid and encourage opr-:>nents to take counter measures 

and embarrass the friends of the regime. However, data on the trade of Southern 

Rhodesia for 196h were reported by certain countries of destination and origin. 

The data re~orted as of 23 February 1966 (s/7781/Add.l) is in no way complete 

and does not include any data from some of the normal major trading partners• 

of Southern Rhodesia, namely, Zambia, South Africa and Malawi who together 

accounted for about 4o l)er cent of the total domestic exports and about 

30 per cent 0£ total imports in 1965. To.ta provided by countries of destination 

and origin f'or the foreign trade of Southern Rhodesia as contained in the addendum 

to the Secretary-General's report (s/7781/Add.l) did not cover a uniform period 

of time. Full information on the trade of Southern Rhodesia is not at present 

ava;il.able and may not be available f'or some time. 

289. As f'ar as the Smith regime is concerned, the only statement of subst~ce 

on foreign trade for 1966, was made by Mr. Wrathall, the r~gime 1 s Minister 

of Fin~ce, on 21 July. He said in his budget statement that with the imposition 

of sanctions, it was inevitable that there would be some decline from the high 

levels of' exports achieved in the period July-December 1965. The drop for the 

six months to June 1966 was not nearly so large as had been predicted in some 

quarters. This was because of the efforts made by industrialists to search 

out and open up new markets and because of the ingenuity with which they had 

circumvented sanctions. D.lring the six months· to the end of June 1966, the 
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vo.lue of' exports other than tobacco was £46.4 million, or 17 per cent lower than 

that for the comparable period of 1965. Im~orts were reduced to the desired 

level without causing any widespread hardship or impairing the ef'f'ectiveness 

of essential industry. For the six months to June 1966, the total value of' 

imporls was limited to £4o.l million, or 32 per cent below the 1965 f'igure. 

The substantial reductions in ilnports and the much smalle~ decline in the value 

of exports had a prof'ound effect on the balance of' trade and, in respect of 

trade other than tobacco, produced a f'avourable visible balance of' £6.3 million, 

compared rith an adverse balance of' £2.9 million f'or January-June 1965. 

I .•• 
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C. POLITIC.AL DEVELOPMETu~S ( January-April 1967) 

Question of separate development of the races in Southern Rhodesia 

290. On 27 January 1567, Mr. Ian Sraith stated in the "Legislative Assembly' that 

his r~gime would establish an independent commission to advise on a new constitution 

for the country. He stated that the II ideal" after which bis regime was striving was 

a system that acknowledged the different communities of Southern Rhodesia and 

provided safeguards which would enable the diff'erent colE11Unities to live according 

to their m-m wishes aud with adequate protection for their rights and freedoms. 

291. Commenting on Mr. Smith's statement at a press conference on the same day, the 

newly elected leader of the United Peoples Party (UPP), Mr. Percy Nkudu, stated 

that Mr. Smith's statement presaged Southern Rhodesian constitutional develop~ents 

in the direction of South African apartheid .• 

2se. en 30 January 1967, the Rhodesia Herald in a leading article forecast a move 

by the Smith regime towards apartheid. According to the article, the "ideal" 

announced by Mr. Smith was something more akin to South African policies than any 

previous Southern Rhodesian Government had contemplated. 

293. On 17 February 1967, Mr. Smith stated in nn interview on the Rhodesian 

Broadcasting Corporation that it was the beli - .. of his regime that the chiefs and 

tribal structure were reore suited to represent the views of tbe P..fricans than the 

African members o:f the Legislative Assembly. The democratic system of government 

was new to the African, and it was something which took time to adjust oneself to. 

He believed that for as long as there was separate de·1elopment, it was more 

necessary to educate the African than otherwise. Without separate development he 

could live under the wing of' the European, but if the African was expected to 

develop his own areas - tr.e tribal trust areas - to the maximum there was all the 

greater need to educate him. The evidence he bad from .Africans was that they 

preferred to live according to their ovm customs in the same way as the Europeans 

did. What they wished to have was equal opportunity with the Europeans. 

294. On 21 F,e11ruary 1567, Mr. Smith stated in the Legislative Assembly that the 

crux of the problem in Southern Rhodesia was to devise a constitution which would 

assure the rights of both the African and tne European people. All the evidence 

showed that the Europeans were deprived of their rights under African majority rule. 

It was obvious from evidence inside and outside Southern Rhodesia that the African 

was manifestly unable to govern himself. One of the roles of the European in 

Southern Rhodesia was to protect the African from himself'. Referring to suggestions 

from the opposition that the regime intended to introduce a policy of separate 
I - --
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development, Mr. Smith stated that the new Constitution must provide adequate 

protection :for rights. This did not mean taking anything away from the African. 

Developments in the tribal trust land areas 

295. At the end of February 1967, the Legislative Assemcly purported to have given , 

second reading to the tribal trust land bill. The bill which was subsequently 

signed by the "Officer Administering the Govern.tUent11 made certain changes in the 

administration and distribution of land in the tribal trust land areas by which the 

chiefs and tribal leaders were given responsibility for the administration, 

distribution and parcelling o:f land under their jurisdiction. The various tribal 

land authorities to be formed under the act ·were given powers to make their mm 

by-laws, subject to the approval o:f the "Ministry of Internal Af':fairs11 
• The tribal 

land authorities would operate according to local custo!!!.. The purpose of the act, 

according to the Ministry o:f Internal Affairs, was to enable the Africans to 

develop their own tribal areas. 

256. During the debate on the bill, some members of the United Peoples Party 

criticized the bill for providing :r0r separate racial development. l•.ir. J .u. Gondo, 

UPP member for liganda, stated that ~e bill a:P]?eared to have been copied from the 

South African Bantu Authorities Act of 1951. 

297. The "Tribal Trust Land Act" was a follow-up to the "Constitution .Amendment 

Act" of 14 September 1$66. In the course o:f the debate on the bill, :Mr. William 

Harper, the r~gime I s Minister o:f InternaJ.. Affairs, stated that in addition to the 

changes in the administration of the tribal tTust lands, the bill would empower 

the r~gime to introduce legislation to give the African chiefs greater :powers in 

the administration of their areas • .Amo~g other ~owers, the proposed legislation 

would give the chiefs or their courts powers f'cr dealing with C•:;rtain criminal 

offences. The legislation would not force the tribal courts to adhere to the 

Declaration of Rights in so far as legal representation was concerned. It would 

also give powers to the chief's :for the removal of' certain people :frcm one tribal 

trust area to another. The legisl1tion would also make some changes in relation 

to tribal trust lands. 

298. On 19 April 1967, Mr. Clifford Dupont, the regime 1 s Officer Administering the 

Government, stated in the Legislative Assembly that the regime would introduce 

legislation to clarify the :field of Af'rican la,-1 and to specify the areas o:f civil 

and criminal jurisdiction :for tribal courts. 
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Appointment of "Constitutional Commission" 

299. On 28 February 1967, the Smith regime announced the composition and terms of 

reference of the Constitutional Commission to p.dvj.se on a new constitution for the 

country. The chairman of the Commission is .Mr. W. Whaley, a Sa1isbury lawyer. The 

other members are Mr. R.H. Cole, a Bulawayo lawyer, Mr. S .E. Morris, the chairman 

of the Public Service Boa~d, Mr. L.C. Mzingeli, an African businessman, and 

Chief Simon Sigoda. The secretary of the Commission is Mr. Peter Claypole, a 

Salisbu;ry senior magistrate. 

300. Mr. Whaley is a member of two government statutory bodies and a member of the 

Rhodesian Front Party (RFP). lfir. Morris, a i'ormer Chief Native Commissioner, was a 

member of the Rhodesian team of' officers which took part in the informal talks with 

United Kingdom oi'f'iciaJ.s in 1966. :Mr. Mzingeli took part in the 1961 Constitutional 

Conference. 

301. The terms of reference of the Commission are: 

"To examine the provisions of the constitution of Rhodesia, 1965, and, 
having regard to any other constitutional precedents and to views &""ld opinions 
made knovm to you, to advise the Government of Rhodesia on the constitutional 
:framework which is best suited to the sovr::reign independent status of Rhodesia 
and wbich is calculated to protect and gu: ,· · antee the rights and freedoms of 
aJ.l persons and ccmmunities in Rhodesia and ensure the harmonious development 
of Rhodesia's plural society, having regard to the social and cultural 
differences amongst the people of Rhodesia, to the different systems of land 
tenure, and to the problems of economic development." 

302. The Comnission was to conduct its inquiries in private. It was empowered to 

present interim reports to Mr. Dupont. 

Develo-pments in security matters 

303. On 26 January 1967, Mr. Desmond Lardner-Burke, "Minister of Justice and Law and 

Order", stated in th~ Legislative Assembly that nearly 100 trained African terrorists 

had been captured, or killed by the Southern Rhodesian security forces during the 

past nine months. 

304. en 7 February 1967, Mr. Lardner-Burke announced that eight former students at 

the University College of Rhodesia ha~ been release~ from restriction to enable them 

to continue their studies outside Southern Rhodesia. 

305. The annuaJ. report of the "Secretary for Law and Order" was tabled in the 

Legislative Assembly on 15 February 1967. The report stated that apart from a 

sharp increase in the number of cases of housebreaking and theft, and offences under 

the Law and Order (Maintenance) Act, there was a considerable drop in serious crime 
I .... 
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last year. The number of' cases of' arson fell from 99 in 1965 to 24 in 1966, 

culpable homicide from 102 to 72, and murder from 166 to 156. Law and order ca;3es 

rose from 47 in 1965 to 60 in 1966., and housebreaking and theft from 136 to 195. 

During the year, ':127 persons, including 21 Europeans, -were charged with 1,086 crimes, 

306., On terrorist activities, the Secretary said the state of emergency existing 

in Southern Rhodesia in 1966 had provided an essential weapon in dealing vrlth the 

many threats to the maintenance of law and order. During 1566, a maximum of 159 

detainees and a minimum of' 52 at any one time were held under ministerial order. 

The number of' restrictees, while constantly changing, showed a maximum of 444 and 

a minimum of 3o6. By far the most serious threat was the infiltration of trained 

terrorists from neighbouring territories. Arrests had proved that these terrorists 

had received their training in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, the 

People's Republic of China and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics as well as 

in certain African States such as .Algeria, Ghana and the United Republic of Tanzania. 

307. The report stated that as a result of the extraordinary powers given by the 

emergency regulations in force throughout the year and many successful persecutions 

of subversionists, the internal threat to law and order in the country had not 

been as great as in preceding years. 

3o8. On 31 March 1967, the Smith r~gime set up a tribunal to review the cases of' 

all detainees. Mr. MoF. Garnett, provincial magistrate for Mashonaland, was named 

as chairman of the three-man tribunal. The sittings of' the tribunal would be held 

in camera and the r~gime' s Ministry of Justice, Law a11d Order would not be bound 

by its reconnnendations. On 19 April 1967, the Uinistry announced that the 170 

people in detention had all received letters inviting them to submit their cases to 

the review tribunal. 

309. Cn 8 Aprj.l 1967, Mr. Lardner-Burke stated that there had been no knmm cases 

of terrorist infiltration into Southern Rhodesia since September 1966. He stated 

that radio broadcasts from Zambia bad caused a number of attacks on farms and crops 

but believed that this had now ceased. A total of' ll5 people had been arrested by 

the security f'orces while attempting to enter the country with illegal intent and 

bad since been prosecuted. 

310. On 19 April 1967' Mr. Dupont, the regime Is Officer Administering the 

Government, in his speech to the third session of the :aEleventh Rhodesian 

Parliament", stated that the regime would introduce legislation to provide for 

preventive detention without the need for a state of emergency by making the 

necessary provision in the ordinary statute law of the country. Press cF3nsorship 

would be maintained but the regime would continue to keep it under review. I ... 
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3ll. On 25 April 1967, the state of emergency in Southern Rhodesia was renewed for 

a further three months by the Legislative Assembly, effective from 30 April. 

;12. Among other developments, the Smith regime launched a "Guard Against Gossip 

Campaign" (GAG) on 19 March 1967 to prevent people :from indiscreetly passing on 

vital information to strangers and so-called spies. Advertisement and posters 

aimed at curtailing free speech, particularly on economic issues, carried slogans 

such as "Loose tongues lose battles". Introducing the campaign on 18 March 1967, 

the "Minister of Information", Mr. Jack Iio'WlD.an, stated that secrecy and security 

must become increasingly Southern ~odesia's watchword. He appealed to Rhodesian 

journalists to be security minded. 

313. On 14 March 1967, two members of a "terrorist gang" who were reported to have 

been caught in a running fight with Rhodesian security forces near the Zambian 

border on 18 July 1966, were each sentenced to twenty-four years' imprisonment. 

Rhodesian Front Party Congress 

314. On 22 April l967, a special congress of the Rhodesian Front Party was called 

in Salisbury to consider, among other things, amendments to the list of the party's 

pri,nciples. 

315. At: the congress , the first principle of the party was amended to read: 

"The party affirms its loyalty to the independent country of Rhodesia." 

The first principle of the party prior to the above amendment had read: 

"The party affirms its loyalty to the Queen but rejects the :principle 
of subordination to any external government." 

A further amendment 1.ITging the immediate assumption of republic status by Southern 

Rhodesia was defeated. t4r. Smith was reported to have opposed the amendment but 

to have urged that the question should await the report of the Constituticnal 

Commission. 

316. Other principles of the party adopted by the congress ran completely counter 

to the United Kingdom Government's six principles for a constitutional settlement 

which Mr. _Smith had accepted at the talks with Mr. Wilson on the HMS Tiger 

(see paras. 88-98). 

/ ... 
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;17. The second principle stated that the party "will ensure that the Government of 

Rhodesia remains permanently in responsible hands". It was reported that there 

was a movt: to amend this to read "permanently in European hands" but that this 

wa~ considered not necessary. 

318. The sixth principle stated that the party would uphold the principle of land 

apportionment. The Land Apportionment Act of 1941 is the key legislation on racially 

dis~riminatory practices in the Territory. 

319. The eighth principle presaged legislation on separate African and European 

communities. It reads: "The party opposes compulsory integration and believes 

that the peaceful coexistence of people can only be achieved when communities have 

the right and the opportunity to preserve their own identities~ traditions and 

customs. 11 It al.so refers to "the obligation of the Government and the respective 

communities where necessary to ensure the provision of such separate facilities 

as will make this possible". 

Resolution adopted by the Council of Ministers of the Organization of African 
Unity (OAU) 

320. The Council of Ministers of the OAU, meeting at its eighth ordinary session 

in Addis Ababa from 27 February to 4 March 1967, adopted a resolution on the 

question of Southern Rhodesia. In this resolution, the Council of Ministers again 

condemned unreservedly the Government of the United Kingdom for shirking its moral 

and constitutional responsibilities to the people of Zimbabwe by allowing the illegal 

Smith regime to consolidate its position in defiance of the rights of the people 

of Zimbabwe and world opinion; reaffirmed that primarily the responsibility of 

toppling the illegal regime in Rhodesia rested with Britain and remained 

convinced that the only way to do this was the use of force; strongly reaffirmed 

the right of the people of Zimbabwe to freedom and self-determination; called 

upon the nationaJ.ist movements in Zimbabwe to unite their ranks~ co-operate and 

intensify their efforts against the common enemy in order to expedite the liberation 

of their territory and al.so on African States to give every assistance to the: 

nationalist movements to ensure the liberation of the territory and the 

establishment of majority rule; once again called upon the African members of the 

Security Council to continue to sponsor the necessary measures which would 

strengthen and complete the implementation of the Security Council resolution 

232 (1966), including the invocation of Article 42 of Chapter VII of the Charter 

)f the United Nations. 
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Visit of Mr .. Smith to South Africa 

321. On l March 196~r, Mr. Smith arrived in Cape Town on a visit to South A:frica 

"to enjoy his first holiday since becoming Prime Minister". He vas met on arrival 

by the Foreign J.linister of the Republic, Dr.. Muller, and "the accredited diplomatic 

representative of Rhodesia in the R.-:public", Mr. John Gaunt. On 21 March 1967, 

Mr. Smith, accompanied by his wife, paid a courtesy call on the South African 

Prime ~~nister, Mr. Vorster, at his official residence in Cape Town. According 

to official South African sources, Mr. Smith and his wife had lunch with 

Mr. and Mrs. Vorster and returned to their holiday resort immediately a:fterwards. 

No details o:f the meeting were available. However, Mr. Smith was reported to 

have stated on his return to Salisbury that he had been greatly encouraged by 

his meeting with Mr. Vorster. Speaking at a newspaper interview on 26 March 1967, 

he was reported to have stated that he had found among South Africans an incredible 

amount of goodwill, a des::.re to assist in every possible way and at the same time 

a tremendous realization of the problems ahead. 

D. ECC!IOMIC DEVELOPMENTS (January - April 1967) 

Official published figures and statements on the economy of Southern Rhodesia 

322. On 9 February 1967, the "Minister of Finance", Mr. John Wrathall, made a 

statement in the Legislative Assembly on the economic situation of Southern 

Rhodesia in 1966. He described the economic situation, after twelve months of 

sanctions, as being far more satisfactory than most people had believed. There 

had been a drop of less than 5 per cent in the gross domestic product compared with 

the figures for 1965. The gross domestic product for 1965 was officially 

quoted at £351. 6 million. Regarding employment, he stated that the indications 

wer(:: that the monthly average of European, Coloured and Asian i,ersons in 

employm~nt had remained on the same level 8.!3 in 1965 but that there had been an 

increase of some 2,500 in the monthly average of African employees. There had been 

a net loss of Europeans by immigration of' just under 1,000, compared with a. net 

gain of 4,000 in 1965. 
141 

Mr. Wrathall also stated that in 1966 the consumer 

14/ Figur~s issued by the Bureau of Statistics of South Africa on 17 January 1967, 
vary from Mr. Wrathe.11 1 s quotation by a 'Wide margin. The figures showed that 
Southern Rhodes·ia in 1966 lost on balance 3,000 residents to South Africa. 
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price index increased by 2.5 per cent in the case of Europeans and by 233 per cent 

for Africans . 

323. On 14 April 1967, the Smith regime reported that retail trade had recovered 

steadily throughout 1966 from a low level of turnover in the first quarter and 

was on the average 9 per cent below the average for 1965. Industrial production 

declined by 6.8 per cent to a level which was still above that of 1964. Since 

March 1966, the consumer price index had risen from 108.5 to ll0.9, or a little 

over 2 per cent. There had been a net loss of 1,421 European emigrants in the 

first nine months of 1966. Since September 1966, there bad been a reversal of the 

tre~d and Southern Rhodesia had experienced a net gain of 1,158. 

324. On 17 April 1967, Mr. Wrathall stated that although retail trade in 1966 

was 9 per cent below the average for 1965, this decline was not a fair reflection 

on the majority of trades. Addressing the annual general meeting of the Bulawayo 

Chamber of Commerce, he stated that motor trade turnover in 1966 fell to 

73-5 per cent of the 1965 figures. If this item were not included in the index, 

the level of turnover for all other retail trade would be cnly 1.6 per cent below 

the 1965 level. Explaining figures released on the cost of living, he point·;:d out 

that among increases in food-stuffs was a rise of more than 24 ~er cent in the 

cost of a four-pound packet of sugar, but other increases were small and some, 

including pork and butter had declined in price. Thus ::1 the over-all index for 

foo~-stuffs c~d risen by only 5.6 per cent since October 1965. 

325. Mr. Wrathall aJ.so stated that L2ven of nine major groups of items in the 

household budget had increased since 11 November 1965. These increases were : 

11..2 per cent for vehicle expenses; 10.6 per cent for drink and tobacco; 

5 .6 per cent for food-stuffs; 3. 3 per cent for miscellaneous items; 2 per cent for 

clothing and footwear; 1. 6 per cent for household stores ; and O. 5 per cent for 

fuel and light. The other two groups , servants' wages and rents and rates , 

showed no change. 

326. On 5 April 1967, Mr. Wrathall announced that , effective from the middle of 

the month, the Smith regjmp would resume publication of selected economic statistics 

in a quarterly diges"t. It will be recalled that although a number of statistics 

had been disclosed from time to time in statements by officials of the 

regime, there had been a ban on the reg"..tl.ar publication of economic information 

since November 1965. 
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Foreign trade 

327. Following the above statement by Mr. Wrathall, the Central Statistical Office 

in Salisbury, on 14 April 1966, issued a report on foreign trade figures and 

economic trends in 1966. According to the report, exports in 1966, despite 

sanctions, amounted to £l04.7 million. Imnorts totalled £84.2 million, showing 

a ~Sible trade balance of £20. 5 million. ls/ 
328. On l 7 !,larch 1967, Mr. Wrathall stated that Southern Rhodesia had benefited 

by nearly £20 millioni as a result of the two-way blockade of payments such as 

interests, dividends and debts between Southern Rhodesia and the United Kingdom. 

According to Ur. Wrathall, the value of interest on debts and debt repayments 

not being paid in the United KinBdom had so far been £9 million. Current investment 

income which was due to residents in the United Kingdom but which was now blocked 

in pouthern Rhodesia amounted to over £10 million. 

329. It was reported that if the Southern Rhodesian statistics were accepted 

it would mean that the country's economy had been able to withstand sanctions 

with a much smaller reduction in its import bill than would otherwise have been 

necessary. In 1965, Southern Rhodesia ran a visible trade surplus of £42 million, 

but a deficit of invisibles of £28 million. The elimination by the United 

Kingdom of £20 mllion of this "invisible" bill - even taldng into account the 

loss of oi vidend income due to Southern F.hodesia - must have meant that a favourable 

visible trade surplus of only £15 million would have been adequate to prevent any 

drawing on Rhodesian reserves. 

330. On 15 Murch 1967, Mr. Wra:thall stated that according to Southern Rhodesian 

figures, United Kingdom exports to Southern Rhodesia in 1966 amounted to 

ill million, while United Kingdom figures amounted to £2. 7 million.12l· He gave 

a list of total imports :from the United Kingdom, of which £7 .l million was 

represe~ted by various forms ..,f machinery and transport equipment. He stated that 

if the United Kingdom figure of £2.7 million was correct, then British exporters 

1:i/ In 1965, total exports including re-ex.ports and gold sales amounted to 
U64. 7 million; imports amounted to £119. 8 million. 

1.6/ According to Southern Rhodesia figures, domestic exports to the United 
Kingdom in 1965 amotmted to £31 million; imports amounted to £36a4 !tiillion. 

/ ... 
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had obviously made an effort to bring their goods into Southern Rhodesia by devious 

means . In a subsequent statement on 17 March 1967, :Mr. Wrathall stated that 

Rhodesian figures for British imports in 1966 were £25.4 million less than in 1965. 

The British overseas trade account showed a greater fall, namely, £28.8 million. 

331. Aceording to figures released in Zambia on 11 April 1967, ZaLbia's trade with 

Southern Rhodesia :for 1966 was as follows: domestic imports from Southern 

Rhodesia amounted to £23.1 million, compared with £35-5 million in 1965; exports 

to Southern Rhodesia amormted to £2. 5 million, compared with £5. 4 million in 1965. 

It was reported that Zambia had achieved the reduction in trade with Southern 

Rhodesia through strict control of imports of non-essential iteI!lS, among them 

clothing, footwear and food-stuffs for which alternative sources of supply have 

been found. 

332. According to trade figures released by the Republic of South Africa in 

January 1967, exports in 1966 to "the rest of Africa" rose by 32 per cent to 

R 194 million ( about £100 million) . The South African Government has not 

published a geographical breakdown of its trade with the rest of Africa since 

mid-1965. However, assuming that exports to Southern Rhodesia rose by a 

corresponding proportion, it is estimated that, on a conservative basis, exports 

ar1d re-exports to Southern Rhodesia would have amount~d to about R 100 million 

(£50 million). South Africa's imports from the rest of Africa increased by 

18 per cent in 1966. On the asslllTlption of past perfonnances , imports from 

Southern Rhodesia can be estimated at R 50 million ( £25 million), repeating the 

1964-65 increases. 

9ther developments in foreign trade 

333. Effective from 9 February 1967, Mr Wrathall, announced that Southern Rhodesia 

would adopt a single column customs tariff system. All provisions for automatic 

preference, and in particulai: the remaining Conm:.onwealth preferences, would be 

permanently abolished, but South Africa, Portugal and its African territories, 

Malawi Botswana would all continue to enjoy preferential treatment as would 

Lesotho, Swaziland and South West Africa. Mr. Wrathall stated that he believed 

the change would do much to consolidate the new pattern of trading relations which 

had emerged in the past fifteen months. 

I • •• 
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Agriculture 

334. General. It was reported in February 1967, that sanctions were changing the 

farming pattern of Southern Rhodesia. According to press reports, about 

160 million pounds ( about two-thirds) of the 1965-66 tol~.3.cco crop bought by the 

tobacco corporation remained unsold and had beer.i stockpiled in Salisbu_-ry. The 

sugar crop which together with the tobacco accounted for over 30 per cent of 

domestic exports in 1965 (£50 million) was also reported to be in serious 

difficulties as a result of sanctions and low world market prices. Hippo Valley 

Estates, one of the main sugar producers, reported a net loss of £372,345 

on 19 July 1966 and the Chirundu Sugar Estates, another big producer of sugar, 

ceased production in February 1967. In April 1967, Rhodesia Sugar Refineries Ltd. 

announced that it would no longer continue to subsidize the growing side of the 

industr.1 by paying over all of its profits. 

335. According to press reports, present diversii'ication trends in Southern 

Rhodesia, necessitated by sanctions, show that tobacco is now giving way to beef, 

wheat and maize as principal agricultural crops. 

336. The cattle industry had been expanded in acreage and production and was 

estimated in May 1966 by the regime's Ministry of Agriculture to be worth 

£200 million. In March 1967, it was reported that beef was "booming" and 

that the cuttle industrJ had gone ahead of tobacco as the main agricultural produce. 

The value of the cattle industry in 1967 was estimated to be well in excess of' 

the £200 million quoted for 1966. 

337. The local usage of wheat in Southern Rhodesia is in excess of 700,000 bags 

annually. In 1965, wheat production amounted to 43,300 bags, compared Yith 

20,900 bags in 1964. It was therefore pointed out that there was ample scope for 

increased production in Southern Rhodesia in 1966-67. In a joint statement issued 

in Salisbury in April 1967, the "Department of Water Development" and the 

"Ministry of Agriculture" declared that a number of tobacco growers had 

indicated their intention of growing wheat. It was further stated that this was in 

the national interest. 

338. On 1 March 1967, the regime's Minister of Agriculture, Mr. G.W. Rud.land, 

announced the prices that the Smith regime would pay to farmers to encouxage the 

diversification of' agriculture. He stated that for the 1967 maize crop agreement 

/ ... 
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had been reached with the Rhodesian National Farmers' Union on a price of between 

27s. 6d. and 28s. per bag. He emphasized that f'armers would get less than 

30 shillings per bag. In 1966, farmers were paid 31s. 6d per bag of maize. For 

crops that would be planted at the end of 1967 and reaped in 1968, he gave a set 

of prices as follows: A grade ground-nuts, from 90 to 110 shillings a bag; 

B grade ground-nuts , from 78 to 85 shillings per bag; soya beans , from 

50 to 80 shillings per bag; and wheat, from 60 to 67 shillings per bag. 

Mr. Rudland stated that the wheat prices would come into effect in 1967 but that 

the prices for soya beans and ground-nuts would apply to crops to be reaped early 

in 1968. He also stated that it had been decided to discontinue the 

£430,000 a year subsidy on diesel fuel and fertilizers to farmers, and to put the 

money available on to the end prices of the above-mentioned crops. Mr. Rudland 

gave an assurance to toba~co growers that there would be a crop in the coming 

year and that this would go on in perpetuity. In referring to the tobacco crop 

for the coming season, he stated that he wanted to make it quite clear to tobacco 

producers that he had not mentioned that he would announce the price and quantities 

of the crop in July 1967, as he had done in the previous year. 

Tobacco crol) 

339. Secret tobacco sales of the 1966/67 crop opened in Salisbury on 29 March 1967. 

The Smith regime had guaranteed the farmers a minimum price of 28d. per pound for 

Virginia flue-cured tobacco. The production target of the crop for the season 

was fixed by the regime at 200 million pounds. It was presumed that most of the 

sales were likely to be concluded on the basis of private negotiations, as was 

done in 1966, rather than auction sales , as was the case before the unilateral 

declaration of independence. Elaborate security arrangements were reported to have 

been made to protect the identity of buyers . Under the system introduced last year, 

the leaf was offered to buyers with a minimum guaranteed government price. If 

buyers were not prepared to meet this minimum price, the leaf was then bought 

in by the Tobacco Corporation which undertook to dispose of the leaf itself. 

}40. On ll April 1967, I.fr. Carol Heurt1ey, Presiden-: of the Rhodesia Tobacco 

Association, stated t.hat a further cut in the size of the tobacco crop could bring 

financial ruin to hundreds of growers , wholesale unemployment to the rural areas, 

impugn the livelihood of many people in commerce, and adversely affect the 

/ ... 
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marketing of other crops due to over-reproducticn. The foundation of the country's 

agricultural industry vould be roc.1ted if the tobacco target for next season was 

cut belov 200 million pounds . He further stated that there were about half 

a million people dependent on the tobacco industry - most of them Africans - and 

another cut in the size of the crop would jeopardize the livelihood of everyone 

connected with the industry. 

Commerce and industry 

341.. On 3 March 1966, the "Minister of Commerce and Industry", Mr. B.H. Musset, gave 

figures for the country's industrial growth for the previous eighteen months. 

He stated that since "independence" more than 200 new industrial projects 

involving a fixed capital investment of £4,750,000 and a sales potential of 

il3 million had been approved. Many of these projects were now either in operation 

or about to be put into operation. On the future of Rhodesian industry, he 

stated that the continued use of import controls would be necessary to achieve 

expansion. 

31J2. On 18 February 1967, the chairman of the Board for Industrial Development, 

Mr. Sears , stated in Salisbury that more than £6 million was available for 

investment in Southern Rhodesia to local and overseas investors . The Board 

wished to hear from industrialists :md potential industrialists who needed 

money for expansion or new ventures. 

343. On 5 April 1967, Mr. Wratha.ll announced tax concessions for industrialists 

t .o help to stimulate Southern Rhodesia's export trade. The concessions related 

to bigger allow&nces for export marke-t promotional expenditure. 

344. On 6 April 1967, the Smith regime was reported to have drastically reduced 

import quotas for non-essential goods in an attempt to preserve the country's 

foreign currency reserves. Figures on the new import quotas vere not released 

but it was reported that cuts on some luxury items were as high as 75 per cent. 

Imports hardest hit included clothing, table-ware, perfume, glassware and 

chocolate and other food-stuffs. The cuts were reported to be a move by the regime 

to carry out its pledge to protect local industry through quota cuts on goods 

which were once imported but could not be produced locally. 

I • •• 
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345. In his opening address to the third session of the "Eleventh Parliament of 

Rhodesia", Mr. Dupont, the regime's Officer Administering the Government, paid 

tribute to the industrial sector of the economy for the expansion and 

diversification of its products. He stated that import substitution, exports 

and the' maintenance of employment had benefited from these endeavours. 

Mr. Dupont also stated that the regime acknowledged that the impressive achievements 

of the mining industry had been a major factor in the maintenance of the 

country's economic equilibrium. 

Finance 

346. On 24 February 1967, the regime's Minister of Finance, Mr. Wrathall, stated 

in the Legislative Assembly that the Smith regime considered itself to be entirely 

absolved from the responsibility for servicing all London market debts which were 

listed as debts due to the United Kingdom Government and its agencies and debts 

under United Kingdom Government guarantee. He stated that Southern Rhodesia had 

been relieved of obligations totalling £160 million, excluding sinking funds , which 

were under the control of the United Kingdom Gover.ament. There could be no question 

of Southern Rhodesia resuming responsibility for this obligation unless and until 

the United Kingdom Government had made adequate reparation for the damage done 

to the Rhodesian economy by sanctions. Holders of this debt must look to the 

United Kingdom Government for satisfaction. 

347 .. On 31 March 1967, the Smith regime floated a new £7 .5 million three-year 

loan at 5 per cent which was aJ.most immediately over-subscribed when 

subscription lists opened. The loan was to be used to pay for government 

development 1n:·ojects and to finance maturing debts. It was the sixth such loan 

to be floated by the regime, bringing the total to £27 million, since the illegal 

declaration of independence. The United Kingdom Government as in the case of 

previous loans floated by the regime~ issued a warning to investors informing them 

that the illegal regime was not capable of incurring legal obligations on behalf 

of the Government of Southern Rhodesia and that anyone subscribing to the loan 

did so entirely at his own risk. 

I •. • 
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Rhodesia Railways 

31Ja. On 23 March 1966, the "Ministry of Transport and Power" announced that 

discussions had taken place between Rhodesian and Zambian senior government 

officials relating to the dissolution of the Rhodesia Rail.ways. It had been agreed 

that, progressive1y, operational control of the sections of the railway within 

each country wou1d respectively be taken over by the authorities to be established 

in each country, and that this process would be completed by 30 June 1967. It was 

intended that Zambia, Southern Rhodesia and the Railway Board would co-operate 

in bringing this about. Negotiations would continue until all aspects of the 

dissolution of the railways had been resolved. It was hoped these would be 

completed as soon as possible after 30 June 1967. 

349. The Government of Zambia also issued a statement on 23 March 1967 in which 

it announced that it had started negotiations with Southern Rhodesia for breaking 

up the jointly owned Rhodesia Railways system. 

:;50. On 6 March 1966, Rhodesia Railways started a new fast freight rail service 

between South Africa and Southern Rhodesia to speed up imports to Southern 

Rhodesia through South Africa's ports. In an official statement it was stated 

that initially the service would be available for urgent goods dispatched from 

the main ports and Reef complex to Bulawayo and Salisbury. Traffic for these 

centres in Southern Rhodesia would go forward from Bulawayo and Salisbury by 

the daily internal. express goods service. Goods from the Johannesburg area should 

be available for delivery in Bulawayo in five days and in Salisbury in six days. 

A similar fast :freight service has already been in operation from Salisbury 

and Bulawayo to Johannesburg and the South African ports. 

351. On 30 January 1967, the three-man CObilission of Inquir.r whicb vas appointed 

by the Smith regime to investigate an alternative rail link_between Southern 

Bhodes~a and South Africa submitted its report to the regime's Officer 

Administering the Government. The report of the Beit Bridge Rail Link Commission, 

which was composed of three South African experts, recomnended a direct rail 

J.ink from Rutenga to Beit Bridge to join the South African railway. On 

3 February 1967, Mr. Smith stated in the Legislative Assembly that his regime had no 

intention of rushing in to implement the recommendations "on this vital issue". 

/ ... 
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352. In January 1967, it was reported that the French textile company, Boussac, had 

made a barter deal with the Rhodesia Tobacco Corporation to import textiles 

to Southern Rhodesia in exchange for £2 million worth of Rhodesian tobacco. A 

company spokesman was reported to have confirmed reports that Eoussac material 

was on sale in Salisbury but denied that the company had agreed to take Rhodesia 

tobacco at below world market value in return. The textiles were being paid for 

in sterling by normal commercial means. 

353. On 8 February 1967, the Ford assembly plant in Salisbury whl~h had held the 

leading share in the market for the industry, closed down as a result of lack of 

parts. The British Motor Corporation plant at Umtali, the second major producer, 

was also reported to be running out of parts. 

354. It was reported that on 16 February the British consul at Beira prevented 

the ship Clan Macinnes from unloading a cargo of automobile parts destined for 

Southern Rhodesia. 

355. On 8 March 1967, it was reported that the Union r.arbide Company of the 

United States of .America had establ~ ned a new company incorporated in South Africa 

to take over responsibility for the Southern African interests of the Union 

Carbide group. The new company - Union Carbide Southern Africa - would assume 

control of eight companies, three of them Rhodesian chrome mines. The three 

Rhodesian chrome mines affected were Rhodesia Chrome Mines of Sel-ukwe, 

African Chrome Mines and Union Carbide Rhomet of Que Que. It was repf "fted that 

the move was viewed as an effort to avoid any embarrassment for the pah::-ot company 

owing to the fact that the Rhodesian mines were attempting to evade sanctions 

on chrome exports from Southern Rhodesia. 

Effects of' the oil anbar9:0 

356. On 27 April 1967, Mr. Musset, the regime's Minister of Commerce and Industry, 

announced that the present form of fuel rationing would continue after 

30 April 1967. Rationing has cut petrol consumption by about one third since the 

oil embargo. Under the present rationing system, motorists get a basic ration 

calculated on the weight of the vehicle and a supplementary ration calculated on 

the distance from home to work. However, the public can buy as much petrol as 

they want through the off-ration petrol (and aviation fuel) coupon system by 
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which they pay an extra 2 shillings for additional coupons outside their normal 

ration allocation. Under the off-ration petrol system, premium petrol costs 

8s. 8d. as against 6s. per gallon for normal allocation under the ration system; 

the regular brand of petrol under the off-ration system costs 8s. 5d. as against 

5s. 8d. for the officially allocated ration. 

357. On 23 March 1967, Mr. Mussett announced that the validity of the off-ration 

petrol coupons was to be extended indefinitely. It had originally been announced 

that the validity of the coupons would expire on 30 April 1967. The statement added 

that while it was hoped that there would be no need in the foreseeable :future to 

cancel the off-ration coupon system, the public would appreciate that the Government 

must reserve the: right to do so should circumstances make it necessary. 

358. On 8 March 1966, the Johannesburg Star reported in a leading article that 

since the beginning of the oil embargo Mozambique had supplied Southern Rhodesia 

with enough refined fuel to enable the Smith regime to stockpile against two 

years of sanctions. It stated that this was the minimum estimate of foreign 

observers who had kept a close watch on "clandestine" petrol and oil trains from 

Iourenc;o Marques to Southern Rhodesia since the initiation of the fuel run in 

November 1965. The observers calculated that at least 70 million gallons of 

petrol alone had reached Salisbury and Bulawayo from the SONAREP (Sociedade 

Nacional de Refinac~o de Petroleos) refinery in the p~st twelve months. The 

estimate did not take into account the supply from South Africa which on its own 

had probably covered most of Southern Rhodesian requirements since the unilateral 

declaration-of' independence. 

359. The article stated that observers along the Mozambique rail route north of 

Lourengo Marques reported that up to four but never less than three :fuel trains a 

day passed through their check points with supplies for Southern Rhodesia. Each 

train consisted of ten or twelve tankers with a carrying capa~ity of 

5, OOG gallons a tanker. As a conservative estimate, the article stated, this would 

constibd;~ a daily supply of 150,000 gallons, reaching nearly 240,000 gallons 

on certain days • 

360. On 10 March 1967, the Portuguese oil company of SONAREP denied in Lisbon that 

its refinery at Lourenc;o Marques had supplied Southern Rhodesia with 70 million 

gallons of petrol. A spokesman :for the company was reported to have said that a 

Cape Town newspaper, the Cape Argus and the British Broadcasting Corporation had 
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recently implied that SONAREP bad furnished Southern Rhadesia with that amount of 

petrol. He explained that such quantities of petrol were quite incompatible with the 

production of the Louren~o Marques refinery, and stated that Southern Rhodesia 

had neyer been a client of SONAREP. He added that foreign newspapers bad for some 

time been trying to implicate Lourengo Marques refineries w>tb the Southern 

Rhodesian question. 

361. Under the Southern F.hodesia (Prohibited Trade -•~.r\d Dealings) (Amendment) 

Order, 1967, which came into operation on 15 March 1967; the Secretary of State 

for Commonwealth Affairs, Mr. Herbert Bowden, on the same day barred the United 

Kingdom firm of Lonrho, Ltd. from negotiating the sale of its shares in the 

Beira-Umtali pipeline company without the approval of the Brit1sh Government. A 

communique issued by the Commonwealth Secretary invoked the above J.A~ which 
' 

empowered the Secretary of State to prevent or restrict the transfer of ownership 

of property overseas, where such a move might lead to contravention of the embargo 

on oil for Southern Rhodesia. The ban followed confirmed r~ports that the 

Portuguese directors of the company had expressed the desire to sel.l the pipeline 

to an unnamed buyer.Lonrbo, Ltd. owns 62.5 per cent of the shares of the 

Ccmpanhia · do -Pipeline MozambiQ11e - Rodesj~?.: .. , but the Portuguese directors out number 

the British. 

362. On 12 March 1967, the Johannesburg Sunday ~ reported that South Africa 

was supplying Southern Rhodesia wit\'·. la,..&,~e guanti'ties of aviation fuel from a 

new Rhodesian-built depot on South Atrican soil. The reporter of the paper stated 

that he had seen the depot and intervieved Mr. Ben Van den Berg, an employee of 

the Rhodesian oil-supplying organization, Genta, who ran the -depot. 

363. Al.so~ according to the report, observers estimated tl 1.t each day an average 

of eighteen road tankers, carrying various fuels, crossed the Limpopo bridge into 

Southern Rhodesia at the small to'Wll of Messina. The reporter of the paper 

descri1:1ed the dump near Messina as a dozen big tanks fed from rail tankers, each 

holding about 8,000 gallons which came daily from coastal refineries and 

occasionally from an oil pipeline in Johannesburg. 

I .. . 
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IV. CONSIDEIFtTION BY THE SPECLl1L COMl•1ITTEEllf 

Introduction 

364. The Special Committee considered the question of Southern Rhodesia at its 

521st to 523rd, 525th, 527th to 528th and 536th meetings held in .Africa between 

5 and 15 Jru1e 1967. 

A. Written petitions and hearings 

365. The Special Co:mmi ttee had before it the following written petitions 

concerning So~thern Rhodesia: 

Petitioner 

:Mr. Carl-Axel Vater, Secretary-General, 
World Assemoly of Youth 

t1r. Omer Becu, Secretary-General, International 
Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) 

Zimbabwe African National Union (ZAIID), 
Publicity Department 

Mr. Omer Becu, Secretary-General, Intern~ .... iona l 
Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) 

th'. H. Imhof, General Secretary, International 
Transport Horkers' Federation 

Secretariat, i, .• ~,rld Assembly of You-th 

l.fiss Susan Bennet, Secretary, Irish 
United Nations Students hSsociation 

Mr. Gregory Calvert, IIational Secretary, 
Students for a Democratic Society 

Mr .. GmH. Cocmbs 

1-!r. Jyorti Shankar Singh, General Secretary, 
~!orld Assembly of Youth (WAY) 

Document 

A/AC.109/PET.548 

A/AC.109/P"F:r.595 

A/AC.109/PET.596 

A/AC.109/PET.597 

A/Ac.109/PET.598 

A/AC.109/PET.599 

A/AC.109/PET.tOO 

A/AC.109/PET.612 

A/AC.109/PET.629 

A/Ac.109/PET.695 

llf This section includes those portion3 of the statements made on Southern 
Rhodesia in the 9pecial Committee which relate to the question in general: 
those portions which refer specifically to the draf't resolution are included 
in the succeeding section .. It should be noted that additional comments on 
the question of Southern Rh.Jdesia were contained in the statements made at 
the opening of the Special Committee•s meetings at Kinshasa, Kitwe and 
Dares Salaam. These statements are included in chapter II of the present 
report. , ... 
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366. ~he Special Committee heard the following petit'Jners concerning Southern 

Rhodesia: 

Mr. T.G. Silundika, Secretary for Publicity and information, ZIMB..413\'JE 
AFRICAN PEOPLES UNION (ZAPU) (A/AC.109/PET.681) (521st and 522nd meetings) 

'm. W.H. Chi tepo, National Chairman, Zimbabwe African national Union (z..;.rru) 
(A/AC.109/PET.596/Add.1) {523rd meeting) 

Rev. Bernard H. Zulu (A/Ac.109/PET.689) (523rd meeting) 

Mr. P.L. Chihota, Chief Representative, Tanzania, Zimbabwe .f:ifrican 
National Union (Z4.NU) (A/bC.109/PET.596/Add.2) (536th meeting)]:.§/ 

367. Mr. Silundika (Secretary for Publicity and Information, ~imbabwe African 

Peoples Union (ZAPU)) thanked the Special Comnittee for having decided to look 

at the Southern Rhodesian case from close range, for its continuous vigilance 

over the situation and for permitting him to contribute to its work. 

368. Since the presentation of evidence on the Southern Rhodesian question to 

the Special Committee in 1966, political developnents had shmm that the 

situation had worsened: the settler regime had adopted a more defiant attitude 

towards the international world ccmmunity and had introduced far more oppressive 

measures towards the majority of the countrJ' s inhabitants • .Moving a~ ~g that 

disastrous path, it had established a commission to prepare a constitution -

with the encouragement of South Africa and the connivance of the United Y~ngdom 

Government - for the permanent entrenchment of a minority dictatorship and racism. 

The commission wa~ engaged in a fake exercise of receiving evidence from all over 

the country, but had not had, and would not have, evidence from the genuine 

leaders of the .African people of Zimbab"we.. It was an instrument for the 

ilnplementation of an id~a conceived by the United .Kingdom Government for imposing 

the plans made during the conspiracy on ffi.iS Tiger in December 1966. The 

constitutional commission could not therefore be divorced from the imperialist 

tactics of the United Kingdom Government. 

369. In adopting measures to oppress and suppress the undaunted African people, the 

regime was assuming powers to make Rhodesia a permanent police State. Following 

the Law and Order Maintenance Act., under which brave sons of Zimbabwe had been 

!§/ This petitioner was heard after the Special Committee had adopted its 
resolution concerning Southern Rhodesia {see para. 609 below) at its 
528th meeting, on 9 June 1967. 

I ... 
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massacred, imprisoned, and thrown into death cells 3.nd detention camps., there was 

now a Preventive Detention J .• mendment Bill, under which the regime could detain for 

any length of time any number of people for any allegation conjured up by a 

policeman, without a state of emergency being declared or a report being made to 

Parliament . 

370. The regime was whittling dam., the allocation for African education at a rapid 

pace, expenditure on it being limited to 2 per cent of the gross national product. 

African teachers were being dismissed in their ht1ndreds, so that thousands of 

African children were cast into the streets and the remaining teachers had to take 

over about three classes each. There was a restriction on the development of new 

schools, and missionary bodies were being deprived of several that they had been 

operating. More than 75 per cent of the schooling for Africans had for long been 

provided by mssionaries on their mm iritiative and at considerable cost to 

themselw~s, and the regime was taking action to discourage that developnent. The 

intention clearly was to add to :frican suffering and to the reservoir of cheap 

labour. 

371. Africans were being ousted from types of employment earmarked for white 

workers, a measure aimed to ensure full employment for, and the elimination of 

discontent among, the white population. The discontent was thus transferred to the 

Africans, who then encountered force and oppression. 

372. The most significant political development introduced by the regime was open 

apartheid. The mask of multiracialism used by the United Kincdom Government for 

many years had been removed, and the regime had prescribed separate facilities for 

various tribal and ethnic groups - a direct copy of the Group Areas _;et and the 

Bantu Authorities Act of South Africa. Under that scheme, housing for Africans 

settled in towns was to be provided according to the areas of their original 

villages and chiefs. Education was planned in accordance with the language and 

cultural-habits of the tribal group, but the syllabus was to be dra~m up on the 

advice of industrialists in terms of the cheap labour required. In the rural areas, 

further measures were being implemented to increase the puni ti VP powers of the 

puppet chiefs. To give them a semblance of authority, a Local Authorities Act had 

been promulgated authorizing chiefs to collect taxes, from which allocations would 

be made to them for implementing some of the regime's measures. They enjoyed the 

protection of the settler army and the police and were instructed to deport :from 

their areas and hand over anyone who disagreed with the regime. 
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,373. The regime had continued to expand its armed forces, on which it had spent in 

1966 a total of £11 million - an increase of £5 million over 1965. In that 

connexion, the international conspiracy in support of the regime was very evident: 

military experts frcm the Federal Republic of Germany, Turkey and Taiwan had been 

brought in to train the regime's armed forces in their war preparations against the 

African masses of Zimbabwe. The Rhodesian army was equipped largely with United 

Kingdom arms, for which spares continued to pour in. Under the alliance between 

South Africa, Portugal and Southern Rhodesia, there was .:m interchan~e of security 

officers for various operations. South rtfrican regular troops had been brought in 

to reinforce the regime's offensive line along the Zambezi bcrder. Bet1~een 19 and 

23 March 1967, 525 South dfrican soldiers had entered Southern Rhodesia iu civilian 

clothes and changed in·to uniform at Bulawayo before being sent to points on the 

Southern Rhodesian side of the border with Zambia. Of that number, 225 under 

Colonel Dries Katzenberg were stationed near Chirundu, and the rer-iaining 300, led 

by Daan Pretorius, were in the Zambezi Valley. In addition, five South _;frican army 

officers had been seconded to the Southern Rhodesian armed.forces during the first 

three weeks of April: Colonels J ._;. du Plooy, H.F. van der Spuy and 

T.M.C. Diederichs, and Commanders M. Rupert and H.P. Brand. During the same period, 

317 South African recruits had entered the Salisbury Police Training Depot for 

paramilitary training for the Sout~ern Rhodesian fascist minority dictatorship. 

374. In considering measures to solve the Southern Rhodesian pro-blem, which was a 

threat to international peace, the United Nations had been led by the United Kingdom 

along the path of economic sanctions, on the assumption that the United Kingdom, as 

one of the great Powers and a Member of the United Nations, would finally respect 

and honestly implement the United Nations resolutions. It had been demon£trated 

beyond doubt that those assumptions had been wrong frcm the start, and that the 

progrannne of sanctions could never be a success. The United Kingdom, backed by its 

allies, had sponsored the programme of sanctions as a decoy and a device to give it 

sufficient time to make a success of the unilateral declaration of independence. 

375- Meanwhile, the economy of Southern Rhodesia continued to flourish, without 

the slightest sign of collapse or any possibility of bringing about a political 

change. South Africa, which backed up all of Southern Rhodesia's international 

trade, was a haven fo1· United Kingdom money, and trade had gone on between 

Southern Rhodesia and 1::::i ted Kingdom firms~ United Kingdom commercial banks -

Barclays, National l:'!:i:.,vincial and Grindlays - and the Standard and Ottoman Banks 
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were continuing to operate in Southern Rhodesia. The United Kingdom was permitting 

the entry of capital under cover of necessary items for the University of Rhodesia 

and other schewes. The British - Dutch combine, Unilever, based in and controlled 

from London, had recently authorized the expenditure of £135,000 for the extension 

of its Southern Rhodesian subsidiary. Sixty per cent of the ships carrying oil to 

the port of' Loren~o Marques in Mozambique were British. The British Petroleum 

Company was supplying oil to Southern Rhodesia and continuing its business. It was 

clear, therefore, that the first defaulter in the programme of sanctions ~as the 

United IG..ngdom itself, which while advocating a programme of sanctions in the 

United Nations, was adopting measures to undermine them in Southern Rhodesia 

itself. The conclusion was that it had in fact introduced sanctions in the full 

knowledge that they would harm not Southern Rhodesia but the economy of Zambia. 

If to that were added the conspiracy of the big international capitalistic combines 

~o prop up the economy of Southern Rhodesia, it became clear that the United Kingdom 

and its allies were int~~t on ~oiling any possible effect that sanctions might have 

because the economy of Southern Rhodesia was not so much in the control of the 

settlers as of those international financial combines. For example, the Standard 

Oil Company of New Jersey handed over oil from the Middle Fast to the French Company, 

Total, which carried the oil to Southern Rhodesia through depots in Louren~o Marques, 

and transferred the oil to British Petroleum, Shell and Caltex for direct sale to 

Southern Fhodesia. That was the pattern for many companies dealing in various lines. 

Those sustaining the Southern Rhodesian dictatorship by revenue included such 

companies as Lonrho, Anglo-P.merican and Rio Tinto Union Carbide Corporation, all of 

there based in the United Kingdom or the United States. Since it was impossible for 

there to refrain from expanding or diversifying the economy of Rhodesia, it was 

impossible for sanctions to have the required political effect. 

376.The regime had established agencies to handle the sale of its products to 

international markets, some based in Southern Phodesia and others i~ Mozambi~u~, 

Angola. and South Africa. The Uanica Trading Company, for example, was connected 

with several shipping lines, and delivered Southern Rhodesian goods. Sugar was sent 

to t!ozambique where it was given a Portuguese label to conceal the source, and 

attempts were ma.de to sell it even to African countries. Perhaps the best 

I . .. 
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indication of the strength of the Rhodesian economy, in spite of sanctions, was 

the loan of £7. 5 million floated in April, and over-subscribed within minutes. 

377. It was clear that sanctions had a chance neither of being fully and effectively 

applied nor of bringing about a political change in Southern Rhodesia - their 

supposed original objective. Since Southern Rhodesia continued to be a threat to 

international peace, a change of strategy was imperative on the part of the 

progressive nations which were determined to liquidate the racist dictatorsb;.p and 

establish a popular African government in the interests of justice and peace. 

378. In view of that enormous problem, the African people of Zimbabwe continued to 

resist the oppressive r~gime. They had always been cor ... ;_nced that the Rhodesian 

settler r~gime depended on force and could only be eliminated by the use of force. 

They were therefore being mobilized to sacrifice their lives in waging an armed 

fight against the enemy. The courageous sons of Zimbabwe were rallying to that 

fight wi. thin the country. The rigorous measures being taken by the racist r~gime 

through its enormous army to repress the African people wer€ evidence of its 

awareness o:f the growing strength of the African peo:9le. 

379. ZAPU therefore called upon the Special Committee to condemn the United 

Kingdom and its allies for deliberately misleading and deceiving the United Nations 

about the programme of sanctions against Southern Rhodesia, to regard the United 

Kingdom as the real enemy, to recognize that the sanctions programme was a fraud 
' 

which could never bring about the required political effect, and to encourage all 

nations that genn;nely supported the African fight for the elimination of the 

racist minority dictatorship and the establishment of an African popular 

government, to support, by all means within their power, the African people of 

Zimbabwe in their armed fight to attain their objective. 

380. The international finance companies operating in Southern Rhodesia were 

putting pressure on the Smith regime and on the United Kingdom Government to impose 

their own policy. The financial magnate Oppenheim.er, for example, had recently 

suggested that the United Kingdom Government should enter into talks with the 

rlgime for that purpose, and it had been announced that day that Smith had made a 

request to the United Kingdom Government for the resumption of talks. 

381. He thanked the members for their words of support and encouragement, which he 

woul.d convey to the African people. 
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382. In reply to a question concerning the number of people in imprisonment or 

detention in SouthP.rn Rhodesia, the petitioner said that his latest information was 

that there vere about 100,000, though the official figure for those in prison was 

given as some 34,ooo. There were a large number of detention camps in reitOte areas 

under more than 250 chiefs, in l·1hich ?r.any freedom-fighters -were detained. Most of 

the prisoners were taken to the smaJ.1 townships in remote parts of the country in 

order to conceal their true ~umoer. 

383. With regard to the treatment meted out to prisoners, he sa:ld that various 

methods of torture were used. When a person was arrested he was taken to some remote 

area and interrogated by as many as ten policemen. Several bad lost their sense of 

hearing from the treatment they had. received. Some were given electric shocks, 

and electric sticks were sometimes used to frighten them into giving information. 

Other methods were to strip prisoners and drive pins through the penis, or hang 

them face down and beat their genitals in order to force them te force them to sign 

statements prepared by the police. Another way of attempting to force them to give 

information was to tie them to a tree and light a stick of gelignite that bad 

been fixed to it. Many had died rathe:r than submit. A number o:f resisters in the 

countryside had been rounded up and shot, having been taken to European farms by 

white-settler constables, and the African police were not allowed in the area. Other 

prisoners were starved, some for as long as a month, though sixteen days was 

considered the normal pericd. 

384. Asked what further help could be given to the freedom-fighters by the 

international community, the petitioner thanked the international community for 

having recognized the legitimacy of the fight and replied that the Southern 

Rhodesian problem could only be solved by force. The members were aware of the 

support being given to the Southern Rhodesian army by a number of countrj.es, 

particularly those of the NATO bloc, to enable it to entrench the racist policy. 

Since fo:ce could only be eliminated by force, those countries able and willing to 

assist could help by making equipment available to car.ry on the armed fight. It 

should be understood that the people of Zambia were threatened not only by the 

crippling of their economy, but were also faced with bayonets from South Africa and 

Angola. Since Zambia had taken a stand for justice, it should be given the full 

weight of international support. 

385. Asked what aid the international community could give in respect of the 

refugee question, he replied that his organization's view was that everyone in 
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Zimbabwe was required to share the burden of the fight, and refugees were therefore 

not encouraged. Should the question arise, however, ~ny material and educational 

assistancLJ that could be offered through the international refugee agencies 

would be appreciated~ 

386. Askeii. for further details concerning the so-called Preventive Detention 

Amendment Bill and the introduction of the apartheid system, he said that the bill 

was intended to bring into permanent effect an act introduced, supposedly for five 

years, in 1959, when the African National Congress had been banned and hundreds 

of leaders placed in custody. It empowered the regime to imprison an individual 

without trial, but the minister was supposed to report to Parliament within three 

months. Under the amendment, however, that would not be necessary, and detentions 

could continue almost indefinitely. The Law and Order Maintenance Act enabled 

the police to search any house or arrest anyone without warrant. 

387. Southern Rhodesia had in practice been applying apartheid for many years, in 

the shops, in the provision of separate residential areas, and in the division 

of land under the Land Apportionment Act. It was now being extended, not only 

on the basis of colour, but tribally. Africans were to be settled in the towns 

according to their area of origin or the tribe from which they came, while all 

whites regarded themselves as one community. The plan followed the same lines 

as the Group Areas Act of South Africa. Chiefs would have their representatives 

in the townships, so that, if a township was divided into, for example, six tribal 

groups there would be six different representatives to identify those regarded 

as undesirable by the regime, and to send them to the rural areas under their 

respective chiefs. Such divisions were being introduced in order to create 

tribal conflict. It was intended to introduce total apartheid, including the 

provision of separate windows for the buying of bus tickets. 

388. Asked whether anything could be done by the international community, through 

such agencies as UNESCO, to offset the restrictive measures adopted in respect 

of African education, the petitioner replied that the international community 

could play a part with regard to higher education. A number of countries had for 

many years been helping to fill the gap in education by taking students into their 

respective institutions, and further assistance in that respect would be useful. 

389 .. Asked whether the establishment of some form of supervisory commission by the 

Security Council might help in the more effective application of sanctions, 
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he replied that, although the aim of such a commission would be well intentioned, 

it could not, as a merely supervisory body, ensure that mandatory sanctions were 

effective. The fact that such sanctions were selective would give the regime a 

breathing space in its economy. What was missing was an enforcement measure, which 

could only be applied by the use of force to prevent the interflow of trade across 

the borders of Southern Rhodesia, particularly through Mozambique and South Africa. 

Sanctions themselves were not likely to be effective, and the idea of a supervisory 

commission was merely academic. 

390. Asked to what extent the effectiveness of stricter mandatory sanctions would 

be enhanced if they were expanded into a complete and comprehensive system, 

incorporating all exports, imports communications and transport, coupled ~Tith 

the setting-up of a co-ordinating agency, the ~etitioner recalled the words of the 

President of Zambia to the effect that nothing short of complete and mandatory 

sanctions coupled with force would bring about the fall of the regime in Southern 

Rhcdesia and the establishment of a popular Government. That view was correct. 

There was no need to follow the United Kingdom line of applying piecemeal sanctions 

while preparing for representing the world with a fait accompli. 

391. Elaborating further on the statement he had made concerning the constitution 

being f'ramed by the illegal regime with the co-operation of South Africa, he said 

that the five-man constitutional commission had failed to evoke any response from 

the .African population because it was ~art ar.d parcel of the system they rejected. 

The regime had recently obtained the assistance of a professor sent by the South 

African Government at its request to help to draw up the so-called constitution, 

which was being done with the connivance of the United Kingdom. Government, whose 

agent Smith was. The meeting on HMS Tiger had been a conspiracy disguised by a 

show of disagreement on whether the suggested commission should be appointed by 

Wilson or by Smith. It had now been appointed by Smith, and the United Kingdom 

Government had not taken a position on the matter. The United Kingdom Conservative 

Party had been used to appear to put pressure on the Government for a further 

meeting with Smith. Mr. Bowden had said in the House of Commons that, if Smith 

took the initiative for a meetiru;, the United Kingdom Government would be willing 

to resume talks • Oppenheimer had. since remarked that such talks should take place, 

and that had been followed by an initiative by Smith, to -which the United King.iom 

Government's reaction, already forecast by Mr. Bowden, was awaited. 
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392. In reply to a request for further examples of how the United Kingdom Government 

bad permi~ted the entry of capital into Southern Rhodesia in the guise of necessary 

items, the petitioner said that, in the case of the University of Rhodesia, the 

United Kingdom Go,Jrernment was contrituting £250,000, and that it bad stated that it 

would not impose sanctions upon such items as medical supplies for international 

welfare agencies like the British-based P..mnesty International, for which welfare 

funds were a1so allowed in. Under cover of humanitarianism, the United Kingdom 

was thus able to transfer capital ini-o the ccuntry. 

393. Asked whether he thought that the United Kingdom and United States oil 

companies had expanded their activities after the so-called declaration of 

independence by Southern Rhodesia, the petitioner replied that those companies 

that had formerly competed against each other were now- working in co-operation to 

promote and defend their business interests in Southern Rhodesia, and their 

activities appeared to be expanding. The Rio Tinto Union Carbide Corporation, for 

example, had recently purchased the Branton Gold Mine, which had known overse~s 

reserves of £11 million. A notice in the Rhodesian Government Gazette of 

11 March 1967 disclosed that another large monopoly, Lonrho Ltd., had applied for 

an exclusive order in respect of an a~ea of 253 square miles to prospect for coal, 

mineral oil and natural gas • There were many more examples of the extension of such 

companies in the country. Oil companies had further been diversifying their 

activities since the unilateral declaration of independence by building storage 

tanks in various places. 

394. With regard to the sources of the arms used by Southern Rhcdesia, he said that 

the Southern Rhodesian regime bad inherited almost the entire military equipment 

of the defunct Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. Most items were of United 

Kingdom make, though some had also been supplied by the United States • Since the 

unilateral declaration Southern Rhodesia had continued to receive arms through 

Portugal, whose supplies came from NATO countries, and through South Africa, 

assisted by the Federal Republic of Germany. Spares from the United Kingdom were 

sti~l being received. Japan and Turkey had also furnished supplies, and the 

United Kingdom was continuing to do so through a factory in Brussels. 

395. Asked whether he had an~· information concerning the reported increase in the 

income of the foreign monopolies which were mining minerals in Southern Rhodesia, 

/ ... 
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the petitioner said that copper, asbestos and chrome were prcduced in ~imbabwe. 

Italy bought copper concentrates and asbestos, and the United States chrome. The 

largest buyer of copper concent.L·ates was the Federal Republic o:f Germany, which 

also bought asbestos. The United Kingdom bought all three. According to recent 

figures, the Federal Republic of Germany had increased the value of its purchase 

of copper concentrates from £3 million to £5 million. 

396. Mr. Chitepo, Zimbabwe African Nation Union (ZAmJ), said that, in 1966, his 

organi~ation had had occasion to present to the Special Committee a document 

outlining the grave situation then existing in Southern Rhodesia, a situation 

which had subsequently been described by the General Assembly and the Security 

Council as constituting a very serious threat to international peace and security. 

The current visit of the Committee and the hospitality offered to it by the 

President and Government of Zambia were continuing evidence of the concern felt 

by that country and by the international community at the dangerous situation 

existing in Southern Rhcdesia. He extended a welcome to the Special Committee on 

behalf of the people of Zimbabwe, in the sincere hope that it would be able to 

study at closer range the problems arising from the Rhodesian crisis. The people 

of Zimbabwe arid, indeed, the international community were faced with a crisis that 

had been deliberately created, encouraged1 aided and abetted not only by the 

Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland but also by 

a number of other Governments and nations. The United Kingdom Government, in 

flagrant violation of its obligations under the Constitution of its own colony 

of Southern Rhcdesia and under the Cha,rter, had made use of naked falsehood, 

shameless pretence and every conceivable stratagm to deceive the world community 

concerning its role in the Rhodesian situation. 

397. Some time before the unilateral declaration, when it had been well known 

that the crisis was approaching and the United Kingdom had already warned that any 

such action would be regarded as treason, the Prime Minister of that country had 

gone to Salisbury and carefully assured the would-be rebels that, whatever happened, 

he would not resort to force. It had been the first time in history that a duly 

constituted authority had given its permission to commit treason. The world had 

subsequently watched in amazement the antics and falsehoods of' the Prime Minister 

in his attempts to camouflage the real intention and role of' his country in the 

/ ... 
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crisis. There had been the rush to the United Nations to demand limited and 

voluntary sanctions, followed by fanciful statements that the rebel regime would 

fall-within a matter of' weeks; the pretended blockade of' the port of' Beira and 

finally, after a year had passed with nothing to shm, :for voluntary sanctions, the 

request to the Security Council for mandatory sanctions. 

398. In that connexion, it would be recalled that the United Kingdom had objected 

to the inclusion of oil and it had been only at the insistence of many other 

Members of' the United Nations that oil had, in fact, been included. The reason 

for the disinclination to include oil among ~he mandator'J sanctions was to be 

found in subsequent actions by the United Kingdom organiza·.:;ions. Another and more 

serious act of deception at the time of the application f'or mandatory sanctions 

bad been the warning delivered by the Foreign Secretary of' the United Kingdom that 

there should be no provocation or general confrontation in southern Africa - a 

clear preparation for things to come. Voluntary sanctions were already being 

applied and it was notorious that vol.untary associations had been formed in South 

Africa to supply oil to Southern Rt.odesj:-a, and that oil was. also being obtained 

from Mozambique. 

399. The United Nations and many of its Member States, both individually and 

collectively, had emphaaized to the United Kingdom that the only way to suppress 

the r~bellion was by force.. The United Kingdom, which had thousands of' its troops 

committed to the so-called defence of Malaysia and the1-Far East, thousands of' 

others in the Federal Republic of' Germany, and yet others to defend its colonial 

interests in the Middle East and Aden, had shuddered at the thought of' using force 

to suppress the most blatant rebellion against its rule in modern history. The 

chief' :cepresentative of the United Kingdom to the United Nations had solemnly 

warned that the threat of' racial conflict was the greatest danger current::y facing 

the world. The President of' Zambia had reminded the Specia1 Committee and the 

world at large of the danger, net only of' racial conflict but of' ideological 

conflict also, in southern Africa. Nevertheless, the racialist handling of the 

Rhodesian rebellion courted the very conflict that the United Kingdom pretended to 

fear. It had seen fit to treat the Rhodesian rebels with kid gloves for two 

reasons, the "kith and kin" idea and its own economic interests in Southern 

Rhodesia and South Africa. 

4oo. The United Kingdom claimed to be one of the greatest champions of United 

Nations au):;hority. It bad clamoured for United Nations action in the Middle Fast, 
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because its oil. supplies had been tbreatenede It was all too evident that, like 

other major Powers, it wished to make use of the world body when its interests were 

threatened and when it could not find sufficient cover to enable it to act 

unilateral.ly contrary to the principles of the Charter. What did it matter to the 

United Kingdom that newly independent Zambia was, in some respects, more severely 

affected by the sanctions than Southern Rhodesia2 When the United Kingdom had 

asked for mandatory sanctions, it had been well aware that the supply of' oil to 

Zambia had ceased, while Southern Rhodesia was still obtaining supplies from South 

Africa and Mozambique. What did it matter to the United Kingdom that the black man 

in Southern Rhodesia was the greatest victim of the incidence of sanctions and that 

Zambia was living under the constant threat of Rhodesian sabotage, provided that 

United Kingdom interests and its kith and kin in Southern Rhodesia and southern 

P..f'rica continued to be safegua.:rded2 

401. Subsequent to the unilateral declaration, the Smi.th regime had amended the 

notorious 1961 Constitution - itself' imposed by the United Kingdom against the 

wishes of the people nf Zimbabwe - and was currently drafting a so-called "separate 

develoI>ment constitution" which would institutionalize apartheid under another 

name. 

402. Measures were being taken in Southern Rhodesia to link that country ever more 

closely to South Africa, not only administratively but also in philosophy and 

social attitude. The danger was not simply that of' a group of racists desperately 

trying to hold its l?Osi·tion, but a more sinister threat of a new outgrowth of' that 

Herrenvollt doctrine which had already produced one of the world's greatest 

tragedies. 

403. Although the United Kingdom had sanctimoniously urged the world to co-operate 

in the sanctions cam.paign, it was itself one of the chief' blockade-runners. 

Sixty per cent of the ships carrying oil to Mozambique sailed under the flag of 

that country, al though it was common knowledge that oil delivered ·to Mozambique was 

intended for Rhodesia as well. The United Kingdom continued to trade with Rhodesia 

through middlemen and third parties. What faith could the world continue to place 

in the Government of that country after such pretences and violations of solemn 

pledges? 

404. The race issue pervaded the atmosphere of all southern Africa. Apartheid was 

spreading and growing in intensity. It bad made deep incursions into the rights 

I.. -
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of the indigenous people of South Weat Africa, in utter defiance of United liations 

guarantees. The rebel Rhodesian Government had seriously embarked on a programme 

of racial discrimination more intense even than the South fl_f'rican one since in 

that country the whites were outnumbered by sixteen to one• It was clear that 

where such a small minority po~sessed. all :power, privilege and authority, it would 

have an even greater fear of den:ocracy and thus make greater use of oppression. 

There was indeed a serious threat of racial conf'lict in southern P..frica, not 

because Africans were racialists, but because the great Powers, devoted to their 

o'Wll narrow interests, were prepared to stand by and watch while the latter-day 

'!Hi tiers u of southern Af"'ric a propagated and implemented :policies that were very 

1i ttle different i'rom those of the nazis. Mr. Wilson, the modern Chamberlain of 

United Kingdom politics, had "done a Munich" in Southern Rhodesia, an act the 

bloody repercussions of which would surely spread beyond the confines of Zimr:abwe. 

405. On two occasions since the unilateral declaration of independence, the United 

Nations had b€f:n stam]_)eded by the Government of the United ;ingdom into imposing 

economic sanctions against Southern Rhodesia and, on coth occasions, it had been 

adamant in resisting the ful.J, and comprehensive measures that alone might have 

guaranteed some limited success. It had solemnly promised that the measures 

contemplated would bring down the rebel r4gime and, trusting in that undertaking, 

the United Nations bad acquiesced. Nineteen months had since passed and nothing 

had happened. The reasons were plain to see. The calculated forewarning given 

by the United Kingdom had enabled the Smith r4gime to prepare counter-measures. 

Even the voluntary United Kingdom sanctions had been introduced :1.ndividual1y, after 

due -warning. It was hardly surprising that the rebels had been able to prepare 

for them. Furthermore, the refusal of South Africa and Portugal to co-operate in 

the sanctions programme had guaranteed easy channels for Rhodesian eA--ports and 

i~orts. In fact~ the missing link in the sanctions programme had been the failure 

to introduce enforcement machinery under Chapter VII of the Charter. m1en it Wa.\.'.' 

known that South Africa and Portugal would refuse to comply with the resolution, 

the decision should have been accompanied by the establishment of enforcement 

machinery. The Smith r~gime bad defied the United Kingdom, but South Africa and 

Portugal had defied the United Nations. 

4c6. Any effect that sanctions might have produced had been softened for the regime 

.and its white supporters by the mass dismissal. of African workers, inclt1di ng 1r.0re , __ _ 
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than 500 school teachers. Whi Ge workers, on the other hand, were protected 

from dismissal by !le':T legislation under the emergency regulations. It was difficult 

to assess whether sanctions were in fact having any real. impact. The United Kingdom 

pointed to the closure of the Ford :factory, to a certain decrease in exports and to 

a :fall in the Rhodesian gross national product as evidence that they were. However, 

the purpose of sanctions was not to reduce the groSf.\ national product or ruin the 

Rhodesian economy but to produce :political changes, and no favourable political 

changes bad resulted. That was due to the basic nature of the situation: a small 

number of' white settlers were crushing 4 million Africans. Under such circumstances, 

even a complete break-down of' the economy would not necessarily prod.Ut?e the desired 

political change, namely, the replacement of a hierarchical society by an 

egalitarian one, which, of course, would mean majority rule. It was doubtful whether 

even a -well -enforced sanctions programICe couid produce such a change. It was no 

longer a question of desire for white domination among rebel supporters but a 

definite growth of racist philosophy. Such a community might well resist until 

everything lay in ruins about it. 

407. The Smith regime had switched to home industries to replace whatever imports 

had been effectively blocked, and the viability of the Rhodesian economy was such 

that a certain degree of diversification and reorientation bad taken place. 

J.:.o8. Apa.rt from the recalcitrance of South Ai":r'i.ca and Portugal, other Members of' 

the United Nations had, like the United Kingdom, merely paid lip-service to 

mandatory sanctions and continued to trade tn embargoed goods with the rebel r~gime. 

Following reports that a Swiss consortium had bought Rhodesian tobacco and sold it 

overseas, the Swiss Government had statred that it was unable to restrict private 

Swiss companies and was maintaining a strictly neutral atti tu.de towards Southern 

Rhodesia. France had exported £2 million worth of Marcel Bo~ssac textiles to 

Southe11n Rhodesia, paid for under a tobacco barter arrangement, and there were plans 

to build a Peugeot assembly plant at Salisbury. United States exports to Southern 

Rhodesia in 1966 had total1ed £2 million, as against £8 million before the 

unilateral declaration. The Federal. Republic of Germany continued to trade with 

Rhodesia "to the extent of' existing contracts", which earned Rhodesia £1. million in 

foreign exchange. Southern Rhodesia t s ex:ports to the Federal Republic of Germany 

under so-caJ.led "existing contracts 11
, totalled £13 mi J Ji on, including £:'( million 

. / ... 
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worth of tobacco, £3 million worth of copper and £1 million worth of asbestos. 

Rhodes:1.an imports from the Federal Republic, which were worth £5 million, covered a 

wide range of products sorely needed in Rhodesian markets. 

4G9. United Kingdom trade with the rebels, also under so-called existing contract 

arrangements, exceeded £15 million. Other countries shielded under similar 

arrangements were SwitzeTland, Japan and the Netherlands. 

410., A host of repressive legislative measures had been taken to prevent .African 

workers from economic action which could have supplemented sanctions from within, 

including: the detention, restriction and imprisonment of more than 10,000 

political activists and trade-unionists excluding those detained by sentence of the 

courts; a perpetual state of emergency restricting people's movements; the 

establishment of a harsh police regime; and rigorous censorship of news, and control 

by the regime of all news and information media. 

4ll. In view of the foregoing facts, the United Nations must realize that only full 

and effective measures against South Africa and Mozambique could produce a solution 

by way of sanctions. Southern Rhodesia was linked with both those Territories by 

first-class road and rail connexions and, even if it were impossible to impose a 

blockade on those Territories, ,it was certainly possible to block the points of 

entry, either by the physical pres~nce of United Kingdom or United Nations forces 

on Rhodesian territory, or else by bombing. 

412. The crux of his a'l'"gument wa.s that selective mandatorJ sanctions had prove'i 

ineffective mainly through the resistance of South Africa and Mozambique and the 

lack of enforcement machinery. In calling for sanctions under Chapter vn, the 

United Kingdom had pledged its honour but, by adopting that resolution, the United 

Nations found itself' in a position where it had to salvage its own reputation and 

not merely that of the United Kingdom. He therefore urged the United Nations to 

concern itself with enforcement measures as of right, since its own reputation -

and possibly even its survival - were at stake. It had, in fact, been led into a 

trap by the United Kingdom. Any enforcement measures introduced should not be 

dependent on the United Kingdom's willingness or otherwise to implement them. Two 

methods were possible: either the application of sanctions against both South 

Africa and Mozambique, which had been feebly and deceptive1y tried when the United 

Kingdom had asked for authorization to intercept any tanker carrying oil destined 
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for Southern Rhodesia, or the physical removal of the channels through which those 

two countries continued to trade with Souther~ Rhodesia. 

413. He would dwell for a moment on the conditions inside Zimbabwe, since the 

rebel regime had made many propaganda claims concerning its work for the benefit 

of all the people of that country. 

414. The movement towards full apartheid was clearly reflected in the data 

concerning the yearly expansion of African education. In the period 1946-57, that 

expansion had, in terms of expenditure averaged 35 per cent per year. That period 

had seen the downfall of Todd, who had doubled the personal tax for Africans and 

had planned to step up the rate of expansion. In the period 1957-61, the rate had 

fallen to 28 per cent. That also had been considered excessive by the white 

community, and by 1961 the Rhcdesian Front, which had pledged to lower the rate, 

had been voted into power. The Front had kept that pledge, and the rate for the 

period 1961-66 had fallen to 9 per cent while, in the current :financial year, it 

had dropped to 6.5 per cent. In 1966, only 66 per cent of the hundreds of 

"thousands African children of school age had been enrolled, 15 per cent o:f whom 

were in the final year of the eight year primary-school course and less than 

1 I':::r cent in secondary shoals. The rebel regime had spe.ut annually less than 

£10 oc each African school child and more than £110 on each white school child. 

Edu.cation for whites was compulsory and free up to the age of sixteen while 

African children had to pay school fees. African schools were understaffed and 

poorly equipped, yet the regime was currently implementing a scheme to dismiss some 

3,500 of the less qualified teachers. It had cut the intake into training colleges 

by one half, the intake into secondary schools from one fifth of primary school 

leavers to one eighth, and had stopped equipment grants to African schools. A 

so-called registration fee of 50 shillings per child had been imposed which raised 

the average African parentts expenditure on education for each school child from 

14 to 17 per cent of his annual income. 

415. Still harsher measures were to be imposed. As in South Africa under the 

so-called Community Development Plan, .African education was going to be financed 

almost completely by the African communities themselves, which would be responsible 

for running the schools. That was designed to reduce the missionary contribution 

/ ... 
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to African education which, in the past, had amounted to more than 75 per cent. 

African communities were situated in the most barren parts of the country, and the 

schools opan to Africans in the European suburban areas had been closed to enforce 

segregation and disguise the injustice of the so-called open franchise based on 

stiff educational and income qualifications. 

416. With respect to employ~ent and working conditions, there had been marked and 

crippling discrimination against Africans • In theory, they could rise to any rung 

of the employment ladder but, in practice, settler employers and the settler regime 

had made sure that .Africans were employed only in unskilled and in a limited 

number of semi-skilled . jobs. No apprenticeship was available to Africans and even 

the handful trained outside the country could not fiud employment. During the 

period of partnership under the Federal Government, a Technical College for 

Africans had lleen established at Luveve, but it had been closed by the Smith regime. 

Where qualifications were equal, tha African received about half the wage paid to 

his white counterpart. The average wage for an African was £140 per annum and that 

for a white employee £1,700 per annum~ African workers were poorly housed and had 

to travel long distan~es to work from areas badly served by an inadequate transport 

system. To restrict the growth of .African trade unionism, the regime had passed 

oppressive legislation which it ruthlessly enforced, e.g., the Industrial 

Conciliation Act which, by categorizing sources of employment as "essential 

services", could forbid strikE! action. Since the imposition of sanctions, 

virtually every capacity in which Africans were employed had been so categorized. 

African trade union organizations were subjected to close scrunity and financial 

control, it being forbidden for them to use their funds for ce·tain stipulated 

purposes, e.g., for political activities. Under current conditions, any strike 

action was regarded as political and the organizers subject to prosecution. The 

regime, having registered puppet minority unions, in which the votes were so 

weighted that the white workers could outvote much greater numbers of Africans, 

had decreed that only one union was permitted for each trade and that strikes by 

unregistered trade unions were illegal. Most Africans could only belong to 

unregistered trade unions. 
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417. African farm labour in Rhodesia was hardly distingu.isbable from slave labour. 

The Industrial Conciliation Act had been supplemented by the Law and Order 

Maintenance Act which provided that any person who advised, encouraged, incited, 

commanded, aided or secured any act likely to hinder or interfere with the 

carrying out of an essential service would be prosecuted. 

418. The whole system was designed to maintain the status quo~ with its appalling 

low wages and poor working conditions for the African. Since the imposition of 

sanctions, redundant white workers had. begun to fill the unskilled and semi-skilled 

jobs previously held by Africans, since the law made it illegal to dismiss white 

workers. Under the Vagrancy Act, unemployed Africans were either forced into 

overcrowded rural areas or condemned to detention and restricted areas as vagrants. 

419~ The Land Apportionment Act, like the Group Areas Act in South Africa, was the 

cornerstone of the system of land discrimination w~ich affected trade, commerce, 

industry, residence and education. The whole subject had been fully covered in 

documents submitted by ZANU to Uaited Nations bodies in the past. ALL that 

remained to be said w~s that, since it had coms to power the Rhodesian Front had 

been implementing that act more viciously and intensively than ever before. 

420. Since it was currently a crime in Rhodesia to reveal trade figures or any 

othar statistics, it was extremely difficult to obtain fuli details of what was 

happening, so that the shocking picture he had just revealed was only a partial 

reflection of the grave situation that had developed. In the inevitable clashes 

that had taken place, many people had been killed and whole villages razed to the 

ground as reprisals for their sympathy with or activ·e participation in the war 

against the regime. The rigid censorship imposed since the unilateral declaration 

hid many such happenings, but much more was known than the rebels would admit. 

421. Conditions in the restriction and detention camps where many thousands were 

conf'in~ were appalling, inhuman and calculated to break the morale of the 

prisoners. Inmates were confined in small crowded huts which were surrounded by 

barbed wire and heavily 6a.arded by armed soldiers • Floodlights played on them all 

night. Their wives and families were not told of their whereabouts. They were not 

permitted reading material or news from outside. There were no sanitation or 

washing :faciliti.es. All visits even by the clergy, were forbidden. Permission had 
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been denied even to the Archbishop of Mashonaland. Photostats had been sutmitted 
to the Special Ccrnmi ttee telling part of the story of the gallant resistance of his 

people to the regime. Their faith in peaceful solutions betrayed, the peopl.e had 

taken to arms. As soon as the firnt major battl.e had been fcught at Sinoia in 

May 1966, the regime had imprisoned 211 Z.ANU leaders, who were detained at 

Sikcmbela near Gwelo. The situation had developed to the point where any white 

man was "licensed" to shoot an African en sight and to gc scot-free merely by 

pleading that he had suspected him of being a guerrilla. Both the Presinent and 

the Vice-President of' ZANU had been brutally assaulted by white priscn warders. In 

an effort to cover up the facts of the fighting, the regiwe had publici~ed cnly suet 

incidents as would give the impression that it had the situation under control. 

422. In the meantime, it was using special hospitals - usually military barracks -

to treat its wcunded, the dcctors being sworn to secrecy. The regime's special 

service policy patrolled the African residential areas night and day to arrest 

anyone caught loitering or listening to foreign brcadcasts. It had beccme ccmmon 

practice to imprison a rerson for a month wi thcut trial on mere suspicion. It was 

the height of cynicism for a regime that had held people who had neYer been 

convicted in a court of law in prison for mor0 than five years to be ccnsidering 

a Preventive Detention Bill. 

423. The people of Zimbabwe had taken a solemn pledgs to fight to the bitter end. 

They had no illusions that the fight wculd be an easy one; their enemy was highly 

equipped and resolute. His was not only a racist regime but a military one also. 

In addition to the regular white army of 25,000 men {including reserves) th€ whole 

ci viliau white population was undergoing military training. All white men between 

eighteen and fifty-five years of age were liable to conscription • .All white 

Rhodesians were anned , even the wcmen. Every policeman had unrestricted powers to 

arrest on suspicion. 

424. Apartheid in housing had virtually existed since 1923 and every African area 

had recently become a prison all but in name. Police were to be seen everywhere. 

People were constantly being questioned and interrogated and road blocks were 

camnonplace. 
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425. Despite all that display of apparently insuperable power, the people of 

Zi~babwe had not faltered in their decision to fight to the last. ZJ\lID had reached 

that decision long before. The Rev. Si thole had taught its members that they were 

their own liberators and that, with the unilateral declaration of independence, all 

Zimbabwe might well be required to take up arms • The ,people had answered the call. 

The only language that the settlers understood was that of force and ZANU considered 

that force was legitimate when it was used to regain one's birthright. Rad there 

been any doubts concerning the legitimacy of the fight, they would have been 

dispelled by the United Nations declaration that the cause of the people of 

Zimbabwe was a just one. That people was gratefully aware of the declarations 1:y 

the Special Committee and the General Assembly calling upon all Member States to 

support t~em in their fight for liberation. 

426. He had listened with interest to the opening statements by many representatives 

tc the effect that the only solution to the Rhcdesian problem was the use of force. 

He warned the Special CoI!lll!ittc:~e that it would be futil.e to expect the United 

Kingdom to provide force. The only possible force that could be used was that of 

the people o:f Zimbabwe themselves. The United Nations, having committed itself to 

sanctions, might find itself obliged to make scme use of force to vindicate its 

authority.. For its part, Zfil!U would use force to vindicate the dignity of the 

people of Zimbabwe. All ZANU required o:f the Committee was, in tre first place, 

that it should :repeat its call to all Member States to support the Zimbabwe 

liberation movement. 

427. There had been a conspiracy between Hilson and Srrdth on H.M:.s. Tiger to betray 

Zimbabwe. By a rnirac ... lous accident, the deal had not been accepted by tre rebels • 

He was nevertheless sure that further attempts would be made by Stith and Wil.son 

to reach a private agree~ent. Despite recent dcDials, he was sure that further 

talks were in the offing. The danger was that the United Nations might find 

itself faced with a fa.it acccmpli, i.e., a return to legality on the part of the i 

rebels in exchange for a minority-oriented ccnstitution from Wilson. 

428. The second thiug which 7.AN{J required of the United Nations was that, under no 

circumstances, would it accept as justifying a grant of independence any 

constitution arrived at through private negotiations between Smith and Wilson. The 
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only vaJ.id constitution would be one drafted or approved by the duly elected and 

acknowledged leaders of the people of Zimbabwe. It -was vital that the Special 

committee should expose the machinations of the United Kingdom and stick firmly to 

principle. There had been much talk after the failure on H.M.S. Tiger to the effect 

that all that was needed was for the Emith regiEe to return to the 1961 Constitution 

and sanctions would be li:fted. ZAfflJ ho:ped that the :purJ;cse of the sanctions was not 

to restore a mere technical legality but to ensure the establishment of majority 

rule. 

429. He expressed bis own gratitude and that of the Executive of ZP.NU for the 

opportunity afforded him to inform the Special Committee of' the situation in 

Zimbabwe, a situation tbat should arouse the conscience of' every Member of the 

United Nations. He assured the Committee that his :people would not lay do-wn their 

arms until they were able to work and live freely and be masters of their own 

destiny. 

430. Asked to enlarge on the details he had already supplied on the fate of the 

Zimbabwe prisoners in Southern Rhodesia, the petitioner said that :figures for the 

political. and other prisoners in Southern Rhodesia could not be assessed with any 

degree of' accw.·acy since strict censorship had been im~-0sed immediately after the 

unilateral declaration. His organization did, however, have contacts and sometimes 

direct correspondence 'Wi~h certain prisoners, and the figures published by the rebel 

regime bore no relation to the number of prisoners actually detained. 

431. The figure of lC,tJOO to 15,000 which he had quoted referred to :political 

prisoners only, i.e. people against whom warrants had been issued either for 

detention or restriction but against whom no charges would be brought. The regime 

had :powers of sumnary arrest and there might be many other persons arrested for 

interrogation on trumped-up charges or on suspicion. 

432. Political. prisoners in detention were usuaJ.ly conf'ined to prison: a number of 

them were in Salisbury Maximum Security Prison. Other prisoners were held under 

restriction, which merely meant that their area of' conf'ineEent was larger than a 

prison cell. Restriction was generally ordered for ~eopie in ren:ote areas, after 

incidents such as the recent ZimbabTfe National Liberation Army 1 s attack at Karoi. 

Africans were detained for long periods in appalling conditions, often with no 

medical. f'acili ties available, close surveillance by :police and the arEed :forces, 

and severe restrictions on visits and mail. 
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433. The old Preventive Detention Act had provided for the holding of some kind of 

tribunal to make recommendations to the Government, but since the unilateral 

declaration no such tribunals appeared to have been held. 

434. Asked to comment on the press reports that certain countries had not withdrawn 

all the technical experts who had been working in Southern Rhodesia prior to the 

usurpation of control by the Smith r~gime, he said that it was c.:omn:on knowledge that 

the Federal Republic of Germany and South Africa were providing military assistance 

in the form of experts to Southern Rhodesia. According to information available to 

his organization, since the inception of armed resistance, Japan had been invited 

and had agreed to send experts in guerilla warfare to help the rebels in Southern 

Rhodesia; it had also sent experts in steel and iron manufacture. He believed that 

the United Kingdom still gave technical assistance openly, by providing a certain 

amount of money for the University. He believed that France had also provided some 

technical experts. Other countries might also be gi. ving technical assistance, but 

the situation was fluid. 

435e Asked which countries were represented, diplomatically or otherwise, in 

Southern Rhodesia, he said that the United States maintained a consul at Salisbury 

and that the United Kingdom had a "residual mission". Other countries such as 

France, Japan and the Federal Republic of Germany were represented by trade 

commissioners. Portugal and South Africa were strongly represented and had exchange 

diplomatic personnel with Southern Rhodesia. 

436. Asked what particular difficulties the freedom-fighters were encountering and 

how they thought the international organizations could help the people of Zimbabwe, 

the petitioner said that Kedical facilities and other assistance were needed to help 

those who had taken up arms. Even Kore important, however, was the plight of the 

refugees. The definition of refugees used by the United Nations High Commissioner 

for Refugees did not seem to include persons who were endeavouring to end the 

situation or system that caused them to becoKe refugees; by taking up arms they 

ceased to be refugees for the purposes of the High Commissioner. Moreover, the 

families of the freedom-fighters did not count as dependants of genuine refugees 

under the High Commissioner r s definition. That definition was unfortunate, 

particularly in view of the General Assembly's decision that the fight of the 

Zimbabwe people was legitimate. 
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u37. Asked about the poss1bility of the people of Zimbabwe organizing a passive 

resiste:llce movement, the petitioner recalled that passive resi~tance had been made 

fan:ccs by the late Mahatma Gandhi in India and had been followed to some extent in 

other parts of' the world. Such resistance could succeed in cases where the 

authority at which it was directed had some conscience that could be appealed to. 

The rebel regin:e in Southern Rhodesia, however, was devoid of conscience, and it had 

therefore been necessary to resort to ar~ed resistance. 

438. Asked about bis reaction to th: establishment of a co-ordinating and 

supervisory commission to ensure full implementation of comprehensive sanctions, to 

include communications and transport, he recalled that, in his main body of evidence, 

he had stated that, if sanctions were to be applied, they must a.t least be 

comprehensive. He would have !lo objection to the setting up of a co-ordinating and 

supervi~ory body of the United Nations, provided that there was in addition 

effective enf orcen:-ent machinery. If the aim of such a su];lervisory body was merely 

to give information to the Securit.y Council concerning breaches of sanctions, it 

would be of little use, since the culprits were, to a large extent, already known 

and, in the case of comprehensive sanctions, any breaches would be even more 

obvious. 

439. When questioned acout the kind of assistance that could usefully be provided by 

such agencies as mmsco fer the promotion of education among the Zimbabwe people, 

he replied that the rebel r~girr.:.e had embarked upon a dehumanizing and cruel policy 

designed to ensure that the African people of Zimbabwe would always be available as 

cheap labour for the rrenial services required by the settlers. In the prevailing 

state of affairs, ZANU considered the fight for independence to be the primary 

objective. The provision of education relevant to the fight f'or independence would 

be welcome. If the Iranian representative's question referred to general education, 

however, he env-isaged difficulties. The rebel r4gime had ensured that Africans were 

educated only to the level necessary for providing intelligent service, and few 

possessed the necessary qualifications to proceed to higher education. When the 

fight for independence had been brought to a successful conclusion, there would be a 

serious shortage of manpower in the higher administrative and technological grades, 

and ZANtJ would then welcome assistance in those fields from u"NESCO or individual 

Governn:.ents • 
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440. Asked of what type the twenty aircraft were to which be bad referred, and 

when they had been delivered, the petitioner r,aplied th~t they were mainly of 

United Kingdom manufacture and all of' the military type. They bad been delivered 

dur;i.ng 1.966. 

441. Asked to furnish a comprehensive list of' the foreign commercial interests 

operating in Southern Rhodesia, with their countries of origin, the petitioner 

said that he woul.d like to have time for research in order to provide as 

comprehensive a list as possible. Meanwhile, he could name some of' them: Lonrho, 

Anglo-American, I.-ever Brothers and Rio Tinto. He later provided the following list: 

Companies 

Anglo-American 

Lonrho 

Reupert 

Rotbmans 

B.A.T~ 

Gallaher 

Fraser and Chalmers 
Monarch Steel 

British Insulated 
Callender' s Cables 

Stewards and Lloyds 

Supersonic 

Phillips 

Bush 

United·Transport Co. 

G.E.C. 

Headquarters 

South Africa 

United Kingdon 

South Africa 

United Kingdom 
United States 

United Kingdom 
United States 

United Kingdcm 

United Kingdom 

United Kingdom 

United Kingdom 

United Kingdom 

Netherlands 

Type of business 

Mining, Breweries and 
other industries 

Mining estates 

Tobacco (Peter·Styuvesant, 
Rembrandt, etc.) 

Tobacco 

Tobacco 

Tobacco 

Steel and steel construction 

Steel and steel construction 

Steel and aluminium tubes, 
pumping equipment 

Radios 

Radios 

Federal P~public of' Germany Television and radios 

United Kingdom Heavy vehicles (Leyland 
Albion, buses and lorries) 

United Kingdom Electrical equipment and 
parts 

/ ... 



Car.panies 

Sp.el.1 

B.P. 

Caltex 

I-1obil 

Unilever 

Ford 

G .• I-i .• C .• 

B .. l-1.C. 

Peugeot 

British Metal Corp. 

B.S.A. 

Coca Cola 

Scln·;eppes 

Dunlop 

English Electric 

Fiat 

Ozalid 

Boots 

I.C.I. 

Kodal( 

Burroughs 

C.B.R. Bental 

Elna Sewing Machines 

U~sj;le 

v.w. Car Farts 

Headquarters 

Iiether lands 

United Kingdom 

United States 

United States 

Metherlands 

United Kingdom 
United States 

United States 

United Kingdom 

France 

United Kingdom 

South Africa 
United Kingdom 

United States 

United Kingdom 

United Kingdom 

United Kingdom 

Italy 

Federal Republic 
Germany 

United Kingdom 

United Kingdom 

Federal Republic 
Germany 

United Kingdom 

United Kingdom 

SWitzerland 

Switzerland 

Federal Republic 
Germany 

of 

of 
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Type of Business 

Petroleum 

Petroleum 

Petroleum 

Petroleum 

Soap, edible oils, toilet 
preparation 

Cars 

Cars 

Cars 

Cars 

Metal processing and 
engineering 

Land holdings and other 
investments 

Sof't drinks 

Sof't drinks 

Rubber 

Electric equipment 

Cars 

Photocopying equipment 

Medicine and drugs 

Medicine and drugs 

Photographic equipment 

Business machines and 
computers 

Diesel engines (Perkins 
Die-sel, etc.) 

Sewing machines 

Dairy products 

Cars and parts 
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He stated that many of the companies listed were subsidiaries of South African 

companies, which were also subsidiaries of other international companies. 

Rho4esian companies were kept alive by supplies from the South African companies. 

442. The Reverend Zulu said that the description he would give of the situation 

in Southern Rhodesia was a i ... irst band account of what he had seen. As a m;inister 

of religion he bad moved among the Zimbabwe people and lived the same life. 

Conditions in the country were or grave importance not only to the people of 

Southern Rhodesia but to the world at large. 

443. There were sixty-five parliamentary seats, fifty of which, known as "A" roll 

seats, were held by European members of the Rhodesian fyont. Fourteen of the "B" 

roll seats were held by Africans, and the other by a Ur. A. Palley, who had polled 

only sixteen votes. As only a two-thirds majority wa~ required for constitution::u 

change, the fifty white voters held effective control. To qualify for the franchise, 

educational, property-holding and income requirements had to be met. Few Africans 

cunsidered it worth while to register for the "B" roll vote, and African 11A11 roll 

voters were so widely spread across t}le country that it was doubtful 1-1hether they 

could win a single seat in parliament. It was very difficult for an African to 

obtain sufficient education to qualify for the "A" roll, and the income. 

qualification was almost impossible except for the few :favoured puppets. With 

the land-holding potential of the African strictly limited under the Land 

Apportipnment Act, the fixed prope1:·ty qualification was also extremely difficult 

to meet. In 1965, an African with a Cambridge School Certificate plus two years• 

teacher training wo~ld not have qualified as an "A" roll voter on his starting 

salpry as a teacher. 

444. Under the terms o:f the Land Apportionment Act, 37 per cent of the land was 

reserved for about 2co,coo Europeans, and 46 per cent for almost 4 million Africans. 

Only 1.7 per cent of the,40 million acres of African Tribal Trust 1~nd was suitable 

for annual ~rops, and 9. 5 per cent, or nearly three fifths, was in fact under 

cultivation. That represented reasonable maximum use, since there were limiting 

factors such as the grazing of cattle on small plots and the presence of poorer 
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soils fit only for such crops as tobacco. Of the 33.4 million acres in.Euro~ean 

areas, 52 per cent was suitable for annual crop cultivation, yet only 2.8 per cent 

was cultivated. Ninety-eight per cent of' the land in ·wh."'lch the optimU!1 conditions 

of good soil plus high rainfall were to be found was in European areas, and only 

2 p~r cent in African areas a 

445. Over ten times as much money was spent annually on Jhe education o:f each 

European chi;I..d as on that for the African - approximately £110 and £10 

respectively. T"nere was compulsory education for European children until 

completion of' secondary school, while a large proportion of African children were 

eliminated :from further training, owing to lack of' facilities, and had less than 

a 5 per cent chance of obtaining a post-primary school certificate. Education 

was completely segregated, except in a few private schools, which helped to 

maintain the barrier between the races and prevent the development of mutual 

trust and understanding among Rhodesian youth. At the end of 1965 the Government 

had been moving against integrated schools in the European ?,reas, basing their 

action on the Land Apportionment Act. The Smith reg;ime was plannine; to pass the 

control of local village schools to chief's' councils, taking them out pf' the 

hands of' the missionary bodies that had established and developed them. 1~.s the 

majority of the chiefs were. only semi-literate at best, the quality of the schools 

would thereby be downgraded. The chief's, who were subsidized Government servants, 

were, tp.rough government propaganda, becoming increa~ingly suspicious o:f the 

better-educated and more politically minded Africans. 

446. The Government had recently stated that the amount to be spent on African 

education would in future be limited to the tax money recaived from Africans -

a ridiculous excuse to cut back government expenditure and keep the African in 

his subservient position. Moreover, at local school level, it was the African 

community that had to erect and furnish the school buildings and provide housing 

:for the teacp.ers, while no European parent was ever called upon to make such a 

contribution. 

447. Both of the two main African locations outside Salisbury were surrounded by 

high fences topped with barbed wire.. Each location had two main gates, and bud 

become a virtual concentration camp. Africans leaving them to go to work had 

their hands stamped with indelible ink to identify them as workers, and on return 
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they had, to approach with upraised hands to enable the police at the gates to see 

the mark. At njght, police and army units went from door to door checking on 

house occupants. All children from the age of fifteen, whether gainfu.ll.y employed 

or not, }lad to pay fifteen shillings a month to be allowed to stay with their 

faaj.lies. 

448. Beer halls were fenced with brick walls, twelve feet high, with broken glass 

affixed along the top. T}.le walls had two small gates that allowed the passage of 

only one i:;erson at a time. The halls were more like fenced cattle kraals than 

drinking places. IT any checks w~re to be made, the two gates were closed ·i:Jh.ile 

police carried out :their searches. The beer halls thus became useful devices 

for.police dragnets. 

449. Since 1965, the Government had relied heavily on bribery and coercing of the 

chief's~ paying them increased gratuities and telling tµem that the younger and 

better-educated Africans wpuld rob them of their power. The success of that 

manoeuvre was questionable. The first chiefs I indaba in 1965 had almost comple:tely 

robbed the chiefs of any influence they might have held over the younger people. 

In one large e..r~a in south-eastern Rhodesia, not one of the paramount chief's had 

dared to consult his people before attending the Domboshawa indaba. They were 

kept in power and safety only by the continued movement of police and troops in 

the.Tribal Trust areas. 

450. The government-controlled radio had a programme called "PaDare 11 
- an African 

forum for discussing the newly independent African States in a dis~araging way, 

emphasizing the troubles in Ghana, the Congp and the East African States. It 

alsp denounced the leaders of ZA!IJU and Z.t'\FT.J. 

451. The blatantly discriminatory legislation and action described had inevitably 

led to dissatisfaction and unrest, to deal with which the Government had been 

:forced to the extreme measures embodied in the so-called Law and Order 

(Maintenance) Act. Under it, anyone could be deprived of his liberty without trial 

-:for period~ up j;o five yeaxs, which could be renewed indefinitely at the discretion 

of the minister. Hundre~s of Africans were thus deprived of their liberty with no 

formal. charge being made. Under the hanging clause,. the death sentence was 

mandatory in certain cases, even for attempted arson. The clause had been 
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condemned by world legal authorities. While many countries were moving to abolish 

capital punishment, Southern Rhodesia was extending, its use, and there were almost 

100. Africans under sentence of death in its prisons. 

452. There were probably more than 10,000 Africans in detention and restriction in 

the count;ry, though the exact :figure was a government secret. Conditions were 

appalling. He had visi't;ed one of the detainee. camps, Gcnokudzingwa, at the time 

when Joshua Nkomo and others 1:lad been arrested. It was in a remote area previously 

occupied only by wild animals. Detainees could not esca~e because on the east 

there were Portuguese so~diers, on the south-west, South African solp.iers and to 

the north a game reserve. The detainees lived. in iiJ1um.an conditions. There was 

no water system and water had to be carried in. The huts were of sheet netal and 

resembled ovens during, the hot seasons; they provided no protection against the 

cold during the winter. There ·was no access road and. no communications with the 

outside world, merely a Landrover track into the area. There were no recreational., 

educational or medical facilities. Detainees had had to st.art their Oi-m 

educational programmes, some money for the purpose having been provided by church 

groups~ Those self-heip projects had often been discouraged by the Government, 

and Mr. Josiah Chip.amano had been moved from Gonokudzingwa to Wba Wha for his part 

in organizing them. Conditic.ns in other camps - Marande~as, Gokwe and Wha Wba -

·were similar, except that those places were not so remote. In most cases, the 

leaders had lost conta~t 1-,ith the people, many of whom did not even know where 

the leaders were. No visitors were allowed at Gonokudzingwa, and detainees were 

completely cut off ;from the outside world. Visitors to the other areas 1-1ere 

str;i.ctly controlled. 

453. The families of the detainees were breaking up because of the inde:finite 

absence from home of hu;:;bands and fathers. Children had become fatherless fllld 

had no means of support. Families had been evicted for :failure to pay rent. 

Wives were not allpwed to see their husbands, and children did not know 1·1here 

their fathers were. The Christian Action group had tried to help them with money 

received from the World Council of Churches - their only source of assistance~ 

but even that organization had come under the scrutiny o:f the rebel Government. 
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454. Mr. Chihota (Zimbabwe African National Union) thanked the Special 

Committee f'or the opportunity of' presenting his organization's views. Since his 

coll.eagues in Zambia had al.ready appeared be:fore the Committee at Ki~ and had 

given a full picture of' the situa:tion in Southern Rhodesia, he would be brief'. 

Moreover, most, i:f not all, the members of' the Committee ware well aware o:f the 

probl.ems in Southern Ehodesia and he therefore proposed to give only his 

crganization.'s views on what it expected of' the Committee and the United Nations 

as a whole. 

455. He and his colleagues were appearing be:fore the Special Committee on behalf' 

o:f their President, the Rev. Ndabaningi Sithole, who was languishing in prison, 

and on beha.l.f' o:f the ZANU Central. Committee and th~ masses who were suf:fering 

under the yoke o:f United Kingdom imperia1ism. He was al.so speaking on behalf' o:f 

the fighting forces currently engaged in military operations in v~ious parts of' 

Southern Rhodesia and of' the men in cells awaiting execution :for their activities 

in the Chimurenga (war o:f nationaJ. liberation) • 

456. He was glad o:f the opportunity provided to ~ut the record straight an.d to 

expose the bl.atant lies o:f the United Kingdom imperialists at the United Nations 

in their attempt to pE;}rpetuate and justify their colonial policies in Southern 

Bhodesia. 

457. He was al.so gratef'ul to the President, Government and peopl.e o:f the United 

Republic of' Tanzania f'or inviting the Special. Committee to meet in the revo1utiontuj' 

atmosphere of' Tanzania, whose people were in the :fore:front o:f the fight :for the 

1.iberation of' a1l southern Africa. The Co-ordinating Committee f'or the Liberation 

of' Africa was based in Tanzania, which was al.so a spring-board for ZANU 's :fight 

f'or the liberation of' Zimbabwe. 

458. It was well over sixteen months since sel.ecti.ve sanctions had been imposed ·oy 

the Security Council af'ter the Sa1isbury rebels had declared unilateral. 

inde:pendence. The sanctions had been imposed against the better judgement of' 

ZANU, which had warned the Special Committee :from the start that they vnuld not 

succeed. ZANU had already told the Committee that South Africa and Portugal would 

continue to trade with Southern Rhodesia, and those countries were in :fact still 

trading with Salisbury rebels in de:fiance of the Security Council's resol.ution. 

ZANUwas not surprised: it had told the Committee that economic sanctions as an 

internationa1 offensive against the Smith r~gime must be supervised by the United 

Nat1ons. But its recommendations had been ignored. 
I 
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459. ZANU had a few suggestions to make concerning sanctions, not because it had 

any faith in them, but because it felt that :the United Nations, to be worthy of 

its name, must carry out its own resolutions. ZANU still believed that force was 

the only solution to the Rhodesiar1 problem and the people of" Zimbabwe would 

continue to use f9rce against the setTlers under the leadership of ZANU and 

Pre~ident Sithole. 

460. The proposals of' ZANU were as follows: sanctions must be made mandatory and 

compreh:.ensi ve; South Africa and Portugal must be forced to com;,ly with the United 

Nations decisions and, if they refused, as they had already done, sanctions must 

be imposed against them; the United Nations should send an observer force to the 

Rhcdesian-South African border and the Rhodesian-Portuguese-Mozambican border tc 

check aJ.l traffic to and :from Rhodesia; the Security Council should adopt a 

resolution condemning the Western Powers and other United Nations Members for 

continuing to trade with the rebel colony. In that respect, the United States, 

the United Kingdom, Fr~ce, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan and Belgium 

were the main culprits. The Chimurenga was steadily de7eloping. In 1966, Z.ANU 

had. informed the Special Committe~ of its military operations inside Southern 

Rhodesia, which were beµig intensified. They were being :further intensified with 

the resources available. The. Chimurenga forces had harassed and killed many 

settlers in Southern Rhodesia. A week before, forty-nine settler soldiers had 

been killed in an ambush near Karpi; nine others had been killed about eight miles 

from Banket on the Salisbury road. Another gun battle had tsken place at Que Que 

between Z.ANU :freedom fighters and m~mbers of' the Rhodesian security forces, in 

which maizy settlers had been killed. Numerous other fights and incidents were 

erupting, but much more needed to be done. 

461. ZlfID was determined to use force against the settler community until Zimbabwe 

was :free. Z.ANU asked the Special Committee to request the United Kingdom, that 

arch-imperialist and colonialist Power, to declare publicly: 

( a) that it would not engage in any mill tary intervention in Southern 

Rhodesia under the pretext of maintaining law and order when the African 

nationalists were on the point of liberating their country. The United Kingdom 

had already refused to use force against the Salisbury rebels because of "kith

and-kin" considerattons. If it tried to interfere after realizing the strength 

of the liberation movements, ZANU would not hesitate to fight even the United 
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Kingdom itsei-r. So :far as ZANU was concerned, Smith and Wilson stood f'or the same 

thing: the perpetuation of' United Kingdcm imperialism and settlerism in ~e 

country; 

(b) that there should be African majority rule immediately after the downfall 

of the present illegal regime; 

(c) that there should be no period of' direct colonial rule after the 

termination of the present illegal Salisbury regime; 

( d) that independence should be granted to Southern Rhodesia as soon as 

:possible after the establisbnent o:f African majority government in that country. 

462. If the above conditions were not met there would, he warned, be trouble 

inside the country. It should be clear that ZANtJ was not :fighting Smith in order 

to establish another colonial regime administered :from London. 

463. The :people of Southern Rhodesia under the leadership of ZANU had made up their 

minds to use armed force to win African majority rule and independence. They were 

convinced that that was the only effective way of recovering their birthright and 

human dignity in the land of their f'oref'athers. ZANU was taking steps to ensure 

that every Zimbabwean was armed to meet the counter-revolutionary resistance of 

the settlers. Any attanpt to intervene in Southern Rhodesia under the guise o:f 

main-1:aining lav and order would be met with armed :force,. 

464. He did not wish to leave the Special Committee with the mpression that ZJU.11 

was happy with the per:formance o:f the United Nations in regard to the Rhodesian 

problem: far from it. ZANU was very disappointed indeed. The United Nations had 

regrettably turned itself mto a debating society. It was capable of adopting 

resolutions, but incapable of implementing them. ZANU was appearing before the 

Committee but the matter always ended in the conference room. It was sad to have 

to say so in public, but there was no need f'or ZANU to hide its true feelings. 

The mission of liberating Southern Rhodesia was the responsibility o:f its people 

alone, but the United Nations could help the oppressed and exploited inhabitants 

of' Southern Rhodesia to liberate thanselves. While the United Nations claimed to 

stand :for :peace and human dignity and equality, ZANU would continue to bring its 

problems bef'ore the Ccmmittee. But there was no point in adopting resolutions 

which the United Nations could not implement, f'or it made a mockery of' the world 

body. 
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465. He appealed to the major Powers, and to the Western Powers in particular, to 

cease all trade nth Southern Rhodesia. He also called on all the freedom-loving 

and peace-loving peoples represented in the United rations and elsewhere to give 

support, moral and otherwise, to the struggling rrasses of Southern Rhodesia in their 

fight against the United Kingdom imperialists and settlers in their fatherland. 

~1.Jwas asking the United Nations to help it to help it~elf, and whatever support 

was given by Member states and other friendly c0u..~tries would supplement ZANU1 s 

own efforts and local resources. 

466. The United M:l.tions had a moral obligation towards the oppressed masses all 

over the world, and the Special Committee had a special responsibility towards them. 

467. Failure to grant independence to the Zimbabwe masses would mean the 

continuation of racial war in Southern Rhodesia and indeed in all southern Africa. 

ZANU would not lay down its arms until its objective of A:rrican majority rule -was 

realized. In the meantime the war of liberation would continue and would be 

intensified throughout the country. 

B. General statements 

468. The representativ~ of the United Republic of Tanzania said that, by their 

thorough and well-documented statements, the petitioners had shown that the 

usurpation by the illegal racist minority regime was a continuation of the same 

colonial system by which the people of Zimbabwe had been oppressed by the United 

Kingdom Government. They had also shown that the so-called sanctions were a farce 

and an impotent way of dealing with a serious problem .. The petitioners had also 

revealed vhat amounted to a conspiracy on the part of Western capitalist 

monopolies which were upholding the illegal regime against the interests of the 

African people. 

469. Colonialism was not an adventure arising from the rc~antic Yhims or eccentric 

explorers; it was the accumulation of capital in the industrialized nations of 

Europe and the quest for new markets and raw materials which led to the 

colonization and annexation of land. '!hat interpretation of the historical 

development of society was fully applicable to the colonization of Southern 

Rhodesia and to the situation prevailing there. 

470. The acquisition of' the colony of Southern Rhodesia by the United Kingdom had 

been followed by the systematic institution of racial segregation. In order to 
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exploit the rich resources of Zimbabwe, the United Kingdom, through colonial 

legislation and force, had systematically driven the African people from their 

le_.?1.ds and introduced the white settlers -who, in order to continue that usurpation, 

had established themselves as the "super race", maintaining the Africans as an 

inferior ccn:modity - cheap labour. It was the systematic colonial policy of the 

United Kingdom which had not only denied freedom and land to the African people, 

but had established the dominatiir: of the racialist settlers who were the kith and 

kin of the colonizers. Thus the usurpation of State power by the illegal racist 

minority regime of Ian Smith was nothing but the continuation of the colonial 

policies of the United Kingdom. 

471. It was abundantly clear that sanctions had failed. They had failed partly 

because they were being subverted by the very Powers that claimed that they would 

succeed. The leaders of Africa had said in advance that sanctions would not work. 

Why could not the Western Powers listen to the voice of Africa? And why was it, 

despite the ract that the representatives of many Western countries had spoken 

of what their parliaments had done to stop their trade with Southern Rhodesia, 

that Southern Rhodesia was still trading freely with those same countries? The 

socialist countries had had no dealings with the illegal regime. Socialism, in 

fact, was absolutely incompatible with everything that was going on in southern 

Mrica. 

472. The reason why Western countries continued to trade with the illegal regime 

was very simple: it was because those countries put profits above human values. 

They did what they dJld not so much for love of Smith and what he stood for but for 

love of the profits they could derive from him. The profits of the white minority 

were more important to them than the feelings of 4 million Africans. It was 

not surprising that the African people of Zimbabwe were bewildered by such 

policies. The Tanzanian delegation had been shocked to hear that some United 

States and United Kingdom companies were not only still trading with the illegal 

regime, but were also expanding their installations. He singled out those two 

countries because they had been loudest in the Se:t~uri ty Council in calling for 

sanctions. 

473. He affirmed once again the conviction of Africa that only :force would bring 

down the illegal regime. While African history was stained with the blood shed 

I CJ ■• 
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by colonizers on very flimsy excuses, it was deplorable that force was not being 

used to crush the selfish, racist settlers. He hardly needed to remind the 

Special Committee of -the thousands who had died in Africa to water the tree of 

freedom. In Tanganyika, during the l-iaji Maji war, the Germans admitted to 

having murdered 150,000 people. The story was the same in Algeria, Kenya, Zambia, 

Angola, Mozambique, Guinea (Bissau), South West Africa and South Africa and, last 

but not least, Aden. 

474. How long would the Western countries, especially the United Kingdom, continue 

to apply those double standards? He appealed to the people of the United Kingdom 

and of the United States to practise abroad what they practised for their own 

people. 

475 o He assured the people of Zimbabwe of 'Ianzania' s unqualified support. The 

Tanzanian people felt that the fight, suffering and humiliation of the people of 

Zimbabwe were their own fight, suffering and humiliation, and they would stand by 

them to the bitter e:1d. Its stand },..ad made Tanzania a targe.t for propaganda and 

slander; that would never be a source of discouragement but rather of 

encou.ragement since it showed that the friends of colonialism were afraid. 

476. The representative o:f Zambia, speaking at the Chairman's invitation, 

thanked the Special Committee for allowing a Zambian delegation to attend its 

meeting as an observer &,d said that his delegation wes reassured by the concern 

with which the Committee was approaching the problems of southern Africa. He 

was very grateful for the goodwill which the members had shown towards Zambia in 

its present difficulties. The President of Zambia had already dealt with the 

pr<.>blems of southern Africa in great detail in his address and there was very 

li•ttle to add. 

477. The problem of Southern Rhodesia was far more a creation of the United 

Kingdom than a white settlers' conspiracy. With the unlamented break-up of the 

Central African Federation in 1963, the United Kingdom had deliberately given 

almost the whole of the Federation's air force to Southern Rhodesia. That 

addition of considerable military strength to an already d(?fiant white settler 

regime had made the Rhodesian question much more complex. The United Kingdom 

Government had deliberately strengthened Southern Rhodesia so that a unilateral 
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declaration of independence could be made and white minority rule perpetuated in 

order to buttress the United Kingdom's economic and racial policies in southern 

Africa. If that was not so, then the politicians in Whitehall had been guilty 

of culpable political miscalculation and blindness. That was partly the reason 

why his country had always maintained that only force could solve the Southern 

Rhodesia.~ problem and that the United Kingdom was under an obligation to destroy 

what it had created. Southern P.hodesia was not only a threat to internatio:nal 

peace and sectirity, it was also a grave security problem for Zambia. The 

machinations of its intelligence activities had re".!ently been exposed in the 

Press, in which connexion a significa_~t fact had emerged from the evidence obtained 

namely that Zambia was being made to pay by the rebels and their allies for its 

human and noble principles both economically and in terms of security risks. 

Nevertheless, while he deplored those hardships he considered that more tha...~ a 

fight f'or su_rvival was involved. It was a political as vell as a humane crusade 

and his people were proud to be active in the arduous but noble task of reclaiming 

lost human rights in southern Africa. Even if' his country's geographical position 

had been different, it would still have applied itself with equal zeal to the 

liberation of mankind in Africa ar!,d.-.throughout the world. It was an oasis 

of racial harmony and ~olitical and demc~ratic justice in a desert of racism and 

oppression. His people believed tr.at the Special Committee was charged with the 

responsibility cf reclaiming that desert for all men, irrespective of colour, 

race or religion. He hoped that the Ccrrmittee 1 s stay in Zambia had helped the 

members to form a clearer picture of the situation and to realize how seriously 

Zambia regarded it. 

I .... 
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478. The representative of India said that it was regrettable that, in spite of so 

many appeals, resolutions and condemnations, the illegal racist minority regime in 

Southern Rhodesia continued to hold sway over 4 million African people, 

condemning them to slavery and subjugation. The petitioners who bad appeared 

before the Special Committee bad provided very useful and material evidence which 

painted a dark and gloomy picture of the situation. His delegation thanked them 

for their efforts in collecting such valuable information and for presenting it in 

such an able and comprehensive manner. 

479. The sole responsibility for encouraging the Rhodesian racists lay with the 

Government of the United Kingdom. It was pathetic to see how that Government had, 

over a period of more than forty years, allowed itself to be pressured by the white 

settlers in Southern Rhodesia who bad compelled it to grant them so-called 

self-government in 1923. Since that date they had demanded more power and had as 

constantly received it. In l953 they bad forced the United Kingdcm Government 

to create the Central African Federation of Rhodesia and Ny9:5aland, against the 

wishes of the African populations of the three federating units. The Federation 

had been dissolved at the end of 1963, thanks to the persistent and effective 

opposition of the African populations, but the whites in Southern Rhodesia had 

managed to obtain control of such essential services as the air force, the railways 

and the vital Kariba :Cam. 

480. While the performance of the United Kingdom Government before November 1965 

had been regrettable, its actions since that pericd had been inexcusable. It had 

announced that force would not be used against the Smith regime if it made a 

unilateral declare~tion of independence. The announcement made without any 

provocation or justification had eliminated whatever slight deterrent effect the 

United Kingdom statement of 28 October 1964 might have had on the minority regime 

at Salisbury. The United Kingdom Government had declared the action of the Smith 

regime to be rebellion but had failed to take effective measures to crush it. 

The sanctions adopted so far had failed to prcduce the desired results. They 

might have had some effect on the economy of Southern Rhodesia but, as one of the 

petitioners bad pointed out, their aim was to bring about the downfall of the 

Smi. th regime and in that they had failed miserably. They had, in fact, t£nded to 

unite the settlers behind the Rhodesian Front under the leadership of the fanatical 

Ian Smith who had stated, at the Party's annual congress in September 1966, that 
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his regime would never deviate from the principles for which the Party stood and the 

promises it had made to the electorate. He had proudly told his co-gangsters that 

they were carrying out one of the most incredible exercises in contemporary history 

by standing up not to one great country only but to virtually the whole world. 

481. Even on the economic front, sanctions had not been effective and were proving 

a blessing in disguise for the rebel regime. Many new industries had been 

established to reduce dependence on imports and the illegal regime had ready access 

to the ·world markets through South Africa and Portugal. He agreed with several 

delegations that the really effective and speedy means of bringing down the rebel 

regime was the use of force by the C-overnment of the United Kingdom. As the 

President of Zambia had stated in his inaugural address, sanctions, to produce the 

desired result, needed to be comprehensive and mandatory and backed by force on the 

part o:f the administering Power, which was fully competent to take such action. His 

delegation and others had been accused of adopting double standards when the 

Committee had been discussing another item in Nev York but, if anybody was adopting 

double standards, it was the United Kingdom Government which had never before 

hesitated to use force in colonial Territories. The reason for the unwillingness 

of that Government to resort to force in Rhodesia was, of course, the fact that 

the rebels were whites and "kith and kin". In other words, the United Kingdom 

Government had one set of rules for whites and another :for non-whites. The failure 

of the United Kingdom Government to crush the Salisbury rebellion would go down in 

history as its great betrayal of African interests. 

482. Al1 the petitioners had referred to collusion between Southern Rhodesia, South 

Africa and Portugal, an unholy alliance that had recently become both official and 

public. The defence ministers of South Africa and Portugal, at their recent 

conference, had proclaimed their common objective of resolutely pursuing the defence 

of their.common objective of resolutely pursuing the defence of their common 

positions in Africa. The aim of that alliance was to preserve the last bastion of 

white supremacy in Southern Africa. 

483. His delegation had been concerned to hear the recent rumours of renewed 

negotiations between the United Kingdom Government and the Smith regime. Any 

arrangement so.made, without consul.ting the majority African population and on any 

basis other than that of the independence of Zimbabwe with universal suffrage, 

vn11ln hP- unaccentab1e to his delegation. 
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484. He supported the Chairman's appeal to the :freedom fighters to unite. 'Iheir 

enemies, the minority regime at Salisbury and the Governments o:f South Africa and 

Portugal, had realized that their own survival depended on closing their ranks. 

That was doubly true for the freedom fighters since they lacked the resources 

wt .. ich each of those three parties individually possessed. He paid a tribute to 

the nationalist movements :for their untiring e:f:forts and sacrifices in the face of 

the inhuman and barbarous methods adopted by the Rhodesian racists, who seemed to 

be trying to compete with their Portuguese allies in that respect. 

485. The sanctions, completely meaningless and ine:ffective in their main objective, 

had caused immense hardship to the young Republic of Zambia. His delegation and 

Government greatly admired the resolution or the President, Government and people 

of Zambia and their determination to aid in the liberation of Zimbabwe. As the 

Indian representative had said in the Security Council, a concerted programme of aid 

to Zambia to colh,teract those effects would have to be pursued as a matter of 

highest priority. His Government which had already made a modest contribution 

for that purpose was ready and willing to participate in such a programme to the 

full extent of its resources. 

486. The course o:f history was irreversible and irrevocable. Nothing could prevent 

the forces o:f freedom in .Africa from advancing to their goal. The Special Committee 

should direct its efforts towards speeding up the process. The cost might be heavy 

but the stakes were high - the freedom and independence of the 4 million people 

o:f Zimbabwe and the peace o:f the African continent. 

487. The representative of Ethiopia said that the position of his country with regard 

to the problem Jf Southern Rhodesia wa .. :, too well known to require any detailed 

elaboration. It was, as ever, united with the other African co·untries, and with a1l 

countries dedicated to the cause of :freedom, in'the fight to liberate the people of 

Southern Rhodesia from the rebellious, colonial, racist regime that was currently 

holding them in cruel bondage. The role and responsibility of the United Nations in 

the liberation of colonial peoples had been clearly affirmed in the Charter and 

rea:f:firmed in General -ttssembly resolution 1514 (XV). 'Ille question o:f Southern 

Rhodesia had been under constant consideration by the Special Committee and had been 

the subject of numerous General ;;.ssembly resolutions. It had also been considered 

by the Security Council both before and after the illegal declaration o:f independence. 

'lbe Council was expected to take up the question once again in June 1967 when it 
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considered the Secretary-General's report on the implementation of its resolution 

232 of 16 December 1966. 
488. The General Assembly, at its twenty-first session, had adopted two resolutions 

on the recommendation of the Fourth Con:mrl.ttee. In resolution 2138 (XXI) it had 

condemned any arrangement reached between the administering Power and the illegal 

racist minority regime which did not recognize the inalienable rights of the 

people of Zimbabwe to self-determination and independence in accordance with 

General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), and reaffirmed the obligation of the 

administering Power to transfer power to the people of Zimbabwe on the basis of 

universal adult suffrage, in accordance with the principle of "one man, one vote". 

In its resolution 2151 (XXI) the General Assembly, 'While reaffirming the inalienable 

right of the people of Zimbabwe t0 freedom and independence, deplored the failure 

of the United Kingdom Government to put an end to the illegal racist regime in 

Southern Rhodesia, and condemned the activities or those foreign financial and 

other interests which, by supporting and assisting the illegal racist minority 

regime in Southern Rhodesia, were preventing the African people of Zimbabwe from 

attaining freedom and independence in accordance with C-eneral Assembly resolution 

1514 (XV). In the same resolution, the General Assembly had also drawn the 

attention of the Security Council to the grave situation prevailing in Southern 

Rhodesia in order that it might consider whether to apply the necessary enforcement 

measures provided for in Chapter VII of the Charter. Between 8 and 16 December 1966, 
the Security Council, at the request of the United Kingdom Government, had met to 

resume its consideration of the matter and, on 16 December 1966, had adopted 

resolution 232 (1966) in which it reaffirmed its previous resolution and, acting 

in accordance with Articles 39 and 41 of the Charter, had determined that the 

current situation in Southern Rhodesia constituted a threat to international 

peace and security and bad called on all States to take a number of measures laid 

down in operative paragraphs 2 and 5. The United Nations resolutions to which he 

bad just :referred were only a few of the very recent ones. 

489.tJhen the United Nations had begL~ discussing the question of Southern .Rhodesia, 

the United Kingdom Government bas opposed intervention by the world body in that 

Territory on the ground that it was self-governing. When in 1965 the Smith regime 

I. - . 
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had ~eclared its independence unilaterally, the United Kingdom Government had 

assured the world that the rebels would be forced to surrender in a matter o:f weeks. 

Nearly -two years later, the preposterous Smith regime was still holding fast. Had 

the United Kingdom been serious in giving its assurance? Certainly the assurance 

was in complete contradiction to what appeared to be the current policy of the United 

Kingdom Government, namely "to pass the ball" to the United Nations under conditions 

which would make any United Nations action either impossibl~ or ineffective. Its 

policy had, from the outset, been characterized by contradictions and by what 

President Kaunda had described as "prohibitive procrastination". As if its 

indecisive attitude were not enough to encourage the rebellious spirit in Southern 

Rhodesia, it had continued to vacillate, engaging in negotiations with Smith while 

endeavouring to absolve itself of any responsibility for the situation and to 

convince the world that everything possible was being done to restore constitutional 

rule. The rebels had put the interval to good use. They had created a political 

vacuum by imprisoning opposition leaders and had strengthened their monopoly of 

power by introducing repressive measures aimed at keeping the 4 million Africans 

in a permanent state of servitude. 

490. The current intolerable state of affairs was the sole responsibility of the 

Uniteij Kingdom Government and not of the United Mations, which bad inherited the 
. 

problems in southern Africa from that country. Most, if not all, of those problems 

would not have existed i:f the United Kingdom had faith:fully discharged its 

responsibilities towards the majority of the people living in that unhappy region. 

A rebel ;egime had been in control o:f Southern Rhodesia :for nearly two years and the 

administering Power was obliged to use all possible means, including the use of force, 

to suppress that rebellion. India had learned from bitter experience that half

hearted measures could not thwart aggressive designs. It was only when they were 

faced with -'determined and decisive action that aggressors gave up their evil plans. 

It was time the United Nations npassed the ball" back to the United Kingdom 

Government and appealed to it to live up to its grave responsibilities. 
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491. The representative of~ said he had studied with the utmost care and 

attention the information given by the petitioners about developments in Southern 

Rhodesia and the ini'ormation contained in working papers prepared by the Secretariat. 

Those sources, together with the brilliant and descriptive analysis by the 

President of 2.ambia, had given him a very clear and complete picture of the problem 

in Southern Rhodesia (see chapter II), a picture that was indeed unhappy and 

disheartening. The c~ntinua.tion of the sordid tyranny inflic·ted upon the people of 

Zimbabwe had only been made possible by a combination of political, economic, 

military and social factors operating ~ favour of the rebel regime. The challenge 

to the United Nations was indeed serious. 

492. Although Iran ·was geographically very distant from Southern Rhodesia, the 

determination of its ~eople to eradicate colonialism, racism and all other forms of 

injustice made them comrades-in-arms of the people of Zimbabwe, and his Government 

under the dynamic leadership of His Imperial Vajesty Sbabanshah Aryamebr had laid 

down as one of ~he foundations of its foreign policy the pursuit of world peace 

through justice. He stressed that the word used was "justice" and not "law" for 

the reason that the latter was a static concept primarily intended to maintain the 

status guo, wbi.le the former was a dynamic concept which offered the best hope of 

a lasting peace. To illustrate his meaning, he quoted the :following passage from 

Shahansbah Aryamehr' s book The Wbi te Revolution: 

"Is it not a truism that the more rigorous the execution o:f the.1awa prcEulgated 

in a country where power is in the hands of a racist minority regime, the 

greater the injustice prevailing in that societyY Is it not a truism also that 

under a fully democratic system where all political precepts are established 

but where a democratic distribution of wealth is lacking, those people who 

enjoy greater economic advantages are much better placed to secure for 

themselves the passage of laws necessary for the continuation of their 

e~isting conditions and advantages? Man's real progress in this day and age 

depends primarily on loosening the fetters with which, over the centuries, the 

privileged few have tied the hands and feet of the deprived masses. It is the 

duty of every Government and State to make its contribution to human society 

and world peace, through the establishment of justice in all its aspects, 

whether social or judicial, political or economic." 

I ... 
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493. Southern Rho~esia was a vivid example of the type of society to which his 

sovereign referred. The laws enacted, or to be enacted, by the racist minority 

regime of Salisbury, such as the Iaw and Order (Maintenance) Act or the proposed 

Preventive Detention Amendment Bill were among the most oppressive in the world. 

Peace could only return to the Territory with the establishment of justice. United 

Nations efforts to obtain majority rule by persuasion had been of no avail. 

Selective mandatory sanctions had produced no results and, under existing conditions, 

there was no hope of their toppling the minority regime. The only effective means 

of restoring the legitimate rights of the Zimbabwe people was the use of force by 

the author! ty responsible for the Territory, namely, the 1Tni ted Kingdom. That 

Pm1er was morally bound. to use every means at its disposal ·co discharge its 

responsibilities towards the population of' Zimbabwe and the use of force in this 

cas.e would be nothing more than a IJOlice action. 

494. In accordance with its policy of' opposing colonialism a~ a threat to world 

peace, his delegation had constantly sp,nsored or supported every resolution calling 

for an end to the Smith regime. Despite heavy financial losses, Iran had been 

the first to respond to the Security Council's call for economic sanctions against 

the rebel regime while, since the adoption of' selective mandatory sanctions, all 

its commercial ties 'With Southern Rhodesia had been broken. If sanctions were 

to be effective, they needed to be complete and comprehensive, while the 

establishment of a co-ordination or supervisory machinery would be most valuable to 

imP.lement and enforce them. 

495. The African popula:tion of the Territory should also play its part in the joint 

effort to topple the Smith regime and the intensified activities of' its two major 

political parties were very encouraging. He joined with the Chairman in appealing 

to them to redouble their efforts until freedom was won, in which connexion his 

delegation had suggested the organization of' a passive resistance movement. He 

wished them eveey- success and assured them of' the full support of' his Government 

an~ people as evidenced by his delegation's sponsorship of the draft resolution. 

496. The representative of Chile said that he would not speak at length on the 

problem of Southern Bhodesia, the various aspects of' which he had already 

discussed during a previous statement and when he bad made the proposal, adopted 

by the Special Committee, to transmit the petitioners' statements to the Security 

/ ... 
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Council and to appeal to the United Kingdom to secure the release of' political 

prisoner~ and to prevent the introduction of the apartheid system in Southern 

Rhodesia. He mere]¥ 'Wished to draw attention to a fundamental. fact emerging frcm 

the petitioners' statements, namely that the selective economic sanctions had 

failed and that the rebel regime was in control of' the situation and was in the 

process of consolidating the bateful yoke of' tyranny and racial discrimination 

which it had imposed on the African majority of the topulation. The responsibility 

for that failure lay not only with South Africa and Portugal but also with certain 

comllallies ~d certain States which were co-operating with the minority regime. 

497. When his country had supported the resolution on Southern Rhodesia adopted at 

the twenty-first session of' the General Assembly, he had explained that the 

traditional attitude of the Iatin American countries which opposed the use of force 

in international relations, did not run counter to the appe,al to the United Kingdom 

to use all n:.eans, including force, to re-establish legality. Southern Rhodesia was 

not a State recognized by the international community. It ·was a Territory under 

British administration which bad rebelled against the administering Power and 

installed a regime which was offensive to the international coimrnu.nity. It was 

therefore proper for the administering PJwer to put an end to the rebellion. The 

failure of the sanctions justified the stronger and ~ore effective measures 

recomn:.ended by the Committee, namely the use of force by the administering Paver. 

498. The ~epresentative of Finland recalled that he had expressed the views of bis 

Government on Southern Rhodesia in his opening statement a few days before 

(see clla.pter II), namely, that it was strongly opposed to the illegal S1nith regime, 

which, in defiance of virtually unanimous world opinion, continued to oppress the 

African people. 

499 .. His delegation considered that no peaceful effort should be spared to 

rectify the situation and enable the Africa~ i;eople of Zimbabwe to choose 

their own future in their own country. In accordance with the Security Council's 

resolutions, trade between Southern Rhodesia and bis country had ceased. It 

was ver~· regrettable that the mandatory sanctions had not yet produced decisive 

results, and his delegation deeply deplored the fact that Portugal and South 

Africa, whose partici:Pation in the sanctions was of particular importance, had 

I ... 
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continued their political and economic relations 'With Southern Rhodesia, in 

defiance of' Security Council resolution 232 (1966) which was legally binding on 

au Member states. 

500. Sanctions~ in order to be effective, needed to be comprehensive and to receive 

the full support of Member States, all of which should stand behind the Security 

Council's decision and should be prepared to take further and bolder measures if 

the sanctions produced no results. That was of vital importance not only for the 

people of' Zimbabwe but also for the prestige and effect::veness of' the United 

Nations. It should, however, be borne in mind that it was the first tin:e the world 

bcdy had resorted to JilBlldatory economic sanctions in accordance with .Articles 39 

and 41 of' the Charter. 

501. He thanked the p,etitioners for the valuable information they had furnished to 

the Special Committee. He had listened with great care and deep emotion to what 

they had said ~oncerning their devoted struggle f'or freedom and the sufferings 

of their people. His country greatly sympathized 'With their noble cause and hoped 

that the day would soon come whe_n they would be able to take their place in a 

soc.iety free from discrimination. 

502. The representative of Poland said that the question of Southern Rhodesia 

had first ccme before the United Nations almost f'ive years before. In 1962., the 

predecessor of' the present Committee, the Committee of' Seventeen, had established 

that Southern Rhodesia was a Non-Self-Governing Territory under Article 73 e of' 

the Charter. Since then, Southern Rhodesia had become a regular item on the 

agenda of the General Assembly and of the Special Committee. !'.any resolutions 

bad bee?'.\ adopted requesting the administering Power to implement within that 

Territory the provisions of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to 

Col.pnial Countries a.nd Peoples. 

503~ Until 1965, however~ the United Kingdom had denied the right of the United 

Nations to consider the problem of Southern Rhodesia and had asserted that 

developnents there were well under its control. It bad ignored all recommendations 

and requests that .it should use its residual ~ewers to grant independence to the 

people of' Zimbabwe. Events had shown that the passive :f.naction of' the United 

Kingdom had given the white settler minority time to strengthen. j.ts position and 

to prepare for a unilateral declaration of independence. Its policy of 

I ... 
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non-compliance with United Nations resqlutions on Southern Rhodesia had paved 

the way for Smith I s usurpation of power. .Although the United Kingdom bad 

stigJJ?atized the unilateral declaration of independence by the Southern Rhodesian 

front as an act of rebellion, it had taken no effective steps to quell it but had 

adopted a hesitant and a weak attitude and bad thus encouraged the settlers in 

their defi~ce by assuring them that, in no circmnstances, would force be used 

against them. Despite warnings from.African and many other Member states that 

bal:f measures would never bring down the rebel regime, the Security Council 

had, at the instanc.e of the United Kingdom, adopted a programme of sel.ective 

mandatory sanctiori..s. The evidence given by the petitioners and the working paper 

prepared by the Secretariat shO'Wed that South .Africa and Portugal were assisting 

the regime in Southern Rhodesia to defeat the selective sanctions and that 

Southern Rhodesian minerals and crops were being sold to major international 

concerns established in Japan, the United states, the Federal Republic of Germany 

and other Western countries. Sanctions had, in fact, proved to be a failure and 

the racist regime was continuing its illegal course in defiance of the 

adnp.nistering Power and of various United Nati~r~ resolutions. 

504. Since the General Assembly had last discussed the matter, the situation in the 

Territory bad taken a turn for the worse: the regime bad consolidated itself' and 

had intensified its oppressive measures against the 4 million Africans of 

Zimbabwe. It was assuming new powers and moving even further in the direction 

of a full police state with institutional apartheid. It was introducing 

legislation on s,eparate development that would divide the country along racial 

and tribal lines. It was expanding its armed forces and increasing its mill tary 

allocations by about 20 per cent. The petitioners bad informed the '1pecial 

Committee that military experts from the Federal Republic of Germany, and other 

countries had been brought to Southern Rhodesia to train the Rhodesian armed 

for.ces: 

505. It bad always been bis delegation's view that the question of Southern 

Rhodesia could not be considered in isolation from the other colonial and racial 

problems in southern Africa. The collusion between Vorster, Salazar and Smi:th 

in perpetuating white supremacy in southern .Africa supported that conte~tion. 

The whole area was covered by a network of foreign financial monopolies which 

I .... 
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ruthlessly explo.ited its wealth and provided an umbrella for the illegal Southern 

Rhodesian regime. In fact, the foreign companies and industrial combines were 

keeping the colonial regime in being sin_ce they considered t:aa.t it created a 

favourable climate for their investments. The responsibility for tbat situation 

lay entirely with the administering Power and its allies, which, either directly 

or indirectly, were violating United Nations resolutions despite the fact that 

it was the duty of the United Kingdom Goverment to crush the rebellion and make 

it possible for the people of Zimb~bwe to exercise their inalienable right to 

self'-determination and independence. 

506. The representative of the United states of America said that few issues in the 

history of the United Nations had produced such near unanimity among Members as 

the unilateral declaration or independence by the Smith regime in Southern 

Rhodesia. Previous speakers had emphasized that the United Kingdom must bear 

the heaviest responsibility for that situation, as was recognized by the Security 

Coupcil and acknowledged by the United Kingdom itself. 

507. Despite that clear-cut assignment of' responsibility, most Members of the 

United Nations bad vi.eved the matter :from the outset as being of individual 

concern to themselves. The majority had dedicated themselves to attaining 

establishment of majority rule in Southern Rhodesia and to ta.king specific 

action, i.n concert, to achieve those goals, in many cases at considerable 

sac_rifice. 

508. The reasons why the unilateral declaration of independence (UDI) had 

evoked such a determined response from so many nations was because a. basic 

moral issue was at stake: the principle of II respect for human rights and for 

fundament_al freedom for all, without distinction as to race, sex, language or 

re.Ugion". The rebel regime was committed to the violation of that principle. 

509. His delegation could well understand the apprehensions of the African 

countries, especially Zambia, concerning developments in Southern Rhodesia. 

Zambia had chosen to evolve a multiracial society, in which the majority ruled 

but where the rights of minorities were protected. His delegation considered 

that to be the only formula for political and social evolution which would further 

peace, freedom and progress. 

510. When the efforts of the United Kingdom to bring majority rule to Southern 

Rhodesia had failed, the United Kingdom bad called upon the United Nations in 
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the belief that its co-operation was necessary if a i;eaceful solution were to 

be found. The basic aim of the United Nations action had been to make the illegal 

Smith regime understand that the international community would not tolerate 

the establisbn:ent in Southern Rhodesia of a discrinli.Lu~tory p)litical system based 

on minority rule. The United Nations had sought to fulfil its aims by peaceful 

means, in accordance with its Charter. His Government bad supported all 

the measures ~dopted by the Security Council and had scrupulously seen to their 

implementation. United States reaction to UDI had been quick and unequivocal. 

Imlr:.ediately after the event the United States representative in the Council, 

Mr. Goldberg, had said: "The event which has brought us into this Council this 

Earning is one of the most shocking that has transpired since the dawn of the 

present era of decolonization, and is fraught with the gravest of consequences. 

A small, stubborn and sadly mistaken minority has seized sole power in an effort 

to domnate the lives of the vast s.nd unwilling majority of the population of 

Southern Rhodesia. 11 He had conclud.ed his statement by exhorting the Council 

"to make resoundingly clear the conviction that a small and forlorn group of men 

cannot for long reverse the historic trend of twentieth-century Africa toward 

self'-determination and freedom". 

::,u. Since that staten:ent had been made, the Smith regime had intensified its 

discrimination against the African majority. Under the extended Emergency Powers 

Act, new laws conferring broad pc,wers of arrest~ censorship and other curtailments 

of human rights had been introduced that were shocking to anyone concerned about 

civil liberties. Vivid evidence had been provided by the petitioners on that 

subject. 

512. The United States Government had given unstinting support to the increasingly 

strong measures adopted by the United Nations. It was irrevocably dedicated to the 

principle of self'-cetermination by and for the people of Southern Rhodesia and 

independence on a basis acceptable to the people of the country as a whole. His 

own country had experienced the agonies of civil war a century before as the result 

of an effort to legitimize the principle of racial superiority~ and had worked 

long and hard to rid itself of that false hateful doctrine; it could hardly 

pretend to ignore overseas the very inequality it had fought at home. 

I •.. 
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513. In ordering, for the first time in the history of the United Nations, mandatory 

economic sanctions of a substantial nature, the Security Council had taken a 

historic step. That step meant that for the first time in the history of the 

United States, certain activities in international trade were to be prohibited 

pursuant to a Security Council order. As a major trading and investing country, 

the United States had had a wide variety of economic lir.1...•rn with Southern Rhodesia 

before the unilateral declaration. 

514. The process of economic disengageKent had of necessity involved a complex 

series of economic controls. His delegation had reported to the Special Committee 

in 1966, in considerable detail, on the steps taken to carry out the Security 

Council's resolution of November 1965. The Council's action of 16 December 1966 
had immediately led to a new series of measures by the United States Government 

to br0aden and tighten controls. 

515. The Executive Order to carry out the Security Council's resolution bad been 

signed on 5 January 1967. On l February 1967 the United States Commerce 

Department had issued an order to implement the terms of the resolution with 

regard to the transport of Rhodesian goods, and on 2 March l967, the Treasury 

Department had issued orders covering restrictions on imports. Action to control 

exports had already been taken by the Conm:erce Department. 

516. The United States ~anctions programne was in full effect, with no loop-holes, 

and violation was a serious criminal offence carrying penalties of up to ten 

years' imprisonment, a $10,0CO fine, or both. 

517. The process of economic disengagement bad involved a loss of trade worth many 

millions of dollars to the United States. It had posed problems for United States 

industry because of the loss of' an important source of some critically needed raw 

materials, and the dislocation of trade and investment patterns would no doubt 

have lasting effects. He mentioned that not to claim any credit for the steps 

taken by his Government, for as a member of the Security Council, his Government 

had strongly supported their adoption and implementation. Other countries, 

including Zambia, had suffered far more seriously, accepting very considerable 

sacrifices. 

518. He had referreJ to the disruption of United States trade and investment 

because he had observed that, whenever the question of Southern Rhodesia was 

I ... 
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discussed, delegations representing countries wlnse trade with Southern Rhodesia 

was small or non-existent boasted of their supposed 11full compliance" with the 

Security Council resolutions and levelled unfounded charges at countries that bad 

had substantial economic links with Southern Rhodesia before ·the unilateral 

declaration of independence, and were therefore encountering problems in 

implementing those resolutions. Some delegations had even claimed to see a sinister 

capitalist plot behind recent developments, arguing that the process of economic 

disengagement was in reality an effort ~o entrench capitalist interest in Southern 

Rhodesia. The fact was that the United States bad reduced its exports to 

Southern Rhodesia from $23 million to $7 million, i.e., 65 per cent, between 1965 
and 1966, before mandatory sanctions had been put into effect. 

519. The steps taken by his Government were specific and significant actions, 

not hollow statements. The United States was one of the twelve countries which by 

15 May l9o7 had supplied the Secretariat with full information on their trade. 

His Government was taking those steps willingly because it wished to play an 

active part in finding a peaceful solution to the problem of Southern Rhodesia under 

the Charter. As President Kennedy had declared to the General Assembly in 1961: 
11Wi thin the limits of our responsibility in such matters, my country intends to 

be a participant and not merely an observer, in the peaceful expeditious ~ovement 

of nations from the status of colonies to the partnership of equals. That 

continuing tide of self-determination, which runs so strong, has our sympathy and 

our support." That was still bis Government's policy. 

520. The representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics tban_lted the 

Zambian representative, who had taken pa.rt in the Special Committee's work and had 

outlined the deplorable situation prevailing in Southern Rhodesia, where 4 million 

Africans were suffering under the control of the Smith regime. 

521. The statements of a number of representatives and petitioners had drawn 

attentio~ to the machinations of the Western Powers, South Africa and Portugal, 

which were directed towards maintaining the racist regime in Southem Rhodesia. 

522. The situation in Southern Rhodesia continued to be an abnormal one. If 

the United Nations resolution concerning the Territory was not implemented, the 

responsibility would rest with the United Kingdom and with those NA~O countries 

which were supporting the United Kingdom's policy with regard to Southern Rhodesia. 

/ ... 
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The statements of many delegations, including those of the representatives of 

Tanzania, India, Bulgaria, Chile and Poland, showed clearly that the Western 

Powers, while urging implementation of the Security Council's decisions, continued 

to maintain economic relations with the rebel regime. The United States 

representative had attempted to justify his country's failure to apply sanctions. 

He had spoken of the economic relations between the United States and Southern 

Rhodesia. Nevertheless, the arguments advanced would convince no one. It was 

sufficient to refer to an article in the current issue of the Times of Zambia, 

entitled "Rhodesia Laughs at Sanctionsu, which plainly stated which countries 

were giving assistance t~ the Smith regime. The United States representative's 

arguments merely emphasized the fact that the Western Powers' main reason for not 

implementing the United Nations resolution was to protect the interest of the 

monopolies. His delegation unreservedly condemned the activities of those 

foreign interests which were preventing the people of Zimbabwe from attaining 

independence. 

523. The representative of Sierra Leone said that all members of the Special 

Committee were aware that the sanctions imposed by the United Nations at the 

request of the Government of the United Kingdom after the unilateral declaration 

of independence had failed miserably. Oil flowed into Southern Rhcdesia from South 

Africa and Mozambique; Scuthern Rhodesian sugar and tobacco were sold all over 

the world; and ships of countries claiming to uphold the sanctions were taking 

goods to and from Southern Rhodesia. t1a.chinery and spare parts banned under the 

Security Council resolution were supplied to the rebel regime by Portugal and 

South Africa. However, modern machinery was designed to last a long time and 

the effect of an embargo on spare parts would only make itself felt after years. 

Many Governments had stated that they would not ship arms or machinery to the 

rebel regime, but it was well known tha ·i:; Southern Rhodesia was receiving such 

goods. What, in fact, tea those Governments done to check and to ensure that the 

goods banned under the Security Council's resolution were not sent? 

524. Sanctions alone had failed, but his delegation believed that they could have 

been effective if they had been total and mandatory, and combined with the use 

of force. The rebe.llion had come about because of the intransigence of the United 

/ ... 
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Kingdom Government, which had never really wished to give up Southern Rhodesia to 

the people of Zimbabwe. The Smith regime had been given time to consolidate its 

position. Industries were being diversified and items previously imported were 

being produced. The only group that had suffered were the Africans, who had been 

thrown out of jobs and whose educational facilities had been reduced, while 

employment and education for white men were safeguarded. In fact, sanctions had 

only hurt the Africans, and those countries that declared themselves against the 

use of force would make sure that the Africans continued to suffer. 

525. Ian Smith was turning the Territory into another South Africa: a bill to 

that end was in the Southern Rhodesian Parliament. It was hard for the Special 

Committee when meeting in New York to be aware of the radio and other propaganda 

carried out by the Smith regime; but during its visit to Zambia, members had been 

able to see for themselves the regime's attempts to influence the minds of 

Africans within and outside the Territory. 

526. He had been impressed by the contrast between the Zambian and Rhodesian sides 

of the border. On the Zambian si~e the control post was some way away from the 

bridge; on the Rhodesian side it was at the vecy end of the bridge, and any 

Eovement towards the Rhodesian side aroused the attention of armed guards. No 

one was to be allowed to observe the crimes committed in the Territory. The 

situation had arisen because of the intransigence of the United Kingdom Government. 

Moreover the sword of Damocles was banging over Zambia in the shape of the Kariba 

Dam, on the Rhodesian side of the border. The administering Power could not 

shirk its responsibility by attempting to turn it over to the United Nations. 

Mr. Wilson should have the courage to take a decision, however unpopular, to use 

force to end the rebellion. The United Kingdom must be bold if it wished the 

United Nations to have faith in it. Africans had fought and lost their lives for 

the United Kingdom in two world wars, for a cause that was not their own. The 

United.Kingdom should show its ~ri.llingness to fight for a cause for which it 

alleged support, and take the necessary steps to quell the rebellion. .t!owever, 

the main issue was not rebellion but independence for the Zimbabwe people. 

527. The representative of Yugoslavia thanked the petitioners who had provided vivid 

new evidence of the further crimes committed by the evil racist regime of 

Ian Smith against the gallant people of Zimbabwe. His Government and people 

would continue to support their just struggle for full independence and freedom. 
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528. In reviewing the problem of Southern Rhodesia, it was essential to bear in 

mind the fact that all measures thus far taken to liquidate the illegal Smith 

regime had been in vain. Indeed there was growing evidence that the regime was 

fortifying itself and extending its evil policies by introducing a new constitution 

and the abhorrent policy of apartheid. The racist regime had begun to follow in 

the footsteps of South Africa. Its reasoning v1as clear;the Um.ted :Nations during 

the past twenty years had failed to overcome the racist policies of Sout3 Africa 

and there was every reason to beli1eve that the Smith regime would obtain similar 

protPction from the same countries. Ttose calculations had, regrettably, been 

justified. 

529. The crux of the matter did not lie in the resistance of the Smith regime to 

the steps taken by the United Nations. The efforts of the countries responsible 

for the present situation to limit the issue to that resistance constituted an 

attempt to mislead public opinion and thus gain time to consolidate the regime<> 

The real question at stake in the case of all the racist r~gimes in southern 

Africa was the wider interests of colonialists and nee-colonialists, forces and 

monopolies, who wished illegally to exploit the wealth of Africa, and to secure 

political and military outposts fromwnich to exert pressure against the newly 

liberated countries and jeopardize their development. Such a policy, based as it 

was on the use of force, con.stituted a threat to the emancipation and free 

development of the world as a whole, and President Kaunda, in his wise and 

comprehensive address, had warned the Special Committee of the consequences of 

continuing it. 

530. His delegation considered that the Special Committee's basic func"L.ion was 

to shed light on the situation faced by the international co1DIDunity in Southern 

Rhodesia, and to take measures to eliminate the causes of that situation. 

Responsibility for the situation in Southern Rhodesia fell upon the United Kingdom 

under General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), with which that country had not 

complied. The delaying tactics of the United Kingdom had enabled Smith to carry 

out bis plan. After the unilateral declaration of independence, the Government 

of the United Kingdom had stated that it ·Kould be responsible for crushing the 

rebel regime. The majority of States Members of the United Nations had stressed 

the need for military force as the only way to put dmm the regime, but the 
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United Kingdom and other Western Powers had insisted that other methods could be 

used. The majority of Member States were doubtful, however, as to the sincerity 

of the United Kingdom Government's intentions to eliminate the Smith regime, and 

the continuance of the racist regime in Salisbary had proved that those doubts 

were justified. The present situation and the failure of the measures taken by 

the United Kingdom could only lead to the conclusion that certain Western countries 

with economic and political interests in southern Africa had, from the very 

beginning, wanted the sanctions to fail. 

531. The majority of the Special Committee members, including his own delegation, 

had from the very beginning pointed out that economic sanctions against Southern 

Rhodesia could be effective only if they were carried out by all countries. The 

racist regimes of Portugal and South Africa had, of course, ignored the decisions 

of the United Nations and given Southern Rhodesia full economic, moral and 

political assistance. In view of the circumstances, belief in the effectiveness of 

economic sanctions would be extremely naive. As the petitioners had confirmed, 

Southern Rhodesia continued to receive supplies; new industries were being 

established; more foreign investments were being made; and companies with capital 

from the West were continuing to co-operate. The fact that Southern Rhodesia had 

a two-year supply of oil was the best indication of the support received by the 

Smith regime. 

532. In view of the failure of the measures taken, it was clear that only the use 

of military force could destroy the illegal racist regime. It would be quite in 

order to ask the United Kingdom Government what measures it intended to adopt since 

those which it had already taken had proved a failure. Judging from a statement 

by the United Kingdom Foreign Minister, Mr. Brown, to the Security Council on 

8 December 1966, it YiOuld be logical to inf'er that the United Kingdom would in the 

end decide to use military force. But in view of the fact that there were no 

indic~',tions that the United Kingdom was ready to take such an action, his delegation 

felt tha" sponsors of the draft resolution on Southern Rhodesia were fully justified 

in reco1JJI1endil!gthat the Security Council undertake the necessary measures under 

Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations. Reluctance to undertake extreme 

measures would jeopardize the prestige of the United Nations. 

I ... 
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53;.. The case of Southern Rhodesia had demonstrated that the action o:f the 

United Nations against racial.ism would not be effective in isolation. The 

Special. Committee should, therefore, work out a series of measures to be undertaken 

in concert by al1 Member States against a1l racist r~gimes at the same time. Only 

thus wou1d it be possible to prevent some racist Governments :from heJ.ping other 

racist Governments. His del.egation was confident that such a ·;tion would :fina11y 

end the growing danger in southern Africa and cont;: -t~·wt \e t.o the removal. of 

colonialism from the :face of the earth. 

534.. The representative of Australia said Australia, had been one of the first 

countries to impose economic sanctions on Southern Rhodesia after the illegal. 

declaration o:f independe~ce; its action had preceded Security Council resolution 217. 
His Government's policy was to oppose minority rule and the denial. of basic 

democratic rights to the African population of Southern :Rhodesia. It considered 

the present Government to be illegal and would support all peaceful measures to 

hasten the restoration of legal government. Australia would not consider equitab1e 

a situation in which any one group, majority or minority, imposed its will. upon the 

other. In the Chairman's own thoughtful words: "The Europeans in Rhodesia must be 

prepared to live side by side with the Africans." In the words of the 

distinguished petitioner from Zanu, Australia would not consider equitable a 

situation in which any one group, be it large or sma11, imposed its will upon the 

other, denying it the elementary f"i· fr•tl r.>IIIB ., 

535. The Australian Government and }Vi?ople did not, condone the practice of 

imprisoning one's politica1 opponents, and condemned it even more severely when 

the opponent was denied the right of :fair trial and had no recourse to due process 

of law based on the principle that all men were equal. His Government's opposition 

to the policy o:f apartheid, moreover, had been made clear on many occasions. It 

regarded the concept that one man was inherently inferior to another was quite 

untenable. 

536. The representative of Italy said that the position of ItaJ.y on the question 

o:f Southern Rhodesia was very cl.ear. The answers given by the petitioners had 
' 

confirmed his delegation's concern about the situation created by the 

determination with which the Salisbury regime was persevering in its defiance of 

the United Nations and, according to the most recent news received, the progressive 

application of measures to enforce discrimination, apartheid, and the denial to the 
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African majority of the benefits of education, social welfare, justice and equal 

employment opportunities. That was why the Italian Government had had no 

hesitation, even before the mandatory decision of the Security Council, in taking 

action to ensure the economic isolation of the Salisbury regime when persuasion 

and negotiation had apparently failed. 

537. The representative of Iraq said that the petitioners' statements bad shown 

beyond any doubt that the strategy of the imperialist and racist regimes was to 

stand together economically, financially snd militarily in the face of the powerful 

tide of nationalism in Af~ica, the Middle East and other parts of the world. It 

had also c~come obvious that the cause of freedom was the same in Angola, South 

West Africa, South Afric~, Mcz~bique, Palestine, Aden, Oman and every other land 

where the forces of exploitation were striving to ensure their continued existence 

tn the subjugated areas. The fact had also been established that the United 

Iu.ngdom and its business-minded allies applied a double standard of behaviour and 

values in their relations with the oppressed peoples and with the United Nations 

itself. Some leading countries had mastered the art of hiding behind what w:as 

described as nprivateu activities in continuing the flov of capital and material 

support to the bastion of racism, prejudice and :fascism in southern Africa. 

Such tactics had preserved that bastion and had practically nullified the effects 

of sanctions under a well-calculated plan of action. Seventy-two countries had 

already declared ·r;heir support of sanctions and others were in the process of doing 

so, including all Southern Rhodesia's major trading :partners. But the colonial 

Powers had t.-~rned about and made even greater investments in the areas subject to 

sanctions. 

538. All means of bringing about a peaceful change had failed and force was the 

only :possibility left. It was high tin:e t~at all freedom-loving nations started 

thinking of' boycotting the colonial Powers that continued to deal with the racist 

Governments. Those Powers needed the markets, natural resources and goodwill of 

the freedom-loving peoples: they shou:.a. be shown that those peoples stood by their 

fundamental objectives, which could not be sacrificed. Those Powers should be made 

to realize their need of the assistance and co-operation of the freedom-loving 

peoples. Such action would require much sacrifice an° self-denial but, together 

with the use of force and the local mobilization of national liberation movements, 

it could brlng the day of' victory much nearer.. It was no use waiting any longer 
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for the imperialists and business-minded Powers to fm :-her t·_ •.e cause of freedom. 

Their assistance was only weighed against calculati0ns of the material return on 

the transaction. Human miser.r and sufferings had no place in their ledger books 

or cash registers. He appealed to the liberation movements to work together in 

Africa, the Middle East and wherever the fight for freedom and independence was 

going on. He assured them of Iraq's total and continuous support until the day 

that the victory over colonialism, racism and all types of exploitation was wono 

539. The representative of ~'Unisia said that he had already stated his Government's 

views on the question of Southern Rhodesia at a previous meeting. His delegation 

had been much interested to hear the evidence of the petitioners who had appeared 

before the Special Committee. It was grateful to them for the valu~ble information 

they had given and assured the:n of the 'Tunisian Government's support. Their 

evidence had confirmed that there IIil.lSt be urgent and effective action if the 

situation in Southern Rhodesia was to be rectified and if the 4 million Africans 

were to be given back the rights of which they had been illegally deprived by the 

white minority. The sanctions so far applied had proved ineffective. The endless 

negotiations ·with the Ian Smith government appeared to have encouraged it to harden 

its position and intensify its repressive measures • .All the peaceful sol'"' ions 

r~commended by the United Kingdom had been unworkable. Recourse to force seemed 

now· to be the only way to rectify the situation so that a referendum, based on the 

principle o:f "one man, one vote", could be held in the Territory. Such a 

referendum would allow the majority to express their wishes and choose their 

future. The United Kingdom, which had consistently claimed responsibility for 

Southern Rhodesia, must take the measures necessary for the restoration of the 

rule of law. The resolution co-sponsored by his delegation did no more than 

describe the situation in Southern Rhodesia and recommend solutions which were 

still :possible. .All States Members of the United Nations, and more especially 

the devel..oped countries, should bring pressure to bear on the United Kingdom so 

that it might finally take the steps required to restore order in Southern Rhodesia 

and enable the Zimbabwe people to recover their legitiMate rights and exercise their 

sovereignty. 

I •.. 
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540. The representative of Vene7.uela said ttat he had already explained his 

delegation's position on the question of Southern Rhodesia: it had condemned the 

illegal racist minority regime of Ian Smith in the most categorical manner: it 

had spoken of the United Kingdom's responsibility, as administering Power, for 

the failure of the sanctions imposed by the Security Council, and had pointed to 

the fla.grant violation o:f those sanctions by South Africa ~nd Portugal. Ve:nezuela 

had no relations whatever with the ilJ.egal regime and had applied, and would 

continue to apply, all the requisite measures, just as it would continue to 

support the fight of the Zimbabwe people for self-determination. In conclusion, 

he thanked the petitioners for the new evidence of colonial oppression they had 

provided. The importance bis delegation attached to their statements was shown 

by the support it had given to the Chilean proposal that the records containing 

the petitioners' evidence should be sent to the Secretary-General for transmission 

to the Se'!uri ty Council. Venezuela unreservedly supp-0rted the people of Zimbabwe 

in its fight for liberation. 

541~ The representative of Madagascar said that the Malagasy people were closely 

following the course of events in Southern Rhodesia. The additional proofs 

furnished by the petitioners had strengthened the already strong case against the 

illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia, which constituted a threat to international 

peace and security. 

542. The policies of racial discrimination and segregation pursued in Southern 

Rhodesia, ilhich rode roughshod over the rights and dignity of an entire people, 

had been unreservedly condemned by international opinion, as the resolutions of the 

General Assembly, the Security Council and the Special Committee amply demonstrated 

543. ~e peoples committed to peace and freedom were determined to support the 

Zimbabwe people in their heroic struggle. His delegation, in conjunction with the 

other delegations represented on the Special Committee, would spare no effort to 

seek appropriate ways and means to enable the Zim\.,abwe people to obtain their 

freedom and independence without delay. 

544. The Malagasy Republic appreciated the United Kingdom's tfforts to solve the 

Rhodesian problem at their true worth. His country had never believed in the 

efficacy of selective economic sanctions, and events had proved it right. The 

/ ... 
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sanctions 1;ere not being applied by all states, and in particular not by South 

Africa and Portugal. His delegation considered, moreover, that economic sanctions 

should also be taken against those two countries. 

545. Now that it was realized that selective economic sanctions did not work, the 

United Kingdom Government should be asked to take immediately, by resorting to 

force if necessary, whatever action was needed to end the illegal Ian Smith regime 

and ensure the immediate implementation of General Assenib1 .y resolution 1514 (XV). 

546. The Malagasy Republic had consistently advocated a policy of non-violence 

and had always favoured the peaceful settlement of colonial crises. In the case of 

Southern Rhodesia, however, no peaceful solution was possible, and there was thus 

no alternative but to resort to force. Furthermore, his Government was surprised 

at the present inertia of the United Kingdom Government, which, in other colonies, 

had no hesitation in using force to crush nationalist movements. 

547. It was f'or the United Kingdom, and for no other country, to use force to crush 

the Rhodesian rebellion. The United Kingdom was entirely responsible f'or the 

situation in Southern Rhodesia and had a duty to lead the Zimbabwe people to 

independence. 

548. The representative of' the Ivory Coast said that his delegation considered the 

situation in Southern Rhc.iesia extremely serious and a threat to international 

peace and security. The United Kingdom itself had recognized that that was so 

by twice appealing to the United Nations for help in finding ways to ensure 

the effectiveness of the economic sanctions. Those appeals to the international 

community had seemed sincere, and there had been grounds f'or believing that 

the administering Power was ready to use all the means at its disposal to restore 

order in Southern Rhodesia. Unfortunately, developments had proved the contrary 

to be the case. The economic sanctions had not worked, and the Ian Smith regime 

even appeared to have strengthened its position. His delegation still believed 

that the Rhodesian problem was a matter for the United Kingdom to deal. with, and 

it was surprised that the administering Power remained passive, displaying not 

the slightest intention of using other means. 

/ ... 
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V. ACTION TAKEN BY THE SPECIAL COMMITrEE 

A. Consensus adopted by the Special Committee concerning recent developments 
in the Territory 

549. At its 523rd meet;i.ng, on 6 June 1967, the representative of' Cbile referred 

to the statement by Mr. Chitepo (ZANU), particularly that part of' the statement 

(see paragraphs 396-441) dealing with mandatory sanctions and a new system of 

apartheid in Southern Rhodesia and proposed that the Special Committee shoul.d 

draw the Security Council' i, attention to it and to the debate on it. The Council 

must be informed that, in many cases, t.he mandatory sanctions which it had 

decided to apply remained a dead letter. Moreover, the fact that Southern Rhodesia 

wae promulgating legislation on apartheid similar to that in force in South Africa 

was a development with irreparable consequences. 

550. He therefore asked whether the Special Committee was ready to adopt a formal 

resolution on the matter, or at least to take a majority decision on the three 

following possible courses of action: sending copies of the record of the 

petitioners' stc,,:;en:ents and of the debate on them to the Secretary-General of 

the United Nations; appealing to the administering Power to secure the immediate 

release of political prisoners in general, and Mr. Nkomo and Mr. Sithole in 

particular; and asking the administering Power to oppose the promulgation of 

legisla:cion to institute apartheid. The adoption of' those three courses of 

action would by no means preclude the Cprnmi.ttee's taking a decision on the 

problem of Southern Rhodesia as a whole. 

55~- The representative of Venezuela endorsed the Chilean representative's proposal. 

552. The representative of' the United Republic of Tanzania endorsed the remarks 

of the representati.ve of' Cbile, and sup!X)rted his very constructi.ve proposal. 

It was high time that all evidence concerning the flouting of' the Security 

Council's resolut:i.ons by countries wbich pl9¥ed lip-service to them ·was 

submitted to the Council. The evidence collected would help the Council 

to take effective measures and show which nations were. adopting a. byPJCritical 

attitud~ a.r:d Nhich were in favour of' freedom and peace. 

I ... 
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553. The Chairman suggested that the Special Committee might reach a consensus 

on the basis of the Chilean proposal which had been supported by the representatives 

of Venezuela and Tanzania. 

554. The representative of Italy said that he would be willing to go along with 

that kind of proposal, which he thought might be useful. 

555. The Chairman read out the text of a dra:ft consensus on the question of 

Southern Rhodesia ( see paragraph 564 below) • 

556. The representative of the United States of ft.merica supported by the 

representative of Australia said that his delegation could agree to the transmission 

of the records to the Security Council, but for practical reasons he would have to 

reserve its position on paragraphs 2 and 3. The United Kingdom Government was not 

in control in Southern Rhodesia and did not therefore have the power to secure the 

re1ease of Mr. Nkomo and Mr. Sithole. 

557. The representative of the United Republic of Tanzan,ia said that there was 

no question of challenging the right of any delegation to reserve its position. 

It was common knowledge, however, that the United Kingdom Government bad always 

claimed sole responsibility for the situation in Southern Rhodesia. The consensus 

ca1l.ed directly upon the United Kingdcm GO"J"ernment as administering Power, to take 

measures to ensure the release of all political prisoners. As long as the United 

Kingdom was the administering Fower for Southern Rhodesia, it must be called upon 

to take those measures; no other country could be expected to do so. 

558. The whole world had refused to recognize the illegal minority racist regime 

of' Ian Smith and, if the United Kingdom Government did not take suitable action, it 

should be requested t-o join 'Wi.th the world ccmmunity in taking effective measures 

to remedy the situation and to ensure the liberation of' the African people in 

Southern Rhodesia. 

559. The representative o:r Venezuela agreed with the representative of Chile 

that the release of political. prisoners and the promulgation of' laws on apartheid 

were matters within the exclusive purview of the administering Power, the United 

Kingdom. 

560. The representative of' Bulgaria asked for clarification of the United States 

representative's reservation. To whom was the Special Committee to address its 

appeal if not to the United Kingdom as administering Power. 
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561. The representative of the United States of America replied that he had not 

questioned the right or propriety of the Special Committee to reach a consensus 

or to transmit the records of its meetings to the Security Council; he had merely 

reserved his delegation's position, as had been done in the past. His reservation 

was based on the fact that it would be impracticable to address such an appeal to 

the United Kingdom Government, since that Government was no longer in control of 

affairs in Southern Rhodesia. 

562. The representative of Italy said that his delegation construed paragraphs 2 

and 3 of the proposed consensus as an appeal to the United Kingdom Government to 

do what it could to implement the Special Committee's request. 

563. The representative of Finland said that he would like to associate himself 

·with interpretation given by the representative of Ital:/• 

564. On the basis of the proposal of the representative of Chile, the Special 

Committee, at its 523rd meetin~, on 6 June 1967, adopted a consensus on the 

question of Southern Rhcdesia, it being understood that the reservations 

expressed by scme members ·would be reflected in the records of the meeting. The 

full text of the consensus adopted by the Special Committee at its 523rd meeting 

on 6 June 1967, reads as follows: 

"The Special Cow.mi ttee, 

11 1. Decides to transmit to the President of the Security Council the 
records of its debates on the question of Southern Rhodesia, including 
the testimony submitted by the petitioners, following the conclusion of 
its consideration of tnat question; 

112. Urges the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
:northern Ireland to prevent the passage of the bill now before the 
so-called Parliament of the illegal racist minority regime, which would 
have the effect of entrenching apartheid policies in Southern Rhodesia; 

11 3. J..'f,peals t.c the Government of the United King~cm to ensure the 
release of ail political prisoners and detainees held by the illegal 
i--acist mir.e,ri t:,,· regim~, particularly Mr. Joshua Hkomo and the 
Rev. Hdabaninse Si thole." 

565. The text cf the consensus, together with the reccrds of the debates on the 

question in the Special Coir:IDittee, was transmitted to the President of the 

Securit:./ Cc-0.mcil on 1C June 1967 (s/eooG). 

I ... 
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566. At the 525th meeting, Ethiopia, India, Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, 

Mali, Sierra Leone, Syria, Tunisia, United Republic of Tanzania and Yugoslavia 

submitted a draft resolution (A/Ac.109/1.407). 
567. Introducing the thirteen-Power draft resolution (A/~c.109/1.407), the 

representative of Yugoslavia said that although the text was self-explanatory, he 

wished to comment briefly on the paragraphs that the sponsors considered tone of 

particular importance. Referring to the preamble, it appeared logical to the 

sponsors to regret the absence of the adiTdnistering Power, namely the United 

Kingdom, from the present deliberations of the CoIIil'Dittee, since the administering 

Power alone was responsible for the present situation in Southern Rhodesia and had 

an obligation to bring dmm the illegal regime in the Territory. It was also 

logical to recall General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), which was the basis of 

the ComD'littee's deliberations, as well as all other relevant resolutions adopted 

by the General Assembly and the Security Council, and in pa~ticular Security 

Council resolution 232 (1966). :·Tith reference to operative paragraph 1, 1•ihich 

reaffirmed the legitimacy of the people's struggle for their liberation, he 

recalled that the United Nations had on previous cccasions confirmed that the 

struggle for liberation of the colonial peoples was both legitimate and justified. 

In the course of the Committee's meetings in Africa, many delegations and 

petitioners had underlined that point as being one of the most i:mportant ways in 

which the final liquidation of colonialism in Africa and other parts of the world 

could be achieved. Operative paragraphs 2 to 7 were directed to the United 

Kingdom as the administering Power in an ef:fort to induce it to take the only 

effective action which the racists of Southern Rhodesia wnu).d understand, namely, 

military force. In formulating the draft resolution, the sponsors had been 

particularly mindful that all the measures so far taken to liquidate the illegal 

minority regime of Ian Smith had been in vain. not only had the racist regime of 

vThite settlers not capitulated, but there was instead a growing body of evidence 

that it was doing everything possible to strengthen itself and to enlarge its 

arsenal of crilninal and illegal policies. The main reason for such a situation was 

the failure and refusal of the administering Po~·mr to take effective action to 

bring dmm the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia. The sponsors considered that 

I 
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the proposed measures constituted the minimum whi~h the Committee could recommend 

to the General Assembly and the Security Council, and they therefore hoped that 

the draft resolution would obtain the tull support of all members of the Committee. 

568. The representative of the United Republic of Tanzania said that the draft 

resolution recommended that the Security Council should take action under 

Chapter VII of the Charter. If the international community ·was to maintain its 

self-respect, action under Chapter VII was absolutely necessary. 

569. He drew attention to operative paragraph 7 which called upon the administering 

Power, in any future consultation, to consult with the representatives of the 

African political parties and not with the illegal regime. To continue 

negotiating with the illegal reglme would completely destroy the faith that 

people had in the rule of law. 

570. The draft resolution rea~firmed the legitimacy of the struggle of the people 

of Zimbabwe and appealed to all States to render them moral and material support. 

In his delegation's view, such support should be of a kind that could help them in 

their armed struggle against the forces of colonialism and nee-colonialism. 

571. The draft resoluti0n would show the people of Zimbabwe who was really on 

their side. He appealed to all delegations to support it for, in doing so, they 

--:~,.mld be telling the illegal racist minority regime in Salisbury with one voice 

that the days of its suicidal policy were numbered. 

572. The representative of Bulgaria suggested three amendments to the draft 

resolution for consideration by the co-sponsors. 

573. First, the notion of a crime against humanity had been introduced during the 

general debate in the Fourth Committee of the General Assembly and had been 

included in General Assembly resolution 2189 (XXI) and into resolution 2184 (XXI) 

on Territories under Portuguese administration. He suggested that the same idea 

should be included in the resolution on Southern Rhodesia, possibly as a new 

operative paragraph 2, to read: 

"Declares that the continuation of colonial rule and the practice 
of apartheid as well as all forms of racial discrimination and oppression 
in Southern Rhodesia constitute a crime against humanityn. 

I ... 
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574. Second, the Secretary-General should be requested to take all necessary steps 

to ensure that the truth about the situation in Southern Rhodesia and the fight 

of the people of Zimbabwe for liberation was disseminated as widely as possible. 

Such a request might be included in a new :paragraph 13 to read: 

"Requests the Secretary-General to promote through the various 
organs and agencies of the United Nations the continuous and large
scale publicizing of the work of the United Nations concerning this 
question in order that world opinion may be sufficiently aware of the 
situation in the colonial Territory of Southern Rhodesia and of the 
continuing struggle for liberation waged by the people of Zimbabwe11

• 

A similar text was contained in General Assembly resolution 2189 (XXI). 

575. Thirdly, he suggested that operative paragraph 12 of the draft resolution 

should be supplemented to take into account some ideas put forward by 

representatives of the liberation movements and also of the consensus adopted 

at Kinshasa containing an appeal to the specialized agencies.. The addendum might 

read: 

" in consultation with the Organization of African Unity ( OAU) and, 
through it, with the national l}.beration movements in the colonial 
Territory of Southern Rhodesia". 

576. The representative of Yugoslavia, speaking on behalf of the sponsors at a 

subsequent meeting, thanked the representative of Bulgaria for the three helpful 

and constructive suggestions he had made which the sponsors gladly accepted in 

principle. The revised text was contained in document A/AC.109/L.407/Rev.l, with 

some minor textual changes . 

577. The representative of Bulgaria thanked the Yugoslav representative and the 

other sponsors of the draft resolution for adoptinE; his sugge:: VJ.I.Ons, ·which 11as a 

further example of the :friendly co-operation between the _.\frican and Asian 

countries and the socialist countries represented in the Special Committee. 

578. The representative of Ethiopia said that the dra:ft resolution, of which his 

de] ~gation was a sponsor, covered all the points which the petitioners had so ably 

brought to the attention of the Special Committee, and he was convinced that 

its adoption would encourage efforts to alleviate the plight of the people of 

Zimbabwe. 

/ ... 
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579. Several eminent spokesmen had appealed to the Zimbabwe nationalists to forget 

their differences and close their ranks in the face of the common enemy, but their 

appeals had gone unheeded. He, nevertheless, appealed to them once again to do 

so, if they wished their fight to be a successful one. 

580. He thanked all the petitioners who had appeared before the Special Committee 

and assured them that the day of their liberation was not far off. They should 

redouble their efforts, strong in the knowledge that .:1frica and the whole 

freedom-loving world were behind them in their fight. 

581. The representative of Chile said that the facts amply justified the strong 

language in which the draft resolution submitted by twelve members of the Special 

Committee was couched. His delegation therefore supported the draft resolution 

and congratulated the delegations sponsoring it. 

582. The representative of Bulgaria said that the draft resolution reflected in 

a concise manner the position of the majority of States Members of the United 

Nations and also the demands of the Zimbabwe people. It reaffirmed the 

legitimacy of that people's fig..~t for independence and, with the addition of the 

new operative paragraph 2, declared that racial discrimination and segregation 

in Southern Rhodesia constituted a crime against humanity. Reflecting the 

:frequently expressed attitude of the majority of Member States, it declared that 

the United Kingdom Government bore full responsibility for the establishment of 

the Smith regime awd called upon it to take all necessary measures to bring it 

dmm and to execute Ger.eral .t.ssembly resolution 1514 (XV) and the other relevant 

resolutions. 

583. The draft resolution contained a very important new element which went to 

the heart of the matter: it condanned the :foreign financial interests and 

international monopolies 1-11.dch, by supporting and assisting the illegal regime, 

were preventing the people of Zimbabwe from obtaining freedom and independence. 

58u.. _,;_ :major preoccupation of most delegations during the session at Ki twe had 

been the role of the United Nations specialized agencies in assisting the 

national liberation movements. His delegation had always been intensely 

interested in u,e problem and had frequently submitted suggestions concerning it. 

He ·was satisfied thc.t paragraph 13 of the revised draft opened the way for the 

specialized agencies to assist the refugees from Zimbabwe, and all those suffering 

from oppression in connexion with the national liberation movement, through the 
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Organization of African Unity. _.;_t the same ti:c:e, t:-~c i:.ararrraph. "".:ould r;:elr, tLe 

General Assembly to formulate clear directives and reccv..rr.endations tc the 

specialized agencies at its twenty-second session. Paragraph 14 reflected the 

general feeling c·f most delegaticns tr.at U!e United 1:aticr::s crn~ld de far E.ore: 

to publicize the situation in the cclonial T'Erri tor.:,~ cf Sc,u.therr: Rhcdesia and 

the fight for the liberatit..m cf Zimbabwe. The re~u.est tc. the S,~:cretar:::-Ge:neral 

could undoubtedly improve United Haticns activities in that respect. 

585. His delegation's position en the Southern Rhcd2sia problem -i:·:as well Jr...ncwr: 

so it was unnecessary to elaborate en it further. Tt.e draft resolution, in its 

amended form, reflected his delegation's position on the problEIB and he therefore 

intended to vote for it. 

586. The representative 0f Finland ~aid that his delegation fully si~ared the aims 

Gf the q;cnsors o:f the draft resolution but had certain misgivings t:i tb regard to 

operative paragraphs 4; 5, 6 and 11. i-lan;,c speakers had advocated tz:e use of 

force as the only means of solvirig the r,roblem. but~ in the ~pir:ion of his 

Government, all international conflicts :::hould b-2 settled b:;· n:eaceful means. 

Despite the seriousness cf the situation, he could not believe that all 

possibilities of a peacefi;.l solution were exhausted and did not think that the 

means the United Hations had at its dispo:::.::..l to imr:ose :c1andatcr4~ econcmic sanctions 

should be completely discounted. 

587. Paragraph 11 recommended that the Security CcuL~il should take the necessary 

measures under Chapter VII of the Charter. .;\ t a stage ;;-:hen the Security Cou...r1cil 

was about_ to begln its mm study of the Southern Rhodesian problem, it :muld have 

been preferable, in his opinion, to subr,..it the rel-2·.:ant infon:.- tic-n to the Council 

for its consideration rather than to make a reccrnmendation. He wc•uld not go into 

further detail concerning his objections to other operative paragraphs, since time 

was short but regretted that his delegation would t. .. ~ve to abEtain frcm votine_; 

on the draft resclution as it stood. 

588. The representative of Poland said that his delegat.icn t•;elcomed the draft 

resolution as amended to incorrcrate the SUfGestions made by the Bulfiarian 

representative (A/AC.109/L.407/Rev.1). The time had come for the United Kingdcm 

Government to crush the rebellion in Southern Rl:edEsia and tc replace the racist 

1961 Constitution by a new one based en universal suffrage. He 1·:ished, however, 

to make a ~light suggestion for the modification of operative paragraph 4: the 
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words "without further delay" should be inserted in the second line after the 

word "power". The time :factor was all the more important in view of the "Tiger 

conspiracy" -which had clearly shown that Southe1'n Rhodesja might be granted 

independence after a period o:f ten or fifteen more years. His delegation 

considered that the people of Zimbabwe should have been granted independence 

long before, at the same :time and in the same manner as had been done. in the 

cas!: o:f Zambia and Malawi, the other members of the :form.er Federation. 

589. He expressed his gratitude :for the appreciative words used by the 

representative o:f Tanzania in commenting on the positive stand taken by the 

socialist countries with respec:t to colonialism and racialism in general and 

Southern Rhodesia in particular. 

590. The representative o:r the United States of America said that his delega"hion 

;u~ported the chief gcal of' the draJ:t resolution and shared the deep concern at 

the apparently slc,;-; rate of' progress towards it. However, as a responsible 

Member of the United Hat ions, his countrJ believed ·that con•tinued attempts must 

be made to f'ind a solution by :peaceful rueans. It did not feel that all peaceful 

means o:f solving the problem in Southern Rhodesia had be~n exhausted and :for 

that reason and others his delegation would be obliged to abstain in the vote on 

the dra:rt resolution. His Goverpment would continue in the determined search 

for a just and peaceful solution. Its constant objective remained, in the words 

of President Johnson, 11tn open the full power and responsibility of nationhood 

to all the people of' Rhodesia". The past fifteen years had witnessed remarkab1e 

progress towards self-determina;tion and independence in Africa; his Government 

was comri.nced that t]:· t progress could and would not long be denied to the 

people of' Southern Rho:lesia. 

591. The representative o:f the USSR said that his delegation supported the 

twelve-Power draft resolution and the Bulgarian amendments to it. The draft 

resolution could be i.~proved by adding a provision concerning the political and 

military ties between Portugal, Southern Rhod~sia a~d South Africa, which were a 

thr~at to the neighbouring new African States. 

592. The Security Council resolution of 16 December 1966, providing for ecpnomic 

sanctions against the racist regime, had proved inef:fecti ve and inadequate. That 

/ ... 
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was the reason for operative paragraph 10 of the draft resolution, which condemned 

south Jl.frica a'!ld Portugal in strong terms. It would be logical to add West 

Germany to the list, since it supported the racist policies of those countries and 

flouted United Nations decisions, thus pursuing a policy which was hlrectly 

opppsed to the interests of' the peoples of' Africa. 

593. His delegation unreservedly supported operative paragraph 9 of the draft 

resolution which condemned the activities of those foreign interests which were 

preyenting the people of Zimbabwe from attaining independence. 

594. Although certain provisions of the dra:rt resolution might usefully have been 

clarified or strengthened, his delegation was prepared to support the resolution 

since his country had always fav~ed the fina.1 elimination of colonialism and 

rac;ism from the African continent" 

595. The represeIJ.tative of Australia, explaining his, delegation's position on 

the draft resolution, said his Government believed sincerely and earnestly that 

the possibilities of a peaceful solution to the Rhodesian ~roblem had not yet 

been exhausted. He wonderedwhetber the draft resolutioµ was practical and 

whether it might not create more problems than it solved. It was aj.so relevant 

tha:t the Security Council would shortly be reconsidering the matter. 

596. The natural. strength and potentialities of Southern Rhodesia should be 

preserved.. If force were employed at that stage, his delegation fel.t that it 

would involve such a great cost in lives, ~µ_ffering and material damage that the 

country woul.d take years to recover from it. Inde~d, a number of petitioners had 

expressed the hope that bloodshed could be avoided. Moreover, the use of force 

would have as its inevitable aftermath an atmosphere of such bitterness, spreading 

far beyond the borders of Southern Rhodesia, ~hat it would take generations to 

restore any semblance of inter-racial harmony. Was it not a corollary of the 

Special Committee's principal aim that the problem o:f colonialism should be 

solved in a manner that would ena.bl.e every man to live in harmony with his fello~.a? 

Could any member view with equanimity a course of action that might destroy the 

prospects of such a solution for many years to come2 

597. His delegation, while agreeing with many points in the draft resolution 

and sympat}lizing with the motives of the co-sponsors, felt compelled to vote 

against it. That did not mean, however, that his country was opposed to the 

exercise of the right of self-determination to the attainment of complete freed9lD-. 
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by all the people of Southern Rhodesia. His de1egation believed that freedom., 

equality and the full. exercise o:f human dignity were the rights o:r all men 

everywhere, and this belief had been confirmed by the moving testimony of the 

pet;itioners. 

598. The representative of Italy said that the draft resolution combined many 

of' the provisions contained in General Assembly resolutions 2138 {XXI), 215J.. (XXI) 

and 2189 (XXI), with some important additions referring to the use of force. At 

the Kitwe meetings, statements had been made by other delegations and by ~etitioners 

on the need for the use of force: some had asserted that the force should be 

applied by the United Kingdom, and others that it ~hould be applied by the 

international community through the U~ited Nations, Others again had .advocated 

the stricter enforcement of sanctions. That had strengthened his del.egation's 

conviction that, given the different views on future action, the most reasonable 

attitude would be not to prejudge in any way the debates in the Security Council 

or any ensuring decisions that it might adopt when it took up the question of 

Southern Rhodesia in a :rew weeks I time. He was not minimizing the value of the 

Special Committee's recommendations, but stressed that the Council, responsible 

under the Charter for the maintenance of peace and security, was in the best 

position to appraise the situation on the basis o:r the information supplied by the 

Committee. He had no doubt that the Council, whose present composition rightly 

reflected the membership of the United Nations and the ·weight of African opinion, 

wou;I..d dea1 with the problem most effectively and e.ecide on the appropriate measures. 

599. That was why his delegation considered that the wording of operative 

paragraphs 4, 5, 6 and ll of the draft resolution was such that the Special 

Committee could not ado:pt them without limiting the Council's freedom of action. 

Moreover, it considered that those paragraphs wou1d debar other methods which 

could still produce fruitful results:; they even implied that negotiations shou1d 

be :regarded as an evil per se and something to be condemned. 

6COe His delegation could not accept the paragraph which declared colonial rule, 

racial discrimination, apartheid and oppression in Southern Rhodesia to be a crime 

against humanity, owing to the legal implications of the expression "crime against 

humanity". It could accept the wording as an expression of mora1 condemnation; 

from the legal standpoint, however, it was not in a position either to a.f'f'irm or to 

, ... 
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exclude that such policies pursued by a given country 'Here a crime agair1st humanity 

withi.11 the definit:ion of such crimes by the Nuremberg Tribunal and the London 

Convention of 1946. It might be correct to aff'irm that some specific results of 

apartheid, such as genocide, aggression or cruel repression, fell within the 

definition of cr:imes against humanity. But it was not appropriate for a political 

body, such as the Special Cc-tlI:I!littee, to take a decisive stand on a point of legal 

int~rpretation; that was a matter for an appropriate judicial body. 

601. Those were the reasons why the Italian delegation was not in a position to 

votE for the draft resolution and would abstain. He deeply regretted that 

necessity since his delegation supported the principles of' freedom, 

sell-determination and· respect for the fundamental rights of man wbicp. would 1:e 

uph~ld unanimously by the Spec~al Committee and by the United Nations. 

602tt The Chairman said that he di.d not agree that the adoption of paragraphs 4, 
5, 6 and ll of the draft resolution would restrict the Security Council's freedom. 

Paragraph 14 of General Assembly resolution 2189 (XXI) 11Requested the Speciel 

Committee to apprise the Security Council of' developments in any Territory examined 

by the Committee which might threaten international peace and security and to make 

any concrete suggestions which might assist the Council in considering appropriatQ 

measures under the Charter of the United li'ations". The relevant paragraphs of 

the draft resolution had been put forward as recommendations suggesting appropriate 

action which the Council might take. An identical paragraph condemning apartheid 

as a cr:ime against humanity had been included in General Assembly resolution 

22~ (XXI). 

603. The representative of Iraq said that his delegation had sponsored the draft 

resolution because it thought it reflected the desires of the Zimbabwe people. 

His delegation hoped that the draft resolution provided the answers to the 

serious problems created for the international community by the continued 

exi~tence of the racist Smith regime. 

604. Operative paragraph 13 was of vital importancej sir.ice all the political 

groups with which the Special Committee had been in contact bad stressed the 

need for help from the specialized agencies and other international organizations. 

That help should be provided in the shortest poss~ble time because the errects 

of war, disease, illiteracy, etc., could not wait. 

I - - -
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605. The representative of Venezuela uaid that the draft resolution coincided, 

generally speaking, with the Venezuelan delegation I s position on the Southern 

Rhodesian regime:, which it rega.rded not only a~ illegal but also as contrary 

to the basic principl.es of the civilized world. It would therefore vote for 

the draft resolution on the understanding that tire reservations entered by his 

delegation in resp~ct or paragraph 8 of General Assembly resolution 2151 (XXI) 

alsp applied to it. 

6c6. Venezuela was opposed to the unilateral µse of force awing to the bitter 

experience of Latin .America in that connexion_. . It would agree, however, with such 

a measure if ordered by the competent body, i.e., the Security Council, in which 

case it would be multilateral action carried out by th~ United Nations in 

accprdance with the explicit provisions of the Charter. 

6(1{. The representative of the Ivory Coast said that the provisions of the draft 

resolution before the S~ecial. ~ommittee represented the mjnimum that the Zimbabwe 

people were entitled to expect. The draft resolution as a whole, and more 

especially operative paragraphs 3, 5 and 7, did no mo~e than remind the United 

Kingdom of the precise extent of its responsibilities~ His delegation hoped that 

the dra.:ft resolution would be adopted by a. large majority and that the voice of 

the internatiopal community would be heeded so that justice might be done in that 

par:t of A..f'rica. 

6c8, j\.t its, 528th m~eting, the Special Committee adoi;rced the draft resolution 

(A/AC.109/L.407/Rev.l) as orally revised, by a roll-call vote of 17 to 1, with 

3 a';)stentions as follows; 

In favour: 

· &tainst: 

Bulgaria, Chile, Ethiopia, India, Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coastil 

Madagascar, Mali, Foland, Sierra Leone, Syria, Tunisia, 

Union of Soviet Socialist Repubµ.cs, United Republic of 

Tanzania, Venezuela, Yugoslavia. 

Australia.. 

Abst!lining: Finland, Italy, United states of' .America. 

609. The text of' the resolution on Southern Rhodesia (A/AC.l.09/248) adopted by 

the Special Ccmmi ttee at its 528th meeting on 9 June 1967, reads as follows: 

"The Special Cammi ttee, 

11Having considered the question of Southern Rhodesia, 

,J 
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"Having heard the statements of the petitioners, 

"Regretting the absence of the representatives of the administering POtier 

"Recalling General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960 
contatning the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial 
Countries and Peoples, 

"Recalling further all the relevant resolutions adopted by the General 
Assembly, by the Security Council and by the Special Committee on the 
Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting 
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peopies, concerning the question of 
Southern Rhodesia, 

"Rec4-'~lling further that the situation in Southern Rhodesia has been 
declared by the Security Council in resolution 232 (1966) of 16 December 1966 
as constituting a threat to international peace t.nd security, 

"Recalling further that the Government of the United Kingdom or Great 
Britainantd Northern Ireland has declared, on several. occasions, that the 
racist minority regime in Southern Rhedesia is illegal, and that it would 
not negotiate with that r~gime on the future of Sou.thern Rhodesia, and that 
the l¾overnment of the Urited Kingdom has also deciared·that it would not 
grant independence until majority rule is established in the Territory, 

111. Reaffirms once again the legitimacy of the struggle of the people of 
Zimbabwe for the achievement of their inalienable right to freedom and 
independence; 

112. Condemns the policies of racial discr:cnination and segregation 
practised in Southern Rhodesia, which constitute a crime against humanity; 

"3. Deplores the failure and the unwillingness of the Government of the 
United Kingdom of' Great Britain and Northern Ireland to take ef'f'ecti ve 
measures, in its capacity as the administering Power, to bring down the illegal 
racist minority regime in Southern Rhodesia; 

"4 i. Reaffirms the obligation of' the administering Power to transfer 
power without further delay to the people of Zimbabwe on the basis of' 
elections conducted according to the principle o:f "one man, one vote"; 

"5. Expresses its conviction that sanctions, in order to bring about the 
downfall of the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia, must be comprehensive 
and mandatory and backed by force on the part o:f the administering Power; 

"6. Further reaffirms that the only eff'ective and speedy way a:f bringing 
down the rebell.ion in the Territory is through the use of force by the 
administering Power; 

/ ... 
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117. Calls once again upon the Government o:f the United Kingdom to take 
:immediately all necessary measures, including the use o:f force, to put an end 
to the illegal racist minority regime o:f Southern Rhodesia and to ensure the 
immediate application o:f General Assembly resolution 1514 {XV) and other 
relevrnt resolutions; 

118. Considers that any future consultations undertaken by the 
administering Power to determine the future of Southern Rhodesia must be 
carried out with representatives of the African political. parties and not with 
the illegal regime; 

119. Condemns the activities of those foreign financial and other 
interests which, by supporting and assisting the illegal racist m:i.no.,:ity 
regime in Southern Rhodesia and their exploitation o:f the human and material 
resources of i~he Territory, are preventing the African people of Zimbabwe: 
from attaining :freedom and independence in accordance with General Assembly 
resolution 1.514 {XV), and calls upon the Governments of the States 
concerned to take all necessary measures to bring to an end such activi;ties; 

1110. Condemns in the strongest terms the i-.olicies of the Governments of 
South Africa and Portugal or continued support for the illegal racist minority 
regime in blatant defiance of the General Assembly and Security Council 
resolutions; 

n11. Urges all States, as a matter of urgency, to rende:e all moral and 
material assistance to the national liberation movements o:f Zimbabwe through 
the Organization of African Unity; 

1112. Recoromends to the Security Council, in accordance with its decision 
contained in resolution 232 (1966) of 16 December 1966, and, in particular, 
paragraph 1 thereof, to take the necessary measures under Chapter VII of the 
Charter of the United Uations; 

"13. Appeals to the specialized agencies concerned and other international 
assistance organizations to aid and assist the refugees from Zimbabwe and 
those who a.re sui'fering from oppression by the illegal racist minority reg:ime 
in Southern Rhodesia in consultation with the Organization of African Unity 
and through it with the national liberation movements in the colonial 
Territory or Southern Rhodesia; 

"14. Requests the Secretary-General to promote through the various 
organs and agencies of the United Nations the continuous and large-scale 
publicizing of the work o:f the United Nations concerning this question, in 
order that world publ::..~ opinion may be sufficiently aware o:f the situation 
in the colonial Territory of Southern Rhoo.esia and of the continuing struggle 
for liberation waged by the people of Zimbabwe; 

/ ... 
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"1.5. Calls upon tbe administering Power to report on its actions in 
the implementation of the present resolution to the Special Comnittee; 

"i6. Decides to keep the question o:f Southern Rhodesia on its 
agenda. 12 

610. The text of the resolution was transmitted to the President of the Security 

Council on 13 June 1.967 (s/8cJ05). 




